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e Thank you very much for your buying T9000 Series Advanced 

Vector Control Inverter. 

e Before use, please read this manual thoroughly to ensure proper 

usage. Keep this manual at an easily accessible place so that can 

refer anytime as necessary. 

Safety Precautions 

Please read this operation manual carefully before installation, 

operation, maintenance or inspection In this manual, the safety 

precautions were sorted to “WARNING?” or “CAUTION”. 

Indicates a potentially dangerous situation which, 

A Warninc if can not avoid will result in death or serious 

injury. 

Indicates a potentially dangerous situation which, 

if can not avoid will cause minor or moderate 

A CAUTION injury and damage the device. This Symbol is 

also used for warning any un-safety operation. 

In some cases, even the contents of “CAUTION” 

still can cause serious accident. Please follow 

these important precautions in any situation. 

In some cases, even the contents of “CAUTION? still can cause 

serious accident. Please follow these important precautions in any 

situation. 

In some cases, even the contents of “CAUTION?” still can cause 

serious accident. Please follow these important precautions in any 

situation. 

% NOTE indicate the necessary operation to ensure the device run 

properly. 

Warning Marks are placed on the front cover of the inverter. 

Please follow these indications when using the inverter. 

WARNING 
e May cause injury or electric shock. 

® Please follow the instructions in the manual before installation or 

operation. 

» Disconnect all power line before opening front cover of unit. Wait 

at least 10 minutes until DC Bus capacitors discharge. 

e Use proper grounding techniques. 

e Never connect AC power to output UVW tenninals. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Chapter 1 Introduction 

1-1 Description of Name Plate 

MODEL: T9400-3R7G/SRSP-o 
INPUT: 3PH 380V 50Hz/60Hz 
OUTPUT: 3PH 380V 9.0/13.0 
FREQ RANGE: 0.1-600Hz 3.7/5.5kW 

STC Le 3 
(14011311111 

MODE: T-9-400-3R7G/5R5P-a 

LL specific symbol 

(Blank for normal product) 

3R7: 3.7kW 

G: Constant torque 

P: Variable torque 

200: 1PH AC220V 

400: 3PH AC380V 

Vector Control Frequency Inverter 

T: T9000 Serise 

1-2 Technology Features 

Item TS000 

Sensorless flux vector control (SVC) 
Control Mode ——/Close-loop vector control (FVC)(Above 3.7KW) 

VIF control 

q |Maximum frequency |0~600H2 

Ey 0.5kHz~16kHz 
= Carrier frequency |The carrier frequency is automatically adjusted 
3 based on the load features. 

ag Input frequency _| Digital setting: 0.01Hz 
2 resolution Analog setting: Maximum frequency x 0.025% 

G Type: 0.5Hz/150%(SVC) 
Starttorque |B Type: 0.5Hz/100% 
Speed range 1: 100 (SVC) 
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Item T9000 

Speed stability 
accuracy +0.5%(SVC) 

G Type: 60s for 150% of the rated current, 
Overload capacity 3s for 180% of the rated current. 

P P Type: 60s for 120% of the rated current, 
3s for 150% of the rated current. 

Auto-boost; 
Torque boost [customized boost: 0.1%~30.0% 

Straight-line ramp. 
Ramp Mode Four groups of acceleration/deceleration time 

with the range of 0.00°6500.0s 

DC braking frequency: 0.00Hz~Maximum 
, frequency 

DC braking | Braking time: 0.0s~36.0s 
a Braking action current value: 0.0%~100.0% 

&. JOG frequency range: 0.00Hz~50.00Hz. 
oF JOG control JOG acceleration/deceleration time: 

FA 0.0s~6500.0s. 

g Simple PLG, It implements up to 16 speeds via the simple 
Multiple preset each . 

PLC function or combination of terminal states 
speeds 

Onboard PID It realizes process-controlled closed loop control 
system easily 

Auto voltage It can keep constant output voltage automatically 
regulation(AVR) _|when the mains voltage changes 

Overvoltage/ The current and voltage are limited automatically 
overcurrent stall during the running process so as to avoid 

control frequent tripping due to over voliage/over current 

‘ _-., |It helps to avoid frequent over current faults of 
Rapid current limit the AC drive. 

It can limit the torque automatically and prevent 
Torque limit and frequent over current tripping during the running 

control process. Torque control can be implemented in 
the FVC mode. 

= Control of asynchronous motor are implemented 
ze = High performance through the high-performance current vector 
a a control technology 

go 4 ik The load feedback energy compensates the ss 
oR ate Hees voltage reduction so that the AC drive can 

im 9 continue to run for a short time 
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Item T8000 
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Support for multiple 
PG card 

Support for differential input PG card,resolver PG 
card, rotating transformer PG card... 

Rapld current Ilmit 
It helps to avoid frequent over current faults of 
the AC drive. 

Timing control Timing range: 0.0Min~6500.0Min 

Communication 
methods 

RS - 485 

Bu
iu
un
y 

Command source 

Operation panel/Contro! terminals/Serial 
communication port 
You can perform switchover between these 
sources in various ways. 

Frequency source 

There are ten frequency sources. 
Digital setting, analog voltage setting, analog 
current setting, pulse setting, serial port setting. 
You can perform switchover in various ways. 

Auxiliary frequency 
source 

There are ten auxiliary frequency sources. It can 
implement fine tuning of auxiliary frequency and 
frequency synthesis. 

Input terminal 

Standard: 4 digital input terminals(Below 5.5KW) 
/6 digital input terminals(Above 7.5KW); 
1 analog input terminal(Below 5.5KW)}/2 analog 
input terminals(Above 7.5KW); 
1 voltage input (only support for O~10V, above 
7.5KW), 1 voltage input(O~10V) or current input 
(4-20mA) 

Output terminal 

1 High-speed pulse output terminal (Open- 
collector) (Above 3.7KW) 
1 replay output terminal (Below 5.5KVWV)/2 replay 
output terminals(Above 7.5KW) 
1 analog output terminal(3.7KW~5.5KW)/2 
analog output terminal(Above 7.5KW), Support 
for 4~20mA current output or 0~10V voltage 
output 
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LED display It displays the parameters 

Key locking and 
function selection 

It can lock the keys partially or completely and 
define the function range of some keys so as fo 
prevent mal-function. 

Protection mode 

Motor short-circuit detection at power-on, input/ 
output phase loss protection, over current 
protection, over voltage protection, under voltage 

protection, overheat protection and overload 
protection 
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Item Ts000 

Indoor, free from direct sunlight, dust, corrosive 
Installation location |gas, combustible gas, oil smoke, vapor, drip or 

salt. 

Bt Altitude Lower than 1000m 
a Ambient -10°C ~+ 40°C ( de-rated if the ambient 
3 temperatura temperature is between 40°C ~50°C ) 

g Humidity Less than 95%RH, without condensing 

Vibration Less than 5.9m/s*(0.6g) 

Storage ot ~ o, 
temperature 20°C + 60°C 

1-3 Installation 

SIZE A 

Oo-@ 

g 

| | 

ai [I 
OLLI 
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SIZE Model wlH|] D | A |B lod 
79200-0R4G 
T9200-0R75G 
79200-1R5G 

A T9400-0R4G 72 |142| 127 | 130] 61 |45 
T9400-OR75G 
T9400-1R5G 
79400-2R2G 
79200-2R2G 
79200-3R7G 

T9400-3R7G/SR5P 
T9400-5R5G/7R5P 

T9200-5R5G 
B 79400-7R5G/11P 106 |240| 168 | 230 | 96 | 4.5 

79400-11G/15P 
T9200-7R5G 

79400-15G/18.5P B ORB GSP 151 |332| 183 | 318 | 137 | 7 

19400-22G/30P 
79400-30G/37P 
19400-37G/45P 

85 |180) 131 | 167 | 72 |55 

217 |400| 216 | 385 | 202 | 7 

-—__A 4 JP 4 

SIZE Model Ww H H1 D A B Od 

T9400-45G/55P 
Cc T9400-55G 300 | 440 | 470 | 240 | 200 | 455 | 9 

T9400-75P 

T9400-75G/90P 
Cc T9400-90G/110P | 275 | 590 | 630 | 310 | 200 | 612 9 

T9400-110G/132P 
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SIZE Model w]H{[Hi[ DA |B I od 
T9400-132G/160P C | toson-te0cesp | 400 | 675 | 715 | 310 | 320 | 695 | 11 

SIZE D 

a D 

eg C1} 

oO Al 

fairer 
reat 

fl] 

Outline dimention | Installation) Wall-mounted 

SIZE Model mm Size (mm)| Size (mm) 

W/H |H1/H2] D /at|b1 | d1|a2/a3]b2/a2 
T9400-185G/200P alo ne 

D | teac0-200G220P |S/Ela/S/S H/Sle/Slalsla 
T9400-220G/250P aie a 

=| = ml. alel. 
D | Tesoo-2soaze0P |3/B/8/S/F/8/H)a/8/s|N ia 

T9400-280G/315P |w/e|s\y vnialale/a/s}a 
D | T9400-315G/350P SlS/SS/Sis/S slBlsigis 

T9400-350G/400P | 2s x 
D | Teaoo-aoccas0P [SIRS S/E/SiS/e/8/S/Slz 

T9400-450G/500P nl ad 2 

10 
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1-4 Selection Guide 

Rated Rated Rated 

most || ose | da, | Qa | Power 
(kW) (A) (A) 

T9200-0R4G 0.4 5.4 2.5 0.4 

T9200-0R75G % 0.75 7.2 5 0.75 

T9200-1R5G Q 15 10 7 1.5 

T9200-2R2G 2 3 2.2 16 11 2.2 

T9200-3R7G a 3.7 17 16.5 3.7 

T9200-5R5G = 5.6 26 25 5.5 

TS8200-7R5G 75 35 32 Bs 

T9400-0R4G 04 3.4 1.2 0.4 

T9400-0R75G 0.75 3.8 2.5 0.75 

T9400-1R5G 15 5 3.7 15 

T9400-2R2G 2.2 5.8 5 2.2 

T9400-3R7G/5R5P 3.7/5.5 10/15 9/13 3.7/5.5 

T9400-5R5G/7R5P 5.5/7.5 15/20 13/17 5.5/7.5 

T9400-7R5G/11P 7.5/11 20/26 17/25 7.5/11 

T9400-11G/15P 11/15 26/35 25/32 11/15 

T$400-15G/18.5P 15/18.5 | 35/38 32/37 15/18.5 

T9400-18.5G/22P 

T9400-22G/30P 

T9400-30G/37P 

18.5/22 | 38/46 37/45 | 18.65/22 

22/30 46/62 45/60 22/30 

30/37 62/76 60/75 30/37 

AI
LF
AQ
SE
OV
 

Hd
¢ 

T9400-37G/45P 37/45 76/90 75/90 37/45 

T9400-45G/55P 45/65 | 92/113 | 90/110 | 45/55 

T9400-55G 55 113 110 55 

T9400-75P 75 157 150 75 

T9400-75G/90P 75/90 | 157/180 | 150/176 | 75/90 

T9400-90G/110P 90/110 | 180/214 | 176/210 | 90/110 

T9400-110G/132P 110/132 | 214/256 | 210/253 | 110/132 

T9400-132G/160P 132/160 | 256/307 | 253/300 | 132/160 

T9400-160G/185P 160/185 | 307/355 | 300/340 | 160/185 

il
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Rated Rated Rated Motor 

Moca | ms) ouout | oral | Qe | Power 
“ | a | w | 

T9400-185G/200P 185/200 | 355/385 | 340/380 | 185/200 

T9400-200G/220P 200/220 | 385/430 | 380/420 | 200/220 

T9400-220G/250P 7 220/250 | 430/475 | 420/470 | 220/250 

T9400-250G/280P Q 250/280 | 475/525 | 470/520 | 250/280 

T9400-280G/315P 2 3 280/315 | 525/610 | 520/600 | 280/315 

T9400-315G/350P a 315/350 | 610/665 | 600/640 | 315/350 

T9400-350G/400P 350/400 | 665/700 | 640/690 | 350/400 

T9400-400G/450P 400/450 | 700/800 | 690/790 | 400/450 

T9400-450G/S00P 450/500 | 800/865 | 790/860 | 450/500 

1-5 Device recommended specifications 

Input Motor cen Breaker Negue 
Model Roloc Output Cable | Selection Gontacior 

(kW) Type (A) (A) 
(mm) 

T9200-OR4G 0.4 0.75 10 9 

T9200-0R75G 0.75 0.75 16 12 

T9200-1R5G g 2 15 15 25 18 

T9200-2R2G 8 x 2.2 2.5 32 25 

T9200-3R7G N2 37 25 40 32 

T9200-5R5G 5.5 4 40 32 

T9200-7R5G 75 6 50 38 

T9400-0R4G 0.4 0.75 6 9 

T9400-0R75G 0.75 0.75 6 9 

T9400-1R5G w 15 0.75 10 9 

T9400-2R2G g z 22 0.75 10 9 

T9400-3R7G/5R5P = g 3.7/5.5 15 16 12 

T9400-5R5G/7R5P 5.575 2.5 20 18 

T9400-7R5G/11P 7.56/11 4 32 25 

T9400-11G/15P 11/15 4 40 32 

12 
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Input Motor ee Breaker eee - 
Model voltage Output Cable | Selection sonar 

(kW) | Type | (A) | MA 
(mm*‘) 

T9400-15G/18.5P 15/18.5 6 50 38 

T9400-18.5G/22P 18.5/22 10 80 65 

T9400-22G/30P 22/30 10 80 65 

T9400-30G/37P 30/37 16 100 65 

T9400-37G/45P 37/45 25 100 80 

T9400-45G/55P 45/55 35 160 95 

T9400-55G 55 50 160 115 

T9400-75P 75 50 160 115 

T9400-75G/90P 75/90 70 250 150 

T8400-80G/110P w 90/110 95 250 170 

T9400-110G/132P 3 = | 110/132 120 400 205 

T9400-132G/160P z= 8 132/160 150 400 245 

T9400-160G/185P 160/185 185 400 300 

T9400-185G/200P 185/200 185 500 410 

T9400-200G/220P 200/220 185 500 410 

T9400-220G/250P 220/250 240 630 410 

T9400-250G/280P 250/280 240 630 475 

T9400-280G/315P 280/315 150°2 700 620 

T9400-315G/350P 315/350 | 185*2 800 620 

T9400-350G/400P 350/400 185°2 800 620 

T9400-400G/450P 400/450 | 240*2 1000 800 

T9400-450G/500P 450/500 | 240°*2 1000 800 

13
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Chapter 2 wiring 

2-1 Terminal Configuration 

1. 1PH/220V 0.4-3.7kW&3PH/380V 0.4-5.5kW (vector control) 

ZAAAAAAAAZAA AAS 
RB RC FWDREV S1 &2 S3 24V M01 FOV FIC 10V GND RS+ RS-GND 

Note: S3 terminal only supports NPN function, while other FWD, 

REV, $1, S2 can support PNP and NPN function 

2. 220V/5.5-7. 5kW&380V/7.5kW above 

24V COMFWDREV Si $2 $3 S4 COMMO1 

AZAgAagAADzZ) 
AAAAAAAAAP™ |AAAA\2 
10V GND FIC FIV GNDFOC FOVGNDRS+ RS- TA TC RA RB RC 

3. Air compressor special terminal 

AAAAAAPAAAIZ| 
FIC GND $2 $1 GNDMO1 GNDRS+ RS- RB RC 

14
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2-2 Wiring Diagram 

1. 1PH/220V 0.4-3.7kW8&3PH/380V 0.4-5.5kW (vector control) 

Suggostioa 
circuit 7 
Abnormal or brake resisccr 

Mole When inpallity poger 
IPH/220V power, stick cizeu_l | f 
Fleaseconnectto. protection . 
L1L2 terminal Bi B2 

AC three —2 | oe AASH@ L1 u rT 

cases power Ts v #————_{M) 

AC OV E1E% we T 
50/60 Hz 

av FOY $—2S=} atudog output} 
FOV o-t0vs | 
|G GND¢ o-20mA | rr

 multi functim input ternizel 1 
a 

7—o 7 function input terninal 3 | 
oo 

functien input teradzel 4 

Sian SE PrnineP 
“ith Heh speed pulse iapt) 

oo 

mot . . 
J-—¢ option for high speed 

kK rulse output and opea 
“GND | colleeser output 

J3 

RS+@ 485+ connunication 

RS- 4 agg. terminal LCD: sagport exseraal | LCD © 
LCD keyrad 
IKEY-AE coalog Bb 
potentiometer keypad KEY-AI|O 

Deley 1 output 
PF H1GVPoer surply for “a a] y p 
pA Frequency setting 

c 4 

i 
Prequercyseting Pl seftimg 

tot J2 
oy dapat Vg voltage/curfent 
Of4-20na iuput tf nput ewite 

| 3 cumer 

= port &1EG te 
CNA extema card 

© Main circaltterminals —« Control circult zermials tt Please use shielded cable 

15
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2. 220V/5.5-7.SKW8&380V/7.SkW-160kW 

Suggestion 
cironit for 
Abuorwal or brake resister 

Note: Whea mputtng pode instact 
12H/220V power, shott circait 

please connect :0 oteotion: is UT @———. LLitermnal 3 | 61 AH) RiL1 Bt B2 Pap 
Al three Mara ( M ! presse power —° | oY SiL2 wiee—__+ 
AC 38CV = 15%, 
52/60 He 8 EH TL oo 

anlsi fmetion drmet terminal | aire | | Fwo ieee = 
Jn. Fs oct Wentaal Ff : : noi Function ingot veruinal 2 | REV = 

oe + = a mulzi fmetion irput terninsl 3/ | | S41 Vv = rove] FOV ainagaigi Tat Pirwtin Sak Cornina aft} S2 [Peet fini =7 Finetion Sept terminal 4{ | 4 a nilog 
— 1 [Bzer] Ee ese 6-200 0-291 

fasdsi faction Sept eninel 61 |) SO 4 
[ith higt-opéeq uulsestamuy, | I EZ 14 
mii race tne tmnt) TSA 

os a Za Ve Foc analog oxtpul 
0-20 /0-2014A 

GND 4 

J+ option for high speed 
kK GND pulse cutput and cpen 

4 collector cutput 

36.12.10, [A for extemal 
LOD keybcard 

16.7 jump 2MQ,T10. JL jmp 
LCDI Jeedfer condardmachine 
and synchranous machinesoftwave. 28+ 9485+ commmication 
16,7 jemp 2CD2,J10, Jt tjuma RS-9495- lerninal 
(OFF Used forasmechronous 
v2s00sattware 

$4 nornal tamil function RC 

STO, Externalemegency RB 
stophuncion Pa Delay 1 outpus 

+10VPower supoly for RA 
frequency setting pe 

Frequency ST FIV analog -nsut 
Hi Oya J2 TA 

= 4 vollagesc arrest Ow10V Tnpus | f 1 FIG Vinsutewites 
O/d~20m4 Int 3) END i 

zi Juncper Delay 2 outpus 
= partfor PG TC ~ 

ONG) external card o— 

© Mair circulttermiaals — » Contro’ circult termials t Please use sh:e'ded cable 

Note: 220V/ 5.5-7.5kw &380V/ 7.5-37kw standard built-in braking 
unit, 45kW-160kW braking unit optional. 

16
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3. 380V/185kW-450kW 

Suggestion 
circuit for 

powg? Tastaat | 
shei> circuit | 
pretlection | 

AU three 
phases power —? | o-A/—H@ 
ac 3807 +15% \ i 
50/50 He — ot 

mlti funetzon ingut terminal 1 + 

oe 2 
mcLti funet:on input terminal § ; om ¢—— p 
mtd funetzon ingut terminal ¢ | a ievg 
fmulti Funetzon Input terminal 4} FOV) analogous 

oo of -10°710-21 
fess sisson tows cxaizl €| | 90 

(ith hieb-apeog. aulogstnpnt 
eH Ania nee Sat t ja VO Foc 
$——" o—o analog outout 

0-10¥710-20m14 

Mo1 

6,17, [:0,111 forestemal 
LCL keyboard 

6,|7 jump BQ J10, J jurap 
(CDI Used for danderé machine 

and gpnchroacusrnachine software, 

,17junp LCD2, 10, Th jump 
OFF Used feragmchrorous 
25,00 softwere 

‘Sa:nomnal terrunalfuncien 

STO: Bxtemal amargency 
slop faccLou. 

requercyeting __PIaisettin: 

+10V Power supply For 
‘requency settirg 

FIV acaleg input 

©-10¥ input + | 
6-204 input Hi 

oO J2 
FIC yMaltage/current 

owitck jumper 
input 

7 k 
opin for high speed 
pulse outputandopen 

GND | collectoroutout 

RSt® 485+ Communication 

RS- © 495- Torminal 

Delay 1 output 

Delay 2 oulpul 

portfor PG catd/ottife—_ TC 
CNG | csternal card a7— 

@ Main circult terrinals 

17 
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Chapter 3 Operation 

3-1 Keypad Description 

1) 0.4KW-5.5KW 

2) 7.5KW-450KW 

18



Chapter 3 Operation 

3) Function key description 

Key Name Description 

PRG Programming Entry or escape of first-level menu 
key 

ENTER _ |Data enter key 
Progressively enter menu and confirm 
parameters 

A UF ‘— Progressively increase data or function codes 

DOWN 
Vv Decrement |Progressively decrease data or function codes 

Key 

In parameter setting mode, press this button 
to select the bit to be modified. In stop and 
running display modes, cyclically displays 
parameters by shift key. 

Start to run the inverter in keypad control 

>» 

1) Run key Figdé 

Shift Key 

In running status, restricted by P7.02, can be 
Stop/Fault [used to stop the inverter. When fault alarm, 
reset key [can be used to reset the inverter without any 

restriction. 

Determined by function code P7.01 
0: No function 
1: Switchover between operation panel 
command and remote operation command. 
It indicates the switchover between the current 
command source and operation panel control 
(local operation). If the current command 
source is operation panel control, the key is 
invalid. 
2: Switch between forward and reverse, It 
only valid when command source is operation 
panel channel. 
3: Forward JOG 
4: Reverse JOG 

JOG Shortcut Key 

M No function 

4) Indicator light description 

Indicator Light Name Indicator light description 

Hz Frequency unit 

A Current unit 

Vv Voltage unit 

FWDIREV Extinguished: Forward operation 
Light on: Reverse operation 

19
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Indicator Light Name Indicator light description 

Extinguished: Local operation 
LOCAL/REMOT __ |Flickering: Terminal operation 

Light on: Communication control 

Extinguished: Running state 
FUNC/ERR Flickering: Pre-alarm of overload 

Light on: Fault 

Extinguished: Stop mode 
Flickering: In the process of auto-tuning 
Light on: Running mode 

20 
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Chapter 4 

Detailed Function Description 

Group P0: Basic Parameters 

G/P type display Default [Model dependent 

1 G type (constant torque load) 

Setting Range 2 P type (variable torque load e.g. fan and 

pump) 
This parameter is used to display the delivered model and cannot 
be modified. 
1: Applicable to constant torque load with rated parameters specified 

2: Applicable to variable torque load (fan and pump) with rated 

parameters specified 

Control mode selection | Default [2 
0 Sensorless flux vector control (SFVC) 

Setting Range 1 Closed-loop vector control (CLVC) 

2 __|M/F control 

0: Sensorless flux vector control (SFVC) 
It indicates open-loop vector control, and is applicable to 

high-performance control applications such as machine tool, 

centrifuge, wire drawing machine and crane. One AC drive can 

operate only one motor. 

1: Closed-loop vector control (CLVC) 
It is applicable to high-accuracy speed control or torque control 
applications such as high-speed paper making machine, crane and 
elevator. One AC drive can operate only one motor. An encoder 
must be installed at the motor side, and a PG card matching the 

encoder must be installed at the AC drive side. 
Note:If vector control is used, motor auto-tuning must be performed 
because the advantages of vector control can only be utilized after 
correct motor parameters are obtained. Better performance can be 
achieved by adjusting speed regulator parameters in group P1. 
2: VIF control 

Command source Default lo 

0 Operation panel control (LED off) 

Setting Range 1 Terminal control (LED on) 

2 Communication control (LED blinking) 

It is used to determine the input channel of the AC drive control 

P0.00 

P0.01 

P0.02 

21
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commands, such as run,stop, forward rotation, reverse rotation 

and jog operation. You can input the commands through below 

methods: 
0: Operation panel control ("LOCAL/REMOT" indicator off) 
Commands are given by pressing keys RUN and STOP/RES on the 

operation panel. 
4: Terminal control ("LOCAL/REMOT™ indicator on) 
Commands are given by means of multifunctional input terminals 

with functions such as FWD, REV, JOGF, and JOGR. 
2: Communication control ("LOCAL/REMOT" indicator blinking) 
Commands are given from host computer. If this parameter is set to 
2, a communication card might be installed. 

Main frequency source 
X selection 

Default |0 

Digital setting (P0.08 preset frequency, can 
0 modify the UP/DOWN, power lost don’t 

memorise) 

Digital setting (P0.08 preset frequency, 
1 can modify the UP/DOWN, power lost 

memorise) 

FIV 

FIC 

Reserved 

Pulse setting (S3) 

Multspeed instruction 

PLC 

PID 

9 Communications command 

P0.03 

Setting Range 

G
a
}
 

| 
| 

on
] 

BY
] 

Go
) 

ho
 

Choose inverter main input channel of a given frequency. 
A total of 10 main a given frequency channel: 

0: digital setting (power lost doesn’t memorise) 
Set the initial value of frequency P0.08 (frequency preset) values. 
Can use the keyboard A keys and ¥ keys (or multi-function input 

terminal of the UP and DOWN) to change the set frequency value 
of the inverter. Inverter after power off and power on again, set 
frequency values revert to P0.08 (digital frequency setting preset ) 

values. 

1: digital setting (power lost memorise) 
Set the initial value of frequency P0.08(preset frequency )values. 

Can be brought though the keyboard A, ¥ keys (or though the 
multi-function input terminal of the UP and DOWN) to change the 
set frequency value of the inverter. 

After the Inverter’s power is off then the power is on again, set the 
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frequency the same as the frequency last time when power supply 

drops,the freq. Corrections through the keyboard A, W keys or by 

terminal UP and DOWN will be memorized. 
Which need to be reminded is that P0.23 is to set the "digital 

frequency setting down memory selection", PO.23 is used to select 

whether inverter memorizes the freq or is reset during stopping 
time,P0.23 is related to the stop,isn’t related to the drop memory, 

pay attention in the application 

2: FIV 
3: FIC 
T9000 provides two analog input terminal (FIV, FIC).Among them, 
the FIV is from OV to 10V voltage input, FICis from OV to 10V 
voltage input or 4 ~ 20 mA current input, can be selected by the wire 
jumper of Control panel 
The input voltage value of FIV, FIC and the corresponding 
relationship with the target frequency can be selected by the 
parameter setting. T9000 provide 5 set of corresponding relation 
curve, the user can set through the P4 group and C6 group function 
code. 
P4.33 function code is used to set the FIV ~ FIC 2 channel analog 
inputs, selecting whichever the five groups of curve . the five 
corresponding relation curves.Please refer to the description of P4, 

L6 group function code for the curve. 

5: Pulse frequency ($3) given: the given frequency is decided by 
terminal pulse input. 

Pulse signal given specifications: voltage range: 9 v~ 30 v , 
frequency range: 

0 kHz to 100 kHz. Input pulse can only be given from multifunctional 
input terminals S3. 
The relation between S3 pulse frequency input and the 

corresponding setting relationship is set through parameter P4.28 
~ P4.31, the corresponding relations is linear of 2 points, the input 
pulses setting 100.0% is referred to the percentage of the maximum 
frequency P0.10. 
6:More instructions to choose and more instructions operation 
mode: select speed through the digital input S terminal state of 
different combinations, T9000 can set up 4 multispeed instruction 
terminals and select 16 state of those terminals. Through the 
function of the PC group code corresponding to any 16 Multistage 
instruction .The Multistage instruction is referred to the percentage 
of the maximum frequency P0.10 
When define digital input S terminal as multispeed selection 
terminal, The specific content can refer to parameter P4 group. 
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7: Simple PLC 
When frequency source is in simple PLC mode, frequency source 

of Inverter can run between any frequency source from 1 to 16 , the 
hold time from 1 to16 frequency instruction and their respective acc. 

/dec. time can also be set by the user.The specific content can refer 

to PC group. 

8: PID 
Select the process of PID control output as the operating frequency. 
This function is commonly used in the scene of the procedure 

closed-loop control.such as the occasion of constant pressure 

closed-loop control and Constant tension closed-loop control . Apply 
the PID as frequency source,need to set up related parameters of 

PID function in PA group. 

9: Communication given: the main frequency source is given by 
upper machine through communication Modbus (The standard 
configuration) , Profibus-DP (optional configuration). 

Auxiliary frequency 
source Y selection 

Default |0 

digital setting (PO.08 preset frequency, can 
0 modify the UP/DOWN, power lost doesn't 

memorize) 

digital setting (P0.08 preset frequency, 
1 can modify the UP/DOWN, power lost 

memorize) 

2 FIV 

3. {FIC 

4 Rervered 

5 Pulse setting (S3) 

CS] 

7 

8 

P0.04 

Setting Range 

Multispeed instruction 

PLC 

PID 

9 Communications given 

Auxiliary frequency source as an independent frequency given 
channel (i.e. frequency source selection of X to Y switch), its usage 
is the same as the main frequency source X, methed of application 

can refer to P0.03 related instructions. 
When auxiliary frequency source is used as a superposition of 

given (i.e. frequency source selection of X + Y, X to X + Y switch or 

Y to X + Y),need to pay attention to: 
1) When the auxiliary frequency source for digital timing, preset 
frequency (P0.08) doesn't work, the user can adjust through the 
keyboard A, VW button (or multi-function input terminal of UP and 
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DOWN) on the frequency ,directly adjust on the basis of the main 
given frequency. 

2) When the auxiliary frequency source Is analog Input given (FIV, 
FIC) or input pulse given, 100% of the input setting corresponding 
auxiliary frequency source range, can be set by P0O.05 and P0.06. 

3) When Frequency source is pulse input given similar to analog 
given. Tip: auxiliary frequency source Y selection and main 

frequency source X, can't be set to the same channel, namely P0.03 

and P0.04 can't be set to the same value, otherwise can be easy to 
cause confusion. 

Auxiliary frequency 
source superposition Y | Default |0 

P0.05 range selection 

0 Relative to the maximum frequency 

1 Relative to the main frequency source X 

Auxillary frequency 

P0.06 | source superposition Y 

Setting Range 0%~150% 

When selecting frequency source for "the superposition 

offrequency”, these two parameters are used to determine the 
adjusting range of auxiliary frequency source. 
P0.05 is used to determine the scope of the auxiliary frequency 

source of the object, can choose which is relative to the maximum 

frequency, can also be relative to the rate of frequency source X, 
if choice is relative to the main frequency source, the scope of the 

secondary frequency source will change as the change of main 
frequency X. 

Frequency source l Default lo 

Unit's digit (Frequency source) 

X and Y operation(operation relationship 
determined by ten's digit) 

2 Switchover between X and Y 

Switchover between X and "X and Y 

Setting Range 

Default |0 

3 operation" 

PON? Setting Range 4 Switchover between Y and "X and ¥ 
operation” 

Ten's digit (X and Y operation) 

QO |X+¥ 

1 X-¥ 

2 Maximum of X and ¥ 

3 Minimum of X and Y 

It is used to select the frequency setting channel. The final freq. 
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reference are determined by the combination of the main frequency 
source X and auxiliary frequency source Y. 

Unit's digit (Frequency source) 
0:The main frequency X as the target frequency. 
1: Main frequency source X and auxiliary frequency source Y 

operation result as the target frequency, the operation relationship is 
decided by the function code "ten’s digit". 
2:Main frequency source X and auxiliary frequency source Y switch 

when the multifunctional input terminal 18 (frequency switch) is 

invalid, the main frequency X as the target frequency. When the 

multifunctional input terminals function 18 (frequency source switch) 

is valid, auxiliary frequency Y as the target frequency. 
3:The main switch frequency source X and main/auxiliary operation 
results When the multi-function input terminals function 18 

(frequency switch) is invalid, the main frequency X as the target 
frequency. When the multi-function input terminals function 18 
(frequency switch) is valid, main/auxiliary computing results as the 
target frequency. 
4:Auxiliary switch frequency source Y and main/auxiliary operation 
results When the multi-function input terminals function 18 
(frequency switch) is invalid, auxiliary frequency Y as the target 
frequency. When the multi-function input terminals function 18 

(frequency switch) is valid, main/auxiliary computing results as the 
target frequency. 
Ten: frequency source main/auxiliary relationship between 
operation: 
0:The main frequency of X and Y auxiliary frequency and frequency 
as the target. 
1:Main frequency X minus Y auxiliary frequency difference as the 
target frequency. 
2:Max(the main frequency source X, the auxiliary frequency source 
Y) take the absolute value of the largest in the X and Y auxiliary 
frequency as the target frequency. 
3:Min (the main frequency source X, the auxiliary frequency source 
Y) take the the least absolute value of X and Y auxiliary frequency 
as the target frequency. In addition, when the frequency source 
selection of the main/auxiliary computing, offset frequency, can be 
set by P0.21 offset frequency, to compensate the main/auxiliary 
operation results in a flexible response to various needs. 

Frequency preset | Default [50.00Hz 
P0.08 . 0.00 ~ maximum frequency (frequency 

Setting Range source selection set for "digital" is effective) 
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When frequency source selection set for "digital" or "terminal UP/ 
DOWN", the function code value is the frequency of the inverter 

digital set initial value 

Rotation direction Default [0 

P0.09 i 0 Same direction 

Setting Range 1 Reverse direction 

By changing the function code, need not to change the motor wiring 
for the purpose of the motor's direction , its effect is equivalent to 

adjust electric machine’s (U, V, W) any two lines for motor direction 
of rotation transformation. 
Tip: after initialization parameter will restore the original state of the 

motor running direction.Pay attention to the good debugging system 
which is forbidden to change the motor's running direction 

Maximum 
Po.10 | _ frequency Default |50.00Hz 

Setting Range 50.00Hz~320.00Hz 

In T9000 analog input and pulse input (S3), period of instruction, etc, 
as a frequency source 100.0% of their relatively P0.08 calibration. 

Upper Ilmit frequency 
source 

Default |O 

PQ.12 setting 

FIV 

FIC 

reserved 

PULSE settings 

communication settings 

Define the upper limit frequency source. Can come from upper limit 
frequency Define the upper limit frequency source . the upper limit 
frequency can be from the digital set (P0.12), can also be from the 
analog input. When was capped with analog input frequency, analog 
input set 100% is corresponding to PO.12. 

For example, at the scene of the winding control using torque control 
mode, in order to avoid material break appear “ride” phenomenon, 
can use analog upper limit frequency, when the inverter runs to the 

upper limit frequency value, the inverter is in a maximum frequency 

operation. 

Upper limit frequency | Default |50.00Hz 

P0.12 A Frequency lower limit P0.14~Maximum 
Setting Range frequency P0.10 

PO.11 

Setting Range 

a
)
 
&
/
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p
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Upper limit frequency 

P0.13 offset 
Setting Range 0.00Hz~Maximum frequency P0.10 

When the upper limit set for analog or PULSE frequency, P0.13 as 
the set offset, superimpose the offset frequency and P0.11 setting 
upper limit frequency values, as the final limit frequency value. 

Frequency lower limit | Default |0.00Hz 

Setting Range 0.00Hz~Frequency upper limit P0.12 

Frequency instructions below P0.14 set the lower limit of frequency, 
inverter can stop and run at the lower frequency or at zero speed 

line, what operation mode can be P8.14 (set frequency is lower than 
the lower limit frequency operation mode) Settings. 

Carrier frequency Default Madel dependent 

Setting Range 0.00Hz~16.0KHZ 

This function adjusting carrier inverter by adjusting the carrier 
frequency can reduce motor’s noise, to avoid the resonance point of 

mechanical system, reduce the line of floor drain current and reduce 

interference caused by inverter 
When the carrier frequency is low, the output current of higher 

harmonic component increases, motor loss increases, the motor 

temperature increases. When the carrier frequency is higher, the 
motor loss reduces, the motor temperature rise reduces, but the 

loss of the inverter increases, the temperature rise of the inverter 

increases, interference increases. 
Adjusting the carrier frequency will affect the performance of the 

following: 

Default |0.00Hz 

PO0.14 

PO.15 

Carrier frequency low — high 

The motor noise large — small 

The output current waveform Bad — good 

Temperature Rise in Electric Motors High — low 

The temperature rise of the inverter Low — high 

leak current Small — large 

Foreign raxated interference Small — large 

Different power inverters, the carrier frequency of the factory settings 
are different. Although the user can according to need to modify, but 
need to pay attention: if the carrier frequency set to a higher value 
than the factory, will lead to inverter radiator temperature increase, 

the user needs to derate to use the inverter. otherwise the inverter 

is in danger of overheating alarm. 
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Carrier frequency 
adjustment with Default |0 

P0.16 temperature 

. 0: No 
Setting Range 1: Yes 

Carrier frequency with the temperature adjustment, referred to 
the inverter is detected its radiator at high temperature, reduce 

the carrier frequency automatically, for lowering the temperature 

rise of the inverter.When the radiator is at low temperature, carrier 
frequency returning to the setting value. This feature can reduce the 
overheat alarm of inverter 

P0.17 Acceleration time 1 Default [Model dependent 

Setting Range 0.00s~65000s 

P0.18 Deceleration time 1_ | Default |Model dependent 

Setting Range 0.00s~65000s 

Acceleration time refers to the inverter from zero,Acceleration, 
accelerate to deceleration reference frequency(P0.25 determine) 
time needed for reference frequency . 
Deceleration time refers to the inverter from benchmark frequency 

(P0.25 determine), deceleration slowed to zero frequency time 
required. 

Acceleration’ | Default |1 
Deceleration time unit 

P0.19 0 1s 
Setting 1 01s 
Range - 

2 |0.01s 

To meet the needs of all kinds of scene, T9000 provides three kinds 

of deceleration time units,respectively 1 seconds, 0.1 seconds and 
0.01 seconds. 
Note: modify the function parameters, four groups of decimal 
digits, as suggested by the deceleration time will change, the 
corresponding deceleration time changes, also pay special attention 
to the course of application. 

Frequency offset of 
auxiliary frequency 

P0.21 source when 
superimposes 
Setting Range 0.00Hz~maximum frequencyP0.10 

This function code is only valid at the time of frequency source 

selection of the main/auxiliary computing. 
When frequency source of the main/auxiliary is computing, P0.21 as 
offset frequency, and main/auxiliary computing results superposition 

Default /0.00Hz 
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frequency value, as the final frequency setting , make frequency 
setting be more flexible. 

Frequency reference 
P0.22 resolution 

Setting Range| 2  [0.01Hz 

All the parameters used to determine the resolution of the function 
code are associated with the frequency. 

Retentive of digital 
setting frequency upon | Default |O 

P0.23 power failure 

Default |2 

0 no memory 

1 memory 

The function of frequency source for digital is only effective when 
digital setting. 

“no memory" refers to the inverter after downtime, digital frequency 
values revert to P0.08 (frequency preset)value, the keyboard A, V 
button or terminal UP and DOWN to correct the frequency is reset. 

“Memory" refers to the inverter after downtime , digital set frequency 
keep set for the last moment of downtime, bring keyboard A, V 
button or terminal UP and DOWN to correct the frequency of remain 

valid. 

Setting Range 

Acceleration/ 
Deceleration 

time reference 

P0.25 frequency 

Default |0 

Q —_|Maximum frequency (P0.10) 

Setting Range 1 Set frequency 

2. |100Hz 

Acceleration/Deceleration time, refers to the frequency from zero to 
P0.25 set frequency between the Acceleration/Deceleration time. 
When the P0.25 is selected to 1, Acceleration/Deceleration time is 

associated with a set frequency, if set frequency change frequently, 
the acceleration of the motor is variable, pay attention to the 
application. 

Reference frequency for 
UP/DOWN modification | Default |0 

P0.26 during running 

0 Running frequency 

1 Set frequency 

This parameter is only valid when frequency source for the digital 
setting. 
Used to determine A, V¥ button or terminal of the keyboard UP/ 

Setting Range 
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DOWN action, adopt which way set frequency correction, the 

target frequency is based on the operating frequency increase or 

decrease, or based on a set frequency increase or decrease. Two 
set of distinctions are obvious when inverter is in the Acceleration 
/ Deceleration process, namely, if the operation of the inverter 

frequency and setting frequency is not at the same time, the 
parameters of the different selection difference is very big. 

Binding command source to 
frequency source 

Unit's digit 

Default |000 

Binding operation panel command to 
frequency source 

No binding 

Frequency source by digital setting 

FIV 

FIC 

reserved 
Pulse setting ($3) 

Multi-reference 

Simple PLC 

PID 

Communication setting 

Binding terminal command to 
Tan's digit |frequency source (0O~9, same as unit's 

digit) 
Binding communication command to 
fraquency source (0~9, same as unit's 
digit) 

It is used to bind the three running command sources with the 

nine frequency sources, facilitating to implement synchronous 

switchover. 

For details on the frequency sources, see the description of PO.03 

(Main frequency source X selection). different running command 
sources can be bound to the same frequency source. 
If a command source has a bound frequency source, when the 
process of frequency source is effective,the command source set in 
P0.03 to PO.07 will no longer work. 

i—
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P0.27 
Setting Range 
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Group P1: Motor Parameters 

Motor type selection | Default [0 

0: common asynchronous motor 
Setting Range 1: variable frequency asynchronous motor 

2: Permanent magnetic synchronous motor 

P1.00 
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p01 |_Rated motor power_| Default [Model dependent 
. Setting Range 0.1kW~1000.0kW 

P1.02 Rated motor voltage | Default [Model dependent 

. Setting Range 1V~2000V 

Rated motor current | Default [Model dependent 

P1.03 . 0.01A~655.35A (AC drive power<=55kW) 
Setting Range 0.1A~6553.5A (AC drive power>55kW) 

P1.04 Rated motor frequency] Default [Model dependent 

. Setting Range 0.01Hz~maximum frequency 

Rated motor rotational 
P4105 speed Default |Model dependent 

Setting Range irpm~65535rpm 

Slaloriresisiance Default Model dependent P1.06 | (asynchronous motor) Pi 
Setting Range 0.0010~30.0000 

Rotor resistance 
p10? (asynchronous motor} Default Model dependent 

. Setting Range 0.001 0~65.5350 (AC drive power<=55kW) 
g rang 0.00010~6.55350 (AC drive power>55kW) 

Leakage inductive 
reactance Default Model dependent 

{asynchronous motor) 

P1.08 0.01mH~655.35mH 
2 (AC drive power<=55kWV) 

Setting Range {9 001mH~65.535mH 
(AC drive power>55kW) 

Mutual inductive 
reactance Default Model dependent 

P1.09 | (asynchronous motor) 

7 0.1mH~6553.5mH (AC drive power<=55kW) 
SettingRange | 01mH~655.35mH (AC drive power>S5kW) 
No-load current 

ptto (asynchronous motor) Default Model dependent 

. ‘ 0.01A~P2.03 (AC drive power<=55kW) 
Selting Range {9 14-P2.03 (AC drive power>55kW) 

The motor auto-tuning accuracy depends on the correct setting of 
motor nameplate parameters. 

The parameters in P1.06 to P1.10 are asynchronous motor 
parameters. These parameters are unavailable on the motor 

nameplate and are obtained by means of motor auto-tuning. 
Only P1.06 to P1.08 can be obtained through static motor auto- 
tuning. Through complete motor auto-tuning, encoder phase 
sequence and current loop PI can be obtained besides the 

parameters in P1.06 to P1.10. 
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Each time "Rated motor power" (P1.01) or "Rated motor voltage” 
(P1.02) is changed, the AC drive automatically restores values of 

P1.06 to P1.10 to the parameter setting for the common standard Y 
series asynchronous motor. 

If it is impossible to perform motor auto-tuning onsite, manually 

input the values of these parameters according to data provided by 
the motor manufacturer. 

Stator resistance Default Model dependent 
P4116 (synchronous motor) 

. , 0.0010~65.5350 (AC drive power<=55kW) 
Setting Range | _9.00010-~6.55350 (AC drive powar>55kW) 

Shaft D inductance 
e147 (synchronous motor) Default Model dependent 

. Setting Range 0.01mH~655.35mH (AC drive power<=55kW) 

9 ANSE | _0.001mH~G65.535mH (AC drive power>55kW) 
Shaft Q inductance 

2118 (synchronous motor) Default Model dependent 

. Setting Range 0.01mH~655.35mH (AC drive power<=55kW) 
9 ANGE | _0.001mH-~65.535mH (AC drive power>55kW) 

Back EMF 
P4120 (synchronous motor) Default Model dependent 

Setting Range | 0.00V~6553.5V 

P1.16 to p1.20 are synchronous motor parameters. These 

parameters are unavailable on the nameplate of most synchronous 
motors and can be obtained by means of "Synchronous motor no- 
load auto-tuning". Through "Synchronous motor with-load auto- 
tuning", only the encoder phase sequence and installation angle 

can be obtained. 
Each time "Rated motor power” (P1.01) or "Rated motor voltage” 
(P1.02) is changed, the AC drive automatically modifies the values 
of P1.16 to P1.20. 
You can also directly set the parameters based on the data provided 

by the synchronous motor manufacturer. 

Encoder pulses per 

P1.27 revolution 

Setting Range 1~65535 

This parameter is used to set the pulses per revolution (PPR) of 

ABZ or UVW incremental encoder. In CLVC mode, the motor cannot 

run properly if this parameter is set incorrectly. 

Default | 1024 
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Encoder type Default |o 
0 ABZ incremental encoder 

P1.28 1 UVW incremental encoder 

Setting Range 2 Resolver 

3 SIN/COS encoder 

4 Wire-saving UVW encoder 

T9000 supports a variety of encoder types, different encoders 
need to match different PG cards, please correctly choose and 

buy the PG cards After installing the PG cards, according to the 
actual situation ,to set up correctly P1.28, otherwise inverter may 
not run properly. The function code applies only to ABZ incremental 

encoder, The function code is effective only when P1.28 = 0. Used 
to set the AB, ABZ incremental encoder signal phase sequence. 

ABZ encoder AB Defautt | 0 
phase sequence. 

P1.30 0 forward 

Setting Range 1 reverse 

Encoder installation a 
P1.31 angle Default /0.0 

Setting Range 0.0°~359.9° 

This parameter is applicable only to synchronous motor. It is 
valid for ABZ incremental encoder, UVW incremental encoder, 
resolver and wire-saving UVW_ encoder, but invalid for SIN/;COS 

encoder. 
This parameter obtain through synchronous motor no-load auto- 
tuning or with-load auto-tuning. After installation of the synchronous 
motor is complete, the value of this parameter must be obtained by 
motor auto-tuning. Otherwise, the motor cannot run properly. 

U, V, W phase sequence of 
P1.32 UVW encoder Default |0 

. . 0 Forward 
Setting Range 1 Reverse 

UVW encoder angle - 
P1.33 offset Default |0.0 

Setting Range 0.0°~359.9° 

These two parameters are valid only when the UVW encoder 
is applied to a synchronous motor. They can be obtained by 
synchronous motor no-load auto-tuning or with-load auto-tuning. 
After installation of the synchronous motor is complete, the 

values of these two parameters must be obtained by motor 

auto-tuning. Otherwise, the motor cannot run properly. 
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Number of pole pairs 

P1.34 of resolver 

Setting Range 1~65535 

If a resolver is applied, set the number of pole pairs properly. 

Encoder wire-break 
P1.36 | fault detection time 

Setting Range 0.0s: No action 0.1s~10.0s 

This parameter is used to set the time that a wire-break fault lasts. If 
itis set to 0.0s, the AC drive does not detect the encoder wire-break 

fault. If the duration of the encoder wire-break fault detected by the 
AC drive exceeds the time P1.36 set in this parameter, the AC drive 

reports PG 

Auto-tuning selection Default l 0 

0 _|No auto-tuning 

1 {Asynchronous motor static auto-tuning 

P1.37 ‘ 2 _ [Asynchronous motor complete auto-tuning 

Setting Range 3 _|Complete static au-to-tuning 

11 |Synchronous motor with-load auto-tuning 

12 _|Synchronous motor no-load auto-tuning 

Default = 

Default |0.0s 

0: No auto-tuning 
Auto-tuning is prohibited. 
1: Asynchronous motor static auto-tuning 

It is applicable to scenarios where complete auto-tuning cannot 
be performed because the asynchronous motor cannot be 
disconnected from the load. 
Before performing static auto-tuning, properly set the motor type 
and motor nameplate parameters of P1.00 to P1.05 first. The AG 
drive will obtain parameters of P1.06 to P1.08 by static auto-tuning. 

Set this parameter to 1, and press RUN. Then, the AC drive starts 

static auto-tuning. 
2: Asynchronous motor complete auto-tuning 

To perform this type of auto-tuning, ensure that the motor Is 
disconnected from the load.During the process of complete 

auto-tuning, the AC drive performs static auto-tuning first and 

then accelerates to 80% of the rated motor frequency within the 
acceleration time set in P008. The AC drive keeps running for a 
certain period and then decelerates to stop within deceleration time 
set in P009.Before performing complete auto-tuning, properly set 
the motor type, motor nameplate parameters of P1.00 to P1.05, 

“Encoder type” (P1.28) and "Encoder pulses per revolution” (P1.27) 

first. 
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The AC drive will obtain motor parameters of P1.06 to P1.10, "A/B 
phase sequence of ABZ incremental encoder" (P1.30) and vector 

control current loop PI parameters of P3.13 to P3.16 by complete 
auto-tuning. Set this parameter to 2, and press RUN. Then, the AC 
drive starts complete auto-tuning. 

11: Synchronous motor with-load auto-tuning 
It is applicable to scenarios where the synchronous motor cannot be 

disconnected from the load. During with-load auto-tuning, the motor 

rotates at the speed of 10 PRM. Before performing with-load auto- 
tuning, properly set the motor type and motor nameplate parameters 

of P1.00 to P1.05 first. 
By with-load auto-tuning, the AC drive obtains the initial position 
angle of the synchronous motor, which is a necessary prerequisite of 
the motor’s normal running. Before the first use of the synchronous 
motor after installation, motor auto-tuning must be performed. 
Set this parameter to 11, and press RUN. Then, the AC drive starts 

with-load auto-tuning. 
12: Synchronous motor no-load auto-tuning 
If the synchronous motor can be disconnected from the load, no- 

load auto-tuning is recommended, which will achieve better running 
performance compared with with-load auto-tuning. During the 
process of no-load auto-tuning, the AC drive performs with-load 
auto-tuning first and then accelerates to P0.08 of the rated motor 
frequency within the acceleration time set in PO.17. The AC drive 
keeps running for a certain period and then decelerates to stop 

within the deceleration time set in P0.08. Before performing no- 

load auto-tuning, properly set the motor type, motor nameplate 

parameters of P1.00 to P1.05, "Encoder type” (P1.28) and “Encoder 
pulses per revolution" (P1.27) and "Number of pole pairs of resolver" 
(P1.34) first. 
Note: Motor auto-tuning can be performed only in operation panel 

mode. 

Group P2: Vector Control Parameters 

P3 group function cade applies only to the vector control, control of 

VIF is invalid. 

Speed loop 
P2.00 | proportional gain 1 

Setting Range 1~100 

Speed loop integral 
P2.01 time 1 Default /0.50s 

Setting Range 0.01s~10.00s 

Default |30 
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Switchover frequency 
P2.02 4 Default |5.00Hz 

Setting Range 0.00~P3.05 

Speed loop 
P2.03 | proportional gain 2 Pefaurt 15 

Setting Range 0~100 

Speed loop integral 
P2.04 time 2 Default |1.00s 

Setting Range 0.01s~-10.00s 

Switchover frequency 
P2.05 2 Default /10.00Hz 

Setting Range P3.02~maximum output frequency 

Speed loop PI parameters vary with running frequencies of the AC 
drive. 
If the running frequency is less than or equal to "Switchover 
frequency 1" (P2.02), the speed loop PI parameters are P2.00 and 
P2.01. 
If the running frequency is equal to or greater than “Switchover 
frequency 2" (P2.05), the speed loop PI parameters are P2.03 and 
P2.04. 
If the running frequency is between P2.02 and P2.05, the speed 
loop PI parameters are obtained from the linear switchover between 

the two groups of P| parameters, as shown in Figure 4-1. 

Figure 4-1 Relationship between running frequencies and PI 
parameters 

A FI 

The speed dynamic response characteristics in vector control can 
be adjusted by setting the proportional gain and integral time of the 
speed regulator. 
To achieve a faster system response, increase the proportional gain 
and reduce the integral time. Be aware that this may lead to system 
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oscillation. 
The recommended adjustment method is as follows: 

If the factory setting cannot meet the requirements, make proper 
adjustment. Increase the proportional gain first to ensure that the 

system does not oscillate, and then reduce the integral time to 

ensure that the system has quick response and small overshoot. 
Note:Improper P| parameter setting may cause too large speed 

overshoot, and overvoltage fault may even occur when the 

overshoot drops. 

Torque upper limit source in Default |o 
speed control mode 

0 P2.10 

P2.09 , eV 
" . 2 FIC 

Setting Range 3 Reserved 

4 Pulse setting 

5 Communication setting 

digital setting of torque upper 
P2.10 limit in speed control mode Default |150:0% 

Setting Range | 0.0%~200.0% 

In the speed control mode, the maximum output torque of the AC 

drive is restricted by P2.09. If the torque upper limit is analog, pulse 
or communication setting, 100% of the setting corresponds to the 
value of P2.10, and 100% of the value of P2.10 corresponds to the 

AC drive rated torque. 

Excitation adjustment 
P2.13 proportional gain Defauit 2000 

Setting Range 0~20000 

Excitation adjustment 
P2.14 integral gain Default | 1300 

Setting Range 0~20000 

Torque adjustment 

P2.15 proportional gain Defautt 2000 

Setting Range 0~20000 

Torque adjustment pate integral gain Default |1300 

Setting Range 0~20000 

These are current loop PI parameters for vector control. These 
parameters are automatically obtained through "Asynchronous 
motor complete auto-tuning" or "Synchronous motor no-load auto- 
tuning", and commonly need not be modified. 
The dimension of the current loop integral regulator is integral gain 
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rather than integral time. 

Note that too large current loop PI gain may lead to oscillation of 

the entire control loop. Therefore, when current oscillation or 
torque fluctuation is great, manually decrease the proportional 

gain or integral gain here. 

Field weakening mode 
of synchronous motor | Default | 

P2.18 0 No field weakening 

Setting Range 1 direct calculation 

2 Automatic adjustment 

Fleld weakening depth 

P2.19 | of synchronous motor Defautt 100% 

Setting Range 50%~500% 

Maximum field 
P2.20 | weakening current 

Setting Range 1%~300% 

Field weakening 
automatic adjustment | Default /100% 

gain 

Setting Range 10%~500% 

Field weakening 
P2.22 integral multiple 

Setting Range 2~10 

These parameters are used to set field weakening control for the 
synchronous motor. 
If P2.18 is set to 0, field weakening control on the synchronous 
motor is disabled. In this case, the maximum rotational speed 
is related to the AC drive bus voltage. If the motor’s maximum 

rotational speed cannot meet the requirements, enable the field 

weakening function to increase the speed. 
The T9000 provides two field weakening modes: direct calculation 
mode and automatic adjustment mode. In direct calculation mode, 
directly calculate the demagnetized current and manually adjust 
the demagnetized current by means of P2.19. The smaller the 

demagnetized current is, the smaller the total output current is. 
However, the desired field weakening effect may not be achieved. 
In automatic adjustment mode, the best demagnetized current is 
selected automatically.This may influence the system dynamic 
performance or cause instability.The adjustment speed of the 
field weakening current can be changed by modifying the values 
of P2.21 and P2.22. A quicker adjustment may cause instability. 
Therefore, generally do not need to modify them manually. 

Default 50% 

P2.21 

Default |2 
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Group P3: V/F Control Parameters 

The V/F control mode is applicable to low load applications (fan or 
pump) or applications where one AC drive operates multiple motors 
or there is a large difference between the AC drive power and the 
motor power. 

V/F curve setting Default l 0 

Linear V/F 

Multi-point V/F 

Square V/F 

1.2-power V/F 

1.4-power V/F 

1.6-power V/F 

1.8-power V/F 

Reserved 

V/F complete separation 

V/F half separation 

P3.00 
Setting Range 

O
/
@
/
M
/
R
/
o
/
M
)
/
=
/
o
 

a
l
o
 

s
l
o
 

0: Linear V/F 
It is applicable to common constant torque load. 

41: Multi-point V/F 
It is applicable to special load such as dehydrator and centrifuge. 
Any such V/F curve can be obtained by setting parameters of P3.03 
to P3.08. 
2: Square V/F 
It is applicable to centrifugal loads such as fan and pump. 

3 to 8: V/F curve between linear V/F and square V/F 
10: V/F complete separation 
In this mode, the output frequency and output voltage of the AC 
drive are independent. The output frequency is determined by the 

frequency source, and the output voltage is determined by "Voltage 
source for V/F separation" (P3.13). 
It is applicable to induction heating, inverse power supply and 
torque motor control. 

11: VIF half separation 

In this mode, V and F are proportional and the proportional 

relationship can be set in P3.13. The relationship between V and 
F are also related to the rated motor voltage and rated motor 
frequency in Group P2. 
Assume that the voltage source input is X (0 to 100%), the 
relationship between V and F is: V/F = 2 x X x (Rated motor 

voltage)/(Rated motor frequency) 
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P3.01 Torque boost | Default [Model dependent 
“| Setting Range | 0.0% ~30% 

CUEOf frequency of Default 50.00Hz 
P3.02 torque boost . 

Setting Range | 0.00Hz~maximum output frequency 

To compensate the low frequency torque characteristics of V/ 
F control, you can boost the output voltage of the AC drive at low 
frequency by modifying P3.01. If the torque boost is set to too large, 
the motor may overheat, and the AC drive may suffer over current. If 
the load is large and the motor startup torque is insufficient, increase 
the value of P3.01. If the load is small, decrease the value of P3.01. 

If it is set to 0.0, the AC drive performs automatic torque boost. In 
this case, the AC drive automatically calculates the torque boost 

value based on motor parameters including the stator resistance. 
P3.02 specifies the frequency under which torque boost is valid. 
Torque boost becomes invalid when this frequency is exceeded, as 

shown in the following figure. 

Output voltag 

Vb Vb: Maximum 
output voltage 

V1; Voltage of 
manual torque boost 

vi 

fl fb Output frequency 

f1: Cutoff frequency of manual torque boost fb: Rated running 
frequency 

Figure 4-2 Manual torque boost 

Multi-point V/F frequency 1 pans (F1) Default 0.00Hz 

Setting Range | 0.00Hz~P3.05 
Multi-point V/F voltage 1 5 

P3.04 Default 0.0% 

Setting Range | 0.0%~100.0% 
Multl-polnt V/F frequency 2 Default 0.00Hz 

P3.05 (F2) 
Setting Range | P3,03~P3.07 
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Multi-point V/F voltage 2 5 
P3.06 (v2) Default 0.0% 

Setting Range | 0.0%~100.0% 
Multi-point V/F frequency 3 

P3.07 (F3) Default 0.00Hz 

Setting Range | P3.05~rated motor frequency (P2.04) 

Multipoint V/F voltage 3 
P3.08 (V3) Default 0.0% 

Setting Range | 0.0%~100.0% 

These six parameters are used to define the multi-point V/F curve. 
The multi-point V/F curve is set based on the motor's load 
characteristic. The relationship between voltages and frequencies 

is: V1 < V2 < V3, F1 < F2 < F3. At low frequency, higher voltage 
may cause overheat or even burnt out of the motor and overcurrent 
stall or overcurrent protection of the AC drive. 

Voltage A 
% 

Whrborwes cee cei 

Wobe wee & oee 

V2 be oe ee 

Vi-E- 

fl 
I! 
1 

i 
1 
' 
i} 

i 

! 
1 

+ 
fb = Frequency % 

V1-V3: 1 st 2nd and 3rd voltage F1-F3: 1 st 2nd and 3rd frequency 
percebtages of multi-point V/F percebtages of multi-point V/F 

Vb: Rated motor voltage Fb: Rated motor running frequency 

Figure 4-3 Setting of multi-point V/F curve 

VIF slip compensation gain | Default | 0.0% 
Setting Range | 0%~200.0% 

This parameter is valid only for the asynchronous motor. 
It can compensate the rotational speed slip of the asynchronous 

motor when the load of the motor increases, stabilizing the motor 

speed in case of load change. If this parameter is set to 100%, it 

indicates that the compensation when the motor bears rated load is 
the rated motor slip. The rated motor slip is automatically obtained 
by the AC drive through calculation based on the rated motor 

P3.09 
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frequency and rated motor rotational speed in group P2. 

Generally, if the motor rotational speed is different from the target 

speed, slightly adjust this Parameter. 

VIF over-excitation gain | Default | 64 
Setting Range | 0~200 

During deceleration of the AC drive, over-excitation can restrain rise 
of the bus voltage, preventing the overvoltage fault. The larger the 
over-excitation is, the better the restraining result is. 

Increase the over-excitation gain if the AC drive is liable to 
overvoltage error during deceleration. However, too large over- 
excitation gain may lead to an increase in the output current. Set 
P3.09 to a proper value in actual applications. 

Set the over-excitation gain to 0 in the applications where the inertia 
is small and the bus voltage will not rise during motor deceleration 
or where there is a braking resistor. 

P3.10 

VIF oscillation suppression Default Model dependent 
P3.11 gain 

Setting Range | 0~100 

Sat this parameter to a value as small as possible in the prerequisite 
of efficient oscillation suppression to avoid influence on V/F control. 
Set this parameter to 0 if the motor has no oscillation. Increase the 

value properly only when the motor has obvious oscillation. The 
larger the value is, the better the oscillation suppression result will 
be. 
When the oscillation suppression function is enabled, the rated 
motor current and no- load current must be correct. Otherwise, the 
V/F oscillation suppression effect will not be satisfactory. 

Voltage source for V/F Default 0 

separation 

0 digital setting (P3.14) 

1 FIV 

2 FIC 

P3.43 3 Reserved 

. 5 4 Pulse setting (X5) 

Setting Range 5 Multi-reference 

6 Simple PLC 

7 PID 

8 Communication setting 

100.0% corresponds to the rated motor voltage. 
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Voltage digital setting for V/ 

P3.14 F separation Pefaut nv 

Setting Range | OV~rated motor voltage 

VIF separation is generally applicable to scenarios such as induction 

heating, inverse power supply and motor torque control. 
If V/F separated control is enabled, the output voltage can be set in 

P3.14 or by means of analog, multi-reference, simple PLC, PID or 
communication. If you set the output voltage by means of non-digital 

setting, 100% of the setting corresponds to the rated motor voltage. 

If a negative percentage is set, its absolute value is used as the 
effective value. 
0: digital setting (P3.14) 
The output voltage is set directly in P3.14. 

1: FIV; 2:FIC; 3: Reserved. 
4: Pulse setting (X5) 
The output voltage is set by pulses of the terminal X5. 
Pulse setting specification: voltage range 9-30 V, frequency range 
0-100 kHz 
5: Multi-reference 
If the voltage source is multi-reference, parameters in group P3 
and PC must be set ta determine the correspanding relationship 
between setting signal and setting voltage. 
100.0% of the multi-reference setting in group FC corresponds to 
the rated motor voltage. 
6: Simple PLC 

If the voltage source is simple PLC mode, parameters in group FC 

must be set to determine the setting output voltage. 
7: PID 
The output voltage is generated based on PID closed loop. For 
details, see the description of PID in group PA. 

8: Communication setting 
The output voltage is set by the host computer by means of 
communication. 
The voltage source for V/F separation is set in the same way as the 
frequency source.100.0% of the setting in each mode corresponds 
to the rated motor voltage. If the corresponding value is negative, its 
absolute value is used. 

Voltage rise time of V/F 
P3.15 separation 

Setting Range 0.0s~1000,.0s 

P3.15 indicates the time required for the output voltage to rise from 
0 V to the rated motor voltage shown as t1 in the following figure. 

Default 0.0s 
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P3.16 indicates the time required for the output voltage to decline 
from the rated motor voltage to 0 V, shown as t2 in the following 

figure. 

Output voltage A 

Rated motor voltage [------------ 3--———————_ 

aa is 
an my 

oot Hn 
oot tN 

Target voltage =+------ é r ; 
i H H i 1 1 ' 1 
I ' ' I 1 t 1 1 

> 

Actual voltage Actual voltage 
rising time u 2 declining time 

Set voltage rising time Set voltage declining time 

Figure 4-4 Voltage of V/F separation 

Group P4: Input Terminals 

T9000 series inverter with 8 multi-function digital inputs (S3 can 

be used as a high-speed pulse input terminal), two analog input 

terminals. 

P4.00 {FWD function selection| Default |1 Forward RUN (FWD) 

P4.01 |REV function selection| Default |}4 Reverse RUN (REV) 

P4.02 | S1 function selection | Default |9 (Fault reset) 

P4.03 | S2 function selection | Default |12 (Multi-refarence terminal 1) 

P4.04 | S3functlon selection | Default |13 (Multl-reference terminal 2) 

P4.05 | S4 function selection | Default |O 

P4,06 Default |O 

P4.07 Default |O 

P4.08 Default |O 

P4.09 Default |O 

The following table lists the functions available for the multi-function 
input terminals. 

Can choose the functions in the table as follows: 

Value Function Description 

0 No function |Set 0 for reserved terminals to avoid malfunction. 
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Value Function Description 

4 Forward RUN 

(FWD) The terminal is used to control forward or reverse 
2 Raverse RUN |RUN of the AC drive. 

(REV) 
3 Three-line |The terminal determines three-line control of the AC 

control drive. For details, see the descriptions of P4.11. 

4 Forward JOG |FJOG indicates forward JOG running, while RJOG 

(FJOG) indicates reverse JOG running. The JOG frequency, 
Reverse JOG |acceleration time and deceleration time are 

° (RJOG) [described respectively in P8.00, P8.01 and P8.02. 

6 Terminal UP_|If the frequency is determined by external terminals, 
the terminals with the two functions are used as 

7 Terminal increment and decrement commands for frequency 
DOWN modification. When the frequency source is digital 

setting, they are used to adjust the frequency. 

The AC drive blocks its output, the motor coasts to 
8 Coast to stop rest and is not controlled by the AC drive. 

The terminal is used for fault reset function, the 
9 Fault reset j|same as the function of RESET key on the operation 

(RESET)  |panel.Remote fault reset can be Implemented by 
this function. 

The AC drive decelerates to stop, but the running 

parameters are all memorized, such as PLC, swing 
10 RUN pause frequency and PID parameters. After this function 

is disabled, the AC drive resumes its status before 
stopping. 

Normally open |If this terminal becomes ON, the AC drive reports 
ah (NO) input of |E15 and performs the fault protection action. For 

external fault [more details, see the description of P9.47. 

Multi-reference 
12 

terminal1 

13 Multi-reference |The setting of 16 speeds or 16 other references can 

terminal 2___|be implemented through combinations of 16 states 
Multi-reference |of these four terminals.Refer to table 1 for more 

14 terminal 3 |details 

15 Multi-reference 
terminal 4 

Terminal 1 for 
acceleration/ 

16 deceleration 
time selection ‘Totally four groups of acceleration/deceleration time 

- can be selected through combinations of two states 
Tenminal 2 for of these two terminals. 
acceleration/ 

17 i 
deceleration 
time selection 
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Value Function Description 

The terminal is used to switch and choose different 
Frequency frequency source.Choose function code P0.07 

18 source setting according to the frequency source -when 
switchover set two kinds of frequency source switching as 

frequency source.the terminal is used to realize 
switching between the two frequency source. 

UP and DOWN |If the frequency source is digital setting, the terminal 
setting clear |is used to clear the modification by using the UP/ 

19 (terminal, |DOWN function or the increment/decrement key on 
operation _|the operation panel, returning the set frequency to 

panel) the value of P010. 

If the command source is set to terminal control 
(P002 = 1), this terminal is used to perform 

Command _|switchover between terminal control and operation 
20 source panel control. 

switchover _|If the command source is set to communication 
terminal control (P002 = 2), this terminal is used to perform 

switchover between communication control and 
operation panel control. 

Acceleration/ |It enables the AC drive to maintain the current 
21 Deceleration |frequency output without being affected by external 

prohibited _|signals (except the STOP command). 

PID is invalid temporarily. The AC drive maintains 
22 PID pause /the current frequency output without supporting PID 

adjustment of frequency source. 

PLC etatus The terminal is used to restore the original status ; 
23 feset of PLC control for the AC drive when PLC control is 

started again after a pause. 

24 Swing pause The AC drive outputs the central frequency, and the 
swing frequency function pauses. 

25 | Counter input |This terminal is used to count pulses. 

26 _| Counter reset [This terminal is used to clear the counter status. 

27 sal This terminal is used to count the length. 

28 Length reset |This terminal is used to clear the length. 

29 Torque control |The AC drive is prohibited from torque control and 
prohibited jenters the speed control mode. 

Pulse Input 
30 | (enabled only |S3 is used as the function of pulse input. 

for $3) 

31 Reserved __|Reserved 

32 Immediate DC |After this terminal becomes ON, the AC drive 
braking directly switches over to the DC braking state. 
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Value Function Description 

Normally 
33 closed (NC) |After this terminal becomes ON, the AC drive 

input of reports E15 and stops. 
external fault 

Frequency _ |If this terminal becomes effective , the AC drive will 
34 modification |not respond to any frequency modification until this 

forbidden _|terminal becomes invalid. 

35 Reverse PID |After this terminal becomes effective, the PID actlon 
action direction |direction is reversed to the direction set in PA.O3. 

In operation panel mode, this terminal can be used 
36 a to stop the AC drive, equivalent to the function of 

the STOP key on the operation panel. 

It is used to perform switchover between terminal 
Command a ge 
Souree control and communication control. If the command 

37 source is terminal control, the system will switch 
switchover «oe . . 
terminal2 |°ver to communication control after this terminal 

becomes effective. 

After this terminal becomes effective, the integral 
38 PID integral |adjustment function pauses. However, the 

pause proportional and differentiation adjustment functions 
are still valid. 

Switchover 

eon After this terminal becomes effective, the frequency 
39 source X is replaced by the preset frequency set in 

source X 
P0410. 

and preset 
frequency 

Switchover 
between 

40 omainy After this terminal is effective, the frequency source 
source Y Y is replaced by the preset frequency set in P010. 

and preset 
frequency 

41 Reserved 

42 Reserved 

If the PID parameters switchover performed 
by means cf X terminal (PA.18 = 1), the PID 

43 PID parameter |parameters are PA.05 to PA.07 when the terminal 
switchover [becomes invalid.; the PID parameters PA.15 

to PA.17 are used when this terminal becomes 
effective. 

44 Reserved 

45 Reserved 
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Value Function Description 

This terminal enables the AC drive to switch over 
peed control/ between speed control and torque control. When 

46 | To: trol this terminal becomes invalid, the AC drive runs in 
rque contro! * . " 
switchover the mode set in L0.00. When this terminal becomes 

effective, the AC drive switches over to another 
control mode. 

‘When this terminal becomes effective, the AC drive 

stops within the shortest time. During the stop 
47 Emergency |process, the current remains at the set current 

stop upper limit. This function is used to satisfy the 
requirement of stopping the AC drive in emergency 
state. 

In any control mode (operation panel, terminal 
48 External STOP Jor communication), It can be used to make the 

terminal 2 |AC drive decelerate to stop. In this case, the 
deceleration time is deceleration time 4. 

Deceleration When this terminal becomes ON, the AC drive 
49 DC braking decelerates to the initial frequency of stop DC 

braking and then switches over to DC braking state. 

Clear the [When this terminal becomes ON, the AC drive's 
50 | current running |current running time is cleared. This function must 

time be supported by P8.42 and P8.53. 

Additional table 1 :The descriptions of multi-reference 

The four multi-reference terminals have 16 state combinations, 
corresponding to 16 reference values, as listed in the following 

table‘. 

Reference CorresponXn: 
us ve Ke Lal Setting Parameter 8 

Reference 0 PC.00 

Reference 1 PC.01 

Reference 2 PC.02 

Reference 3 PC.03 

Reference 4 PC.04 

Reference 5 PC.05 

Reference 6 PC.06 

Reference 7 PC.07 

Reference 8 PC.08 

Reference 9 PC.09 

Reference 10 PC.10 

Reference 11 PC.11 

Reference 12 PC.12 

Reference 13 PC.13 
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ON ON ON OFF Reference 14 PC.14 

ON ON ON ON Reference 15 PC.15 

If the frequency source is multi-reference, the value 100% of PC.00 
to PC.15 corresponds to the maximum frequency of P0.10 
Besides the multi-speed function, the multi-reference can be 

also used as the PID setting source or the voltage source for V/ 
F separation, satisfying the requirement on switchover of different 

setting values. 
Additional table 2:Terminal function descriptions of acceleration/ 
deceleration time selection 

Acceleration/ n 
Terminal2 Terminal‘ Deceleration Time poviantan ead 

Selection 

OFF OFF Acceleration time 1 P017, PO18 
Acceleration time 2 P8.03, P8.04 

Acceleration time 3 P8.05, P8.06 

Acceleration time 4 P8.07, P8.08 

patg [fitter time [Default [0.0103 
“*_ [Setting Range[0.000s~1.000s 

It is used to set the software filter time of X terminal status. If X 
terminals are liable to interference and may cause malfunction, 

increase the value of this parameter to enhance the anti- 
interference capability. However, increase of X filter time will reduce 
the response of X terminals. 

Terminal command mode Default |o 

ie] Two-line mode 1 

P4.11 . 1 Two-ine mode 2 

Setting Range 2 Three-line mode 1 

3 Three-line mode 2 

This parameter defines the external terminal, control four different 
inverter running ways. 

0:Two-line mode 1: this pattern is the most commonly used two line 
mode. Positive and reverse operation of the motor is determined by 
terminal Xx, Xy, . 

The parameters are set as below: 

Terminal | Set value Function Description 

Xx 1 Forward RUN (FWD) 

Xy 2 Reverse RUN (REV) 

Among them, Xx, Xy is FWD ~ S4 multi-function input terminals, 
level effectively. 
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Figure 4-5 Setting of two-line mode 1 

Ki K2 | Run Command 

—_| Xx Forward RUN 
KI 0 0 Stop 

—| Xy Reverse RUN 1 0 FWD 
K2 

0 1 REV 
COM Digital value 

1 1 Stop 

1:Two-line mode 2: use this pattern when Xx terminal function is 

running enabled terminal, and Xy terminal function determine the 
direction to run. 
The parameters are set as below: 

Terminal | Set value Function Description 

XK 1 Forward RUN (FWD) 

Xy 2 Reverse RUN (REV) 

Among them, Xx, Xy is FWD ~ $4 multi-function input terminals, 

level effectively. 
Figure 4-6 Setting of two-line mode 2 

K1 K2 Run Command 

Kl | Xx Forward RUN 
0 0 Stop 

— Xy Reverse RUN 1 0 FWD 
K2 

1 1 REV 
COM Digital value 

o 1 Stop 

2: Three-line mode 1 
In this mode, Xn is RUN enabled terminal, and the direction is 
respectively decided by Xx and Xy. 
The parameters are set as below: 

Terminal Set value Function Description 

Xx 4 Forward RUN (FWD) 

Xy 2 Reverse RUN (REV) 

Xn 3 Three-line operation control 

Xn terminal must be closed when it need to run, to realize the 

forward and reverse control system of the motor by Xx or Xy pulse 
rising. 
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When it need to stop, must be done by disconnecting Xn terminal 

signal. Among them, the Xx, Xy, Xn as FWD ~ S4multi-function input 

terminals, Xx, Xy Is the pulse effective, Xn Is the level effective. 

mm 
SB2_| 

Forward button — Xx Forward RUN 

ml 
SBl_' 

Stop button — Xn RUN enabled 
m 

R ‘button |_SB3 —| xy Reverse RUN 

COM Digital common 

Among them,KB1: stop button KB2:forward button KB3:Reverse 
button 
3: Three-line mode 2 
In this mode, Xn is RUN enabled terminal. The RUN command is 
given by Xx and the direction is decided by Xy. 
The parameters are set as below: 

Terminal Set value Function Description 

Xx 4 Forward RUN enabled (FWD) 

Xy 2 Reverse RUN (REV) 

Xn 3 Three-line control 

Xn terminals must be closed when there is a need to run, Xn 
terminals, produced by Xx pulse rising along the motor running 
signal, the state of the Xy produce motor direction signals. When 
there is a need to stop, by disconnecting Xn terminal signal to 
realize. Among them, the Xx, x, y, Xn is FWD ~ $4 multi-function 

input terminals, Xx is the pulse effective, Xy, Xn are the level 
effective. 

Figure 4-7 :Setting of three-line mode 2 

TT 

Run button SB2 ' Running 
—s4 — Xx RUN command KB3 direction 

Stop button | SB1_ ! 
[-———. _—] Xn Stop running 

K “ —| xyr 5 ‘rection o Forward. 

COM Digital common 1 Reverse 

Among them:KB1:Stopping button KB2:Running button 
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Terminal UP/DOWN 

P4.12 changing _ rate 

Setting Range l 0.01Hz/s~65.535Hz/s 

When it is used to set terminal UP/DOWN to adjust the set 
frequency .Frequency changing rate is the frequency variation per 
second 

If P0.22 (Frequency reference resolution) is 2, the setting range is 
0.001-65.535 Hz/s. 
If P0.22 (Frequency reference resolution) is 1, the setting range is 

0.01-655.35 Hz/s. 

Default 1.00Hz/s 

pa.13 Fl curve 1 minimum input l Default l 0.00V 
Setting Range | 0.00V~P4.15 

P4.14 eae | ednirum ieput Default 0.0% 
Setting Range | -100.00%~100.0% 

pa. 1g | Fleurve 1 maximum input | Default l 10.00V 
“'" | Setting Range | P4.13~10.00V 

P4.16 Te PRA Defalt 100.0% 
Setting Range | =100.00%~100.0% 

Baz Fl curve / filter time | Default l 0.10s 
“\" [ Setting Range | 0.00s~10.00s 

These parameters are used to define the relationship between 
the analog input voltage and the corresponding setting. When the 
analog input voltage exceeds the maximum value (P4.15), the 
analog voltage maximum value is calculated by “maximum input”. 
When the analog input voltage is less than the setting minimum 
input (P4.13), the value set in P4.34 (Setting for Fl less than 
minimum input) is calculated by the minimum input or 0.0% 
When the analog input is current input, 20mA current corresponds 
to 5V voltage.4mA current corresponds to 1V voltage. 
FI input filter time is used to set the software filter time of FI. If the 
analog input is liable to interference, increase the filter time value 
of this parameter to stabilize the detected analog input.However, 
increase of the FI filter time will slow down the response of analog 
detection. Set this parameter properly based on actual conditions. 
In different applications, 100% of analog input corresponds to 
different nominal values. For details, refer to the descriptions of 
different applications. 
Two typical setting examples are shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 4-8 Corresponding relationship between analog input and set 

values 

Corresponding set value § 
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p4.4g LFtourve 2 minimum input l Default l 0.00V 
“1 | Setting Range | 0.00V~P4.20 

Corresponding setting of Fl 5 

P4.19| curve 2 minimum input Default 0.0% 

Setting Range | -100.00%~100.0% 
P4.20 Fl curve 2 maximum input | Default l 10.00V 

“™ | Setting Range | P4.18~10.00V 
Corresponding setting of Fl 

P4.21| curve 2 maximum input Detaurt 100-0" 

Setting Range l -100.00%~100.0% 

p4.99|___tlourve 2 filter time l Default l 0.10s 
““* | Setting Range | 0.00s~10.00s 

pa. | Fl curve 3 minimum input | Default l 0.00V 
““" | Setting Range | 0.00s~P4.25 

Corresponding setting of Fl 
P4,24| curve 3 minimum input Default 0:0% 

Setting Range | -100.00%~100.0% 
paps | Fleurve 3 maximum input l Default l 10.00V 

“| Setting Range | P4.23~10.00V 
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Corresponding setting of FI 
P4.26 curve, 3 maximum input Default 100:0% 

Setting Range l -100,00%~100.0% 

pa.o7 |__Flourve 3 fitter time l Default l 0.10s 
““" [ Setting Range | 0.00s~10.00s 

The method and functions of setting Fl curve 3 are similar to that of 
setting Fl curve 1 function. 

p4.2g |_PULSE minimum Input | Default | 0.00kKHz 
. Setting Range l 0.00kHz~P4.30 

Corresponding setting of 
P4.29 pulse minimum input Default 0.0% 

Setting Range l -100.00%~100.0% 

P4309 |_PULSE maximum input l Default l 50.00kHz 
. Setting Range l P4.28~50.00kHz 

Corresponding setting of * 
P4.31| pulse maximum input Peralllt Anoiore 

Setting Range | =100.00%~100.0% 
p4a0 PULSE filtertime | Default 0.108 

Setting Range | 0.00s~10.00s 

These parameters are used to set the relationship between S3 
pulse frequency and corresponding settings. The pulses can only be 
input by $3. The method of setting this function is similar to that of 
setting Fl curve 1 function.Refer to the descriptions of FI curve 1 

Fl curve selection Default | 321 
Unit's digit FIV curve selection 

1 Curve 1 (2 points, see P4.13~P4.16) 

2 Curve 2 (2 points, see P4.18~P4.21) 

P4.33 3 Curve 3 (2 points, see P4.23~P4.26) 

. Setting Range 4 Curve 4 (4 paints, see L6.00~L6.07) 

5 Curve 5 (4 points, see L6.08~L6.15) 

Ten's digit | FIC curve selection (1-5, same as FIV 

Hundred's 
digit 

The unit's digit, ten's digit and hundrec's digit of this parameter are 
respectively used to select the corresponding curve of FIV,FIC and 
FIC. Any of the five curves can be selected for FIV,FIC and FIC. 
Curve 1, curve 2 and curve 3 are all 2-point curves, set in group P5. 
Curve 4 and curve 5 are both 4-point curves, set in group C6. 
The T9000 provides two FI terminals as standard. FIA is provided 
by an optional extension Card. 
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Setting for Fl less than 
minimum input 

Unit's digit 

0 

1 

Default 000 

Setting for FIV less than minimum input 

Minimum value 

0.0% 

Setting for FIC less than minimum input 
(0-1, same as FIV) 

P4,34 

Setting Range 
ONange | Jon's digit 

Hundred's 
digit 

The function code is used to determine the corresponding 
setting when the analog input voltage is less than the minimum 
value. 
The unit's digit, ten's digit and hundred's digit of this function code 
respectively correspond to the setting for FIV,FIC 
If the value of a certain digit is selected to 0, when analog input 

voltage is less than the minimum input, the corresponding setting of 
the minimum input (P4.14, P4.19, P4.24) is used. 
If the value of a certain digit is selected to 1, when analog input 

voltage is less than the minimum input,the corresponding value of 
this analog input is 0.0% 

Reserved 

P4395 FWD delay time | _Defautt | 0.0s 
“| Setting Range | 0.0s~3600.0s 

pase REV delay time l Default l 0.0s 
“| Setting Range | 0.0s~3600.0s 

aaa $1 delay time | Default | 0.0s 
““" [ Setting Range | 0.0s~3600.0s 

These parameters are used to set the delay time of the AC drive 
when the status of S terminals changes. 
Currently, only FWD, REV and $1 support the delay time function. 

$ valid mode selection 1 Default l 00000 

Unit's digit FWD valid mode 
i) High level valid 

1 Low level valid 

Ten's digit | REV valid mode (0-1, same as FWD) 

P4.38) soting Range | ‘ett | 81 valid mode (0-1, same as REV) 

br 82 valid mode (0~1, same as 81) 
Ten 

thousand's | S&3 valid mode (O~1, same as S2) 
digit 
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S$ valid mode selection 2 Default l 00000 

Unit's digit 84 valid mode 

i) High level valid 

1 Low level valid 

Ten's digit reserved 

Pace Setting Range sé § reserved 

beri ‘Ss reserved 

Ten 
thousand’s reserved 

digit 

These parameters are used to set the valid mode of S terminals. 

When this is high level valid, The S terminal is valid when being 
connected with COM, and invalid when it is disconnected to COM. 
When this is low level valid, The S terminal is invalid when being 

connected with COM, and valid when being disconnected to COM. 

Group P5: Output Terminals 

The T9000 provides two multi-function analog output terminals FOV, 

FOC, two multi-function relay output terminals and a YO terminal 
(used for high-speed pulse output or open-collector switch signal 
output) as standard. If output terminals above can't satisfy the scene 
with application, requires the expansion card equipped with multi- 

function input and output. 

YO terminal output mode Default | 0 
P5.00 . it) Pulse output (YO-P) 

Setting Range 1 Switch signal output (YO-R) 

The YO terminal is programmable multiplexing terminal. It can 

be used for high-speed pulse output (YO-P), with maximum 

frequency of 50 kHz. Refer to P5.06 for relevant functions of Pulse 
output(YO-P). It can also be used as open collector switch signal 
output (YO-R). 

P5.01 YO-R function (open-collector output terminal) Default] 0 

P5.02 Relay output function (RA-RB-RC) Default} 2 

P5.03 Relay output function (TA-TC) Default] 0 

P5.04 reserved 

P5.05 reserved 

These five function codes are used to select three digital output 
terminals. 
the functions of the multifunction output terminals are described in 
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the following table. 

Value Function Description 

Q No output The terminal has no function. 

When the AC drive is running and has output 
1 AC drive running |frequency (can be zero), the terminal becomes 

ON. 

When the AC drive stops due to a fault, the 
2 ‘| Fault output (stop) terminal outputs ON. 

Frequency-level 
3 detection FDT1 (Refer to the descriptions of P8.19 and P8.20. 

output 

4 csi Refer to the descriptions of P8.21. 

Zero-speed If the AC drive runs with the output frequency of 
5 | running (no output |0, the terminal becomes ON. If the AC drive is in 

at stop) the stop state, the terminal becomes OFF. 

The AC drive judges whether the motor load 
exceeds the overload pre-warning threshold 

6 Motor overload |before performing the protection action. If the 
pre-waming pre-warning threshold is exceeded, the terminal 

becomes ON. For motor overload parameters, 
see the descriptions of P9.00 to P9.02. 

7 AC drive overload |The terminal becomes ON before the AC drive 
pre-waming overload protection action is performed 10s. 

8 Set count value |The terminal becomes ON when the count value 
reached teaches the value set in Pb.08. 

9 Designated count |The terminal becomes ON when the count value 
value reached __|reaches the value set in Pb.09. 

The terminal becomes ON when the detected 
tO Length reached actual length exceeds the value set in Pb.05. 

1 PLC cycle When simple PLC completes one cycle, the 
complete terminal a pulse signal with width of 250 ms. 

Accumulative __|If the accumulative running time of the AC drive 
12 running time exceeds the time set in P8.17, the terminal 

reached outputs ON. 

If the set frequency exceeds the frequency upper 
13. | Frequency limiting limit or lower limit and the output frequency of the 

AC drive reaches the upper limit or lower limit, 
the terminal outputs ON. 

In speed control mode, If the output torque 
iii reaches the torque limit, the AC drive enters the 

14 Torque limtiing stall protection state , meanwhile the terminal 
outputs ON. 
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Chapter 4 Detailed Function Description 

Value Function Description 

If the AC drive main circuit and control circuit 
15 Ready for RUN |become stable, and the AC drive detects no fault 

and is ready for RUN, the terminal outputs ON. 

When the input of FIV is larger than the input of 
16 FIVEEIC FIC, the terminal outputs ON. 

17 Frequency upper |If the running frequency reaches the upper limit, 
limit reached _|the terminal outputs ON. 

Frequency lower |If the running frequency reaches the lower limit, 
18 | limit reached (no |the terminal outputs ON. In the stop state, the 

output at stop) _|terminal becomes OFF. 

19 Lack voltage state | If the AC drive is in lack voltage state, the 
output terminal outputs ON. 

20 Communication Refer to the communication protocol. 
setting 

21 Reserved Reserved 

22 Reserved Reserved 

Zero-speed If the output frequency of the AC drive is 0, the 
23 =| running 2 (having |terminal becomes ON. In the state of stop, the 

output at stop) _ | signal is still ON. 

Accumulative —_|If the AC drive accumulative power-on time 
24 power-on time |(P7.13) exceeds the value set in P8.16, the 

reached terminal outputs ON. 

Frequency level 
25 detection FDT2 |Refer to the descriptions of P8.28 and P8.29. 

output 

25 | Frequency’ | peter to the descriptions of P8.30 and P8.31, 
reached output 

27 eeaceat Refer to the descriptions of P8.32 and P8.33. 

28 ieee Refer to the descriptions of P8.38 and PB.39. 

29 ee Refer to the descriptions of P8.40 and P8.41. 

If the timing function (P8.42) is valid, the terminal 
30 Timing reached joutputs ON after the current running time of the 

AC drive reaches the set time. 

If FIV input is larger than the value of P9.46 
31 FIV input limit | (FIV input voltage upper limit) or lower than the 

exceeded value of P9.45 (FIV input voltage lower limit), the 
terminal outputs ON. 

32 | Load becoming 0 |If the load becomes 0, the terminaloutputs ON. 

33. | Reverse running If the AC drive is in the reverse running state, the 
terminal outputs ON. 

34 | Zero current state |Refer to the descriptions of P8.28 and P8.29. 
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Value Function Description 

Module If the heatsink temperature of the inverter module 
35 temperature |(P7.07) reaches the set module temperature 

reached threshold (P8.47), the terminal outputs ON. 

36 | Software current |p fer to the descriptions of P8.36 and P8.37. 
limit exceeded 

Frequency lower If the running frequency reaches the lower limit, 
limit reached 

37 the terminal becomes ON. In the stop state, the 
(having output at | sional is still ON 

stop) . 

If a fault occurs on the AC drive and the AC drive 
38 Alarm output —_| continues to run, the terminal outputs the alarm 

signal. 

39 Tteserved 

40 one running time |If the one running time of AC drive exceeds the 
reached value of P8.53, the terminal outputs ON. 

P5.06 YO-P function selection Default Q 

P5.07 FOV function selection Default a 

P5.08 FOC function selection Default 1 

The output pulse frequency of the YO-P terminal ranges from 0.01 

kHz to (Maximum YO-P output frequency) P5.09. The value of 

P5.09 can be set between 0.01 kHz and 100.00 kHz. 

The output range of FOV and FOC is 0-10 V or 0-20 mA. 

The relationship between pulse and analog output ranges and 

corresponding functlons Is Ilsted In the following table. 

a Range (Corresponding to Pulse or Analo: 
pene lAtiveslle ee Range 0.0%-100.0%) 

0 Running frequency 0~maximum output frequency 

1 Set frequency O~maximum output frequency 

2 Output current 0~2 times of rated motor current 

3 Output torque 0~2 times of rated motor torque 

4 Output power 0~2 times of rated power 

5 Output voltage O~1.2 times of rated AC drive voltage 

6 Pulse input 0.01kHz~100.00kHz 

7 FIV OV~10V 

8 FIC OV~10V (or 0~20mA) 

9 reserved 

10 Length O~maximum set length 

11 Count value 0~maximum count value 

12 | Communication setting 0.0%~100.0% 
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Chapter 4 Detailed Function Description 

0-rotational speed corresponding to 
13 Motor rotational speed ‘ 

maximum output frequency 

14 Output current 0.0A~1000.0A 

15 Output voltage 0.0V~1000.0V 

Maximum YO-P output 
P5.09 mraquenicy Default 50.00kHz 

Setting Range l 0.01kHz~100.00kHz 

If the YO terminal is used for pulse output, this function code is 
used to choose the maximum frequency of pulse output. 

5.10 | FOV zero offset coeffcient l Defautt | 0.0% 
. Setting Range l -100.0%~+100.0% 

P5414 FOV gain l Default | 1.00 
"\" | Setting Range | -10,00~+10.00 

P5412 FOC zero offset coeficient | Default | 0.00% 

"'* | Setting Range | =100.0%~+100.0% 
55.45 FOC gain l Default | 1.00 

"'™ [ Setting Range | -10.00~+10.00 

These function codes are used to correct the zero drift of 
analog output and the output amplitude deviation. They can also 
be used to define the desired FOV curve. 
If"b" represents zero offset, "k" represents gain, "Y" represents 
actual output, and "X" represents standard output, the actual 
output is: Y = kX + b. 
Among them,the zero offset coefficient 100% of FOV and FOC 
corresponds to 10 V (or 20 mA). The standard output refers to the 
value corresponding to the analog output of 0 to 10 V (or 0 to 20 
mA) with no zero offset or gain adjustment. 
For example, if the analog output is used as the running frequency, 
and it is expected that the output is 8 V when the frequency at the 
maximum frequency is 3V, the gain shall be set to -0.50, and the 
Zero offset shall be set to 80%. 

5.17 |_YO-R output delay time | Defaut | 0.08 
“\" | Setting Range | 0,0s~3600.0s 

5.18 LAYB-YC output delay time] Default | 0.08 
"'* [ Setting Range | 0.0s~3600.0s 

P5108 RARBRC Lo delay Default 0.08 

Setting Range | 0.0s~3600.0s 
P§.20 reserved 

P§.21 reserved 

These parameters are used to set the delay time of output terminals 
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YO-R, relay 1, relay 2, FOV and FOC from status change to actual 
output. 

YO valid mode selection Default | 00000 

Unit's digit YO-R valid mode 

0 Positive logic 

1 Negative logic 

Ten's digit RA-RB-RC valid mode (0~1, same as 

PS.22| setting Range | Hundreds | YA-YB-YC valid mode (0-1, same as 
digit YO-R) 

Mheusand's reserved 
digit 

Ten 
thousand's reserved 

digit 

It is used to definite the logic of output terminals YO-R, relay 1, relay 

2, FOV and FOC. 
0: Positive logic 

The output terminal is valid when being connected with COM, and 
invalid when being disconnected to COM. 
1: Positive logic 

The output terminal is invalid when being connected with COM, and 

valid when being disconnected to COM. 

Group P6: Start/Stop Control 

Start mode Default l 0 
Setting Range | 0 direct start 

0: direct start 
If the DC braking time is set to 0, the drive starts to run at 

the startup frequency.If the DC braking time is not 0, the drive 

performs DC braking first and then starts to run at the startup 

frequency. It is applicable to small-inertia load application where 

the motor is likely to rotate at startup time. 

P6.00 

pa.03 | Siartup frequency | Default |0.00Hz 
. Setting Range 0.00Hz~10.00Hz 

Startup frequency 
P6.04 holding time Default |0.0s 

Setting Range 0.0s~100.0s. 

To ensure the motor torque at AC drive startup, set a proper startup 
frequency. In addition,to build excitation when the motor starts up, 

the startup frequency must be held for a certain time. 
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The startup frequency (P6.03) is not restricted by the frequency 
lower limit. If the set target frequency is lower than the startup 

frequency, the drive will not start and stays in the standby state. 
During switchover between forward rotation and reverse rotation, 

the startup frequency holding time doesn’t work. The holding time 

is not included in the acceleration time but in the running time of 
simple PLC. 
Example 1: 

P0.03=0 The frequency source is digital setting. 
P0.08=2.00Hz The digital setting frequency is 2.00 Hz. 

P6.03=5.00Hz The startup frequency is 5.00 Hz. 
P6.04=2.0s _— The startup frequency holding time is 2.0s. 
In this example, the AC drive stays in the standby state and the 
output frequency is 0.00 Hz. 

Example 2: 
P0.03=0 The frequency source is digital setting. 
P0.08=10.00Hz The digital setting frequency is 10.00 Hz. 
P6.03=5.00Hz The startup frequency is 5.00 Hz. 
P6.04=2.0s The startup frequency holding time is 2.0s. 
In this example, the AC drive accelerates to 5.00 Hz, and hold 
2s,then accelerates to the set frequency 10.00 Hz after 2s. 

Time proportion of 
P6.08 Scineacn segment Default |30.0% 

Setting Range 0.0%~ (100.0%-P6.09) 

Time proportion of 
P6.09 aeiave or segment Default |30.0% 

Setting Range 0.0%~ (100.0%-P6.08) 

These two parameters respectively define the time proportions of 
the start segment and the end segment of S-curve acceleration/ 
deceleration. They must satisfy the requirement: 
P6.08 + P6.09 = 100.0%. 
In Figure 4-1, t1 is the time defined in P6.08, within which the slope 

of the output frequency change increases gradually. t2 is the time 
defined in P6.09, within which the slope of the output frequency 

change gradually decreases to 0. Within the time between t1 and 

t2, the slope of the output frequency change remains unchanged, 

that is, linear acceleration/deceleration. 
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Figure 4-9 S-curve acceleration/deceleration A 
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Figure 4-10 S-curve acceleration/deceleration B 
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Stop mode Default | 0 
P6.10 . 0 Decelerate to stop 

Setting R: 
ening ange 1 Coast to stop 

0: Decelerate to stop 

After the stop command is enabled, the AC drive decreases 
the output frequency according to the deceleration time and stops 
when the frequency decreases to zero. 
1: Coast to stop 
After the stop command is enabled, the AC drive immediately 
stops the output. The motor will coast to stop based on the 

mechanical inertia. 

Initial frequency of stop DC 
P6.11 braking Default 0.00Hz 

Setting Range | 0.00 Hz ~ maximum frequency 
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Waiting time of stop DC P6.12 9 braking P Default 0.08 

Setting Range | 0.0s~100.0s 
6.13 |_Stp DC braking current | Default | 0% 

"'” [ Setting Range | 0%~100% 
6.14 |__Stop DC braking time l Default | 0.0s 

“"" | Setting Range | 0.0s~100.0s 

P6.11 (Initial frequency of stop DC braking) 

During the process of decelerating to stop, the AC drive starts DC 
braking when the running frequency is lower than the value set in 
P6.11. 
P6.12 (Waiting time of stop DC braking) 
When the running frequency decreases to the initial frequency of 
stop DC braking, the AC drive stops output for a certain period 

and then starts DC braking. This prevents faults such as over 
current caused due to DC braking at high speed. 

P6.13 (Stop DC braking current} 

This parameter specifies the output current at DC braking and is 
a percentage relative to the base value.If the rated motor current 

is less than or equal to 80% of the rated AC drive current, the 

base value is the rated motor current. If the rated motor current is 
greater than 80% of the rated AC drive current, the base value is 
80% of the rated AC drive current. 
P6.14 (Stop DC braking time) 
This parameter specifies the holding time of DC braking. If it is 
set to 0, DC braking is cancelled. The stop DC braking process is 

shown in the following figure. 
Figure 4-11 Stop DC braking process 
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Brake use ratio [_Defaut | 100% 
Setting Range | 0%~100% 

It is valid only for the AC drive with internal braking unit and used 
to adjust the duty ratio of the braking unit. The larger the value of 
this parameter is, the better the braking result will be. However, 
too larger value causes great fluctuation of the AC drive bus voltage 
during the braking process. 

P6.15 

Group P7: Operation Panel and Display 

JOG key function 
selection 

Default |0 

0 JOG key disabled 

Switchover between operation panel 
control and remote command control 

P7.01 (terminal command channel or 
Setting Range communication command channel ) 

2 Switchover between forward rotation and 
reverse rotation 

3 Forward JOG 

4 Reverse JOG 

JOG key is multifunctional key. You can set the function of the JOG 
key by using this function code. You can perform switchover by 
using this key both in stopping or running state. 
0: JOG key disabled 
This key is disabled. 
1: Switchover between operation panel control and remote 

operation.You can perform switchover from the current command 

source to the operation panel control (local operation). If the 
current command source is operation panel control, this key is 

invalid. 
2: Switchover between forward rotation and reverse rotation 
You can change the direction of the frequency reference by using 
the JOG key. It is valid only when the current command source is 
panel command channel. 
3: Forward JOG 
You can perform forward JOG (JOG-FWD) by using the JOG key. 
4: Reverse JOG 
You can perform reverse JOG (JOG-REV) by using the JOG key. 
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STOP/RESET key 
function Default |1 

P7.02 0 STOP/RESET key enabled only in 
Setting Range operation panel control _ 

1 STOP/RESET key enabled in any 
operation mode 

LED display 
running Default 1F 

parameters 1 

(ris[s141s [21110] 
Running frequency 1 (Hz) 

Set frequency (Hz) 

'_———. Bus vottage (V) 

Output vottage (V) 

Output power (A) 

Output torque (kW) 

Output torque (%) 

input status (V) 

P7.03 
Setting] 0000 15|14] 13] 12] 11}10] 9 | 8 

Range | ~FFFF 
YO output status 

FIV vottage (V) 

-———— FIC current (mA) 

Reserved 

Count value 

Length value 

Load speed display 

PID setting 

running, 
If a parameter needs to be displayed during the 

set the corresponding bit to 1, and set P7.03 to the 

hexadecimal equivalent of this binary number. 
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LED display 
running Default 0 

parameters 2 

7/6(5/4/3|2]1)0 

PID feedback 

-_— PLC stage 

PULSE setting 

frequency (KHz) 

Running frequency 2 

Remaining running time 

FIV vottage before 

correction 

FIC current before 

correction 

Reserved 

15] 14] 13]12|11]10) 9 | 8 

Setting] 0000 Linear spped 
Range | ~FFFF current power-on time 

(Hour) 

current running time 

(minute) 

PULSE setting frequency 

(Hz) 
Communication setting 

value 

Encoder feedback speed 

(Hz) 
Main frequency X display 

(Hz) 
Auzxliary frequency Y 

display (Hz) 

P7.04 

If a parameter needs to be displayed during the 
running, set the corresponding bit to 1, and set P7.04 
‘to the hexadecimal equivalent of this binary number. 

Run the display parameters,used to set the parameters that can be 
viewed when the AC drive is in any running state. 
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LED 
display stop Default 33 
parameters 

7/6[5/4/3|2]1]0 

Set frequency (Hz) 

Bus voltage (V) 

X input status 

YO output staus 

FIV voltage (V) 

FIC current (mA) 

Reserved 

Count value 

P7.05 
Setting} 0000 15] 14] 13] 12] 11/10) 9] 8 

Range | ~FFFF 
na Length value 

-—— PLC stage 

Load speed 

PID setting 

PULSE setting 

frequency (Hz) 

Reserved 

Reserved 

Reserved 

If a parameter needs to be displayed during the 
Tunning, set the corresponding bit to 1, and set P7.05 
to the hexadecimal equivalent of this binary number. 

Load speed display 

P7.06 coeffcient Default 1.0000 

Setting Range | 0.0001~6.5000 
This parameter is used to adjust the relationship between the 
output frequency of the AC drive and the load speed. For details, 
see the description of P7.12. 

Heatsink temperature of 
P7.07 inverter module Default Read-only 

Setting Range | 0.0°C~150.0°C 

It is used to display the insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) 

temperature of the inverter module, and the IGBT overheat 
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protection value of the inverter module depends on the model. 

Temporary software version | Default | Read-only 

Setting Range | 0.0°C~150.0°C 

It is used to display the temporary software version of the control 
board. 

P7.08 

Accumulative running time | Defaut | oh 
Setting Range | 0h~65535h 

It is used to display the accumulative running time of the AC drive. 
After the accumulative running time reaches the value set in P8.17, 
the terminal with the digital output function (12 } outputs ON. 

P7.09 

P7.10 reserve Default 

P7411 Software version Default Read-only 

. Setting Range | Software version of control board 

Number of decimal places 
for load speed display Default 0 

P7.12 0 0 decimal place 

. i 1 1 decimal place 

Setting Range 2 2 decimal places 
3 3 decimal places 

P7.12 is used to set the number of decimal places for load speed 
display. The following gives an example to explain how to calculate 

the load speed: 
Assume that P7.06 (Load speed display coefficient) is 2.000 and 
P7.12 is 2 (2 decimal places). When the running frequency of the 

AC drive is 40.00 Hz, the load speed is 40.00 x 2.000 = 80.00 (display 
of 2 decimal places). 
If the AC drive is in the stop state, the load speed is the speed 

corresponding to the set frequency, namely, "set load speed”. If the 
set frequency is 50.00 Hz, the load speed in the stop state is 50.00 
x 2.000 = 100.00 (display of 2 decimal places). 

Accumulative power-on 
P7413 time Default Oh 

Setting Range | Oh~85535h 

It is used to display the accumulative power-on time of the AC drive 

since the delivery. If the time reaches the set power-on time (P8.17), 
the terminal with the digital output function (24) outputs ON. 

Accumulative power 
P7.14 consumption Berault 

Setting Range | 0~65535kWh 

It is used to display the accumulative power consumption of the AC 
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drive until now. 

Group P8: Auxillary Functlons 

P8.00 JOG running frequency | Default | 2.00Hz 

. Setting Range | Q.00Hz~maximum frequency 

pg.o1 |_ JOG acceleration time | 20.08 
Setting Range | 0.0s~6500.0s 

8.92 |_JOG deceleration time | Default l 20.0s 
Setting Range | 0.0s~6500.0s 

These parameters are used to define the set frequency and 
acceleration/deceleration time of the AC drive when jogging. The 
startup mode is "Direct start" (P1.00 = 0) and the stop mode is 
“Decelerate to stop" (P1.10 = 0) during jogging. 

- Acceleration time 2 | Default [Model dependent 
“| Setting Range | 0. Os~6500.0s 

pe a4 |__Deceleration time 2 | Default [_Model dependent 
“| Setting Range | 0. 0s~6500.0s 

Pa.o5 |__Acceleration time 3 | Default __| Model dependent 
“™'| Setting Range | 0. 0s~6500.0s 

p.o6 L__Deceleration time 3 l Default | Model dependent 
“| Setting Range | 0. 0s~6500.0s 

pa.a7 |__Acceleration time 4 | Default _| Model dependent 
“| Setting Range | 0. 0s~6500.0s 

Pe og |__Deceleration time 4 l Default [_ Model dependent 
“* [ Setting Range | 0. 0s~6500.0s 

The T9000 provides a total of four groups of acceleration/ 
deceleration time, they are P0O.17/P0.18 and the preceding 

three groups of acceleration/deceleration time.The four groups of 
acceleration/deceleration time are completely the same. Please 
refer to the descriptions of P0.17 and P0.18.You can switch over 

between the four groups of acceleration/deceleration time through 
different state combinations of X terminals. For more details, see 
the descriptions of P5.01 to P5.05. 

P8.09 Jump frequency 1 | Default | 0.00Hz 

“~ | Setting Range | 0.00Hz~maximum frequency 
Hap Jump frequency2 —_| Defautt | 0.00Hz 

. Setting Range | 0.00 Hz~maximum frequency 

pa 11 | Frequency jump amplitude | Default | 0.00Hz 
° Setting Range l 0.00~maximum frequency 

If the set frequency is within the frequency jump range, the actual 
running frequency is the jump frequency close to the set frequency. 
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Setting the jump frequency helps to avoid the mechanical resonance 

point of the load. 

The T9000 supports two jump frequency. If both of them are set 
to 0, the frequency jump function will be disabled. The principle of 
the jump frequency and jump amplitude is shown in the following 

figure. 
Figure 4-12 Principle of the jump frequencies and jump amplitude 

Output frequency (Hz) A 

Frequency Jump 

jump | _ 

frequency 2 | Frequency jump 
amplitude 

F y jump 
Jump amplitude 

Foquency.L Frequency jump 
amplitude 

Time (t) 

Forward/Reverse rotation 
P8.12 dead-zone time Default 0.08 

Setting Range | 0.00s~3000.0s 

It is used to set the time when the output is 0 Hz at transition of 
the AC drive forward rotation and reverse rotation, as shown in the 
following figure. 

Figure 4-13 Forward/Reverse rotation dead-zone time 

Output 
frequency (Hz) 

Forward. 
rotation 

areal 
1 

Dead-zone 
time 

Reverse 
rotation 
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Reverse control enabled Default | 0 
P8.13 : 0 permitted 

Setting Range 1 prohibited 
It is used to set whether the AC drive allows reverse rotation. 
In the applications where reverse rotation is prohibited, set this 
parameter to 1. 

Running mode when set fr ri 
Latah RR EDC IGNE NT Default a 

P8.14 0 Run at frequency lower limit 

Setting Range 1 Stop 

2 Run at zero speed 

It ils used to set the AC drive running mode when the set 

frequency is lower than the frequency lower limit. The T9000 
provides three running modes to satisfy requirements of various 

applications. 

Droop control | Defautt | 0.00Hz 
Setting Range | 0.00Hz~10.00Hz 

This function is used for balancing the workload allocation when 
multiple motors are used to drive the same load. The output 
frequency of the AC drives decreases as the load increases. You 
can educe the workload of the motor under load by decreasing 
the output frequency for this motor to decrese the workload, 
implementing workload balancing between multiple motors. 

Accumulative power-on time _— snsehold Default Oh 

Setting Range | Oh~85000h 

If the accumulative power-on time (P7.13) reaches the value 
P8.16 set in this parameter, the corresponding YO terminal 
becomes ON.(Function Code 24) 

Accumulative running time 
P8.17 threshold Default Oh 

Setting Range | Oh~65000h 

It is used to set the accumulative running time threshold of the AG 
drive. If the accumulative running time (P7.09) reaches the value 
set in this parameter, the corresponding YO terminal becomes 

ON.(Function Cade 40) 

P8.15 

Startup protection Default | 0 
P8.18 . 0 No 

Setting Range 1 Yes 

This parameter is used to set whether to enable the safety 
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protection. 

If it is set to 1, the AC drive does not respond to the running 

command valld upon AC drive power-on (for example, an Input 
terminal is ON before power-on). The AC drive responds only after 
the running command is cancelled and becomes valid again. 

In addition, the AC drive does not respond to the running command 
valid upon fault reset of the AC drive. The run protection can be 
disabled only after the running command is cancelled. 

In this way, this parameter is set to 1,the motor can be protected 
from responding to running commands upon power-on or fault reset 

in unexpected conditions. 

Frequency detection value 
P8.19 (FDT1) Default 50.00Hz 

Setting Range | 0.00Hz~maximum frequency 

Frequency detection 
p820| _ hysteresis (FDT1) Default 5.0% 

Setting Range | 0.0%~100.0% (FDT1 level) 

If the running frequency is higher than the value of frequency 
detection , the corresponding YO terminal becomes ON. If the 

running frequency is lower than value of frequency detection. That 
YO becomes ON is Cancelled. 

These two parameters are respectively used to set the detection 

value of output frequency and hysteresis value upon cancellation 
of the output. The value of P8.20 is a percentage of the hysteresis 
frequency to the frequency detection value (P8.19).The FDT 
function is shown in the following figure. 

Figure 4-14 FDT level 
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FDT level 7 i FDT hysteresis 

‘ =P8.19*P8.20 
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detection signal ON 
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Detection range of 

P8.21 frequency reached 

Setting Range | 0.00~100% (maximum frequency) 

If the AC drive's running frequency is within the certain range of the 
set frequency, the corresponding YO terminal becomes ON. 
This parameter is used to set the range within which the output 

frequency is detected to reach the set frequency. The value of this 
parameter is a percentage relative to the maximum frequency. 
The detection range of frequency reached is shown in the following 
figure. 

Default 0.0% 

Figure 4-15 Detection range of frequency reached 

Output frequency (Hz) | 
[Y En ~ Detection 

Set YT 7 Te Rk "range 

7 
Frequency reached 9g ! ! pot Time (t) 

detection signal iON! iON: 

Time © 

Jump frequency during the process 
of acceleration/deceleration Default ‘ 

P8.22 = 
Setting Range 0: Disabled 

1: Enabled 

It is used to set whether the jump frequency is valid during the 

process of acceleration/deceleration. 
When the jump frequency is valid during the process of acceleration/ 
deceleration, and the running frequency is within the frequency 

jump range, the actual running frequency will jump over the set 
frequency jump amplitude (rise directly from the lowest jump 
frequency to the highest jump frequency). The following figure 

shows the diagram when the jump frequency is valid during the 

process of acceleration/deceleration. 
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Figure 4-16 Diagram when the jump frequencies are valid during the 
process of acceleration/deceleration 

Output frequency (Hz) A 

Jump _ _¥___ Frequency jump amplitude 

frequency 2 F y jump aad, 

Jump Frequency jump amplitude 

frequency 1 Frequency jump amplitude 

Time (t) 

Frequency switchover point between 
acceleration time 1 and acceleration | Default 0.00Hz 

P8.25 : time 2 

Setting Range | 0.00Hz~maximum frequency 

Frequency switchover point between 
deceleration time 1 and deceleration | Default 0.00Hz 

P8.26 : time 2 

Setting Range | 0.00Hz~maximum frequency 

This function is valid when the motor selects acceleration/ 
deceleration time that is not performed by means of X terminal’s 
switchover . It is used to select different groups of acceleration/ 
deceleration time based on the running frequency range rather than 
X terminal during the running process of the AC drive. 

Figure 4-17 Acceleration/deceleration time switchover 
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During acceleration, if the running frequency is smaller than the 

value of P8.25, acceleration time 2 is selected. If the running 

frequency is larger than the value of P8.25, acceleration time 1 is 
selected. 
During deceleration, if the running frequency is larger than the value 

of P8.26, deceleration time 1 is selected. If the running frequency is 
smaller than the value of P8.26, deceleration time 2 is selected. 

Terminal JOG preferred | Default | 0 
P8.27 5 : Di 

Setting Range * nea 

It is used to set whether terminal JOG is the highest priority. 
If terminal JOG is preferred, the AC drive switches to terminal JOG 

running state when there is a terminal JOG command during the 
running process of the AC drive. 

Frequency detection value 
P8.28 (FDT2) Default 50.00Hz 

Setting Range | 0.00Hz~maximum frequency 

Frequency detection 
p.29| _ hysteresis (FDT2) Default 5.0% 

Setting Range | 0.0%~100.0% (FDT2 level) 

The frequency detection function is the same as FDT1 function. For 
details, refer to the descriptions of P8.19 and P8.20. 

Any frequency reaching 
P8.30| detection value 1 Esau 50.00Hz 

Setting Range | 0.00 Hz ~ maximum frequency 

Any frequency reaching 

p8.31| detection amplitude 1 Default 20% 
Setting Range | 0.0%~100.0% (maximum frequency) 

Any frequency reaching 
P8.32 detection value 2 Defalilt 50.00Hz 

Setting Range l 0.00Hz~maximum frequency 

Any frequency reaching 
P8.33 detection amplitude 2 Default 0.0% 

Setting Range | 0.0%~100.0% (maximum frequency) 

If the output frequency of the AC drive is within the positive and 

negative amplitudes of the any frequency reaching detection value, 
the corresponding YO becomes ON. (function code 26/27) 
The T9000 provides two groups of any frequency reaching detection 
parameters, including frequency detection value and detection 
amplitude, as shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 4-18 Any frequency reaching detection 

Running frequency 

Any frequency | 9 foo T Frequency reaching 
reaching 

i \ Lt Frequency reaching 
1 pot detection ampliude 

“any tre 1 tit Time (1) 

ly frequency teal tail hing iON! ‘ON: 
detection signal OFT OFF OFF 
‘YO or relay 

pga | 22% current detection level | Defautt | 5.0% 
. Setting Range | 0.0%~300.0% (rated motor current) 

Zero current detection delay’ 
P8.35 tine Default 0.10s 

Setting Range | 0.00s~600.00s 

If the output current of the AC drive is equal to or less than the zero 

current detection level and the duration exceeds the zero current 
detection delay time, the corresponding YO becomes ON. The 
zero current detection is shown in the following figure. 

Figure 4-19 Zero current detection 

Output current 

Zero current 
detection level 

P8.34 

Zero current 
detection signal 

Output over current 0 
threshold Default 200.0% 

P8.36 
i 0.0% (no detection) 

Setting Range 0.1%~300.0% (rated motor current) 
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Output over current 

P8.37|__detection delay time Default 0.008 

Setting Range | 0.008~600.00s 
If the output current of the AC drive is equal to or higher than the 

over current threshold and the duration exceeds the detection delay 
time, the corresponding YO becomes ON. The output over current 
detection function is shown in the following figure. 

Figure 4-20 Output over current detection 

Output current 

Output over current H ' 
theshold P8.36 i ' 

! l a 
T 1 a 

Ontput over current i ! Time (1) 

detection signal ' 1 

' ON 1 

a 
are Time () 

Output current 

detection delay time P8.37 

pg.ag |_Aly current reaching 1 | Defaut | 100.0% 
° Setting Range | 0.0%~300.0% (rated motor current) 

Any current reaching 1 
er amplitude Default 0.0% 

Setting Range | 0.0%~300.0% (rated motor current) 

pa 40 |_Aty current reaching 2 l Default | 100.0% 
. Setting Range l 0.0%~300.0% (rated motor current) 

Any current reaching 2 a 
P8441 amplitude Belaolt 0.0% 

Setting Range | 0.0%~300.0% (rated motor current) 

If the output current of the AC drive is within the positive and 
negative amplitudes of any current reaching detection value, the 
corresponding YO becomes ON (function code 28/29) 
The T9000 provides two groups of any current reaching detection 
parameters, including current detection value and detection 
amplitudes, as shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 4-21 Any current reaching detection 
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Timing function selection Default | 0 

P8.42 . 0 Disabled 
Setting Range 1 Enabled 

Timing duration selection Default | 0 

0 P8.44 

1 FIV 

P8.43 Setting Range 2 FIG 
3 reserved 

100% of analog input corresponds 
to the value of P8.44 

miad Timing duration | Default | 0.0Min 
. Setting Range | 0.0MIn~6500.0MiIn 

These parameters are used to implement the AC drive timing 

function. 

If P8.42 is effective, the AC drive starts to time at startup. When the 
set timing duration is reached, the AC drive stops automatically and 
meanwhile the corresponding YO becomes ON (function code 30). 
The AC drive starts timing from 0 each time it starts up and the 
remaining timing duration can be queried by DO.20.The timing 
duration is set in P8.43 and P8.44, in the unit of minute. 

pa.45 [ELV input voltage lower limit | Default | 3.10V 
“™ | Setting Range | 0.00V~P8.46 

9.46 [FIV input voltage upper limit] Default l 6.80V 
. Setting Range l P8.45~10.00V 

These two parameters are used to set the limits of the input voltage 

to provide protection on the AC drive. When the FIV input is larger 
than the value of P8.46 or smaller than the value of P8.45, the 
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corresponding YO becomes ON, (function code 31) indicating that 
whether FIV input exceeds the limit. 

Module temperature 
P8.47 threshold 

Setting Range | 0.00V~P8.46 

When the heat sink temperature of the AC drive reaches the value 
of this parameter, the corresponding YO becomes ON(function 
code 35). 

Default 750 

Cooling fan control | Default | 0 

P8.48 , 0: Fan working during running 

Seiting Range 1: Fan working continuously 

It is used to set the working mode of the cooling fan. If this 
parameter is set to 0, the fan works when the AC drive is in running 
state. When the AC drive stops, the cooling fan works if the heat 
sink temperature is higher than 40°C, and stops working if the heat 
sink temperature is lower than 40°C. 
If this parameter is set to 1, the cooling fan keeps working after 
power-on. 

Wakeup frequency _| Default | 0.00Hz 
P8.49 Setting Range Dormant frequency yee al frequency 

_— Wakeup delay time | Default | 0.0s 
™ | Setting Range | 0.0s~6500.0s 

P8.51 Dormant frequency | Default | 0.00Hz 

° Setting Range l 0.00Hz~wakeup frequency (P8.49) 

paso |__Dormant delay time | Default | 0.0s 
™“* | Setting Range | 0.0s~6500.0s 

These parameters are used to implement the dormant and wakeup 

functions in the water supply application. 
When the AC drive is in running state, the AC drive enters the 
dormant state and stops automatically after the dormant delay time 
(P8.52) if the set frequency is lower than or equal to the dormant 
frequency (P8.51). 
When the AC drive is in dormant state and the current running 
command is effective, the AC drive starts up after the wakeup delay 
time (P9.50) if the set frequency is higher than or equal to the 
wakeup frequency (P9.49). 

Generally, set the wakeup frequency equal to or higher than the 
dormant frequency. If the wakeup frequency and dormant frequency 
are set to 0, the dormant and wakeup functions are disabled. 

When the dormant function is enabled, if the frequency source is 
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PID, whether PID operation is performed in the dormant state is 

determined by PA.28. |n this case, select PID operation enabled in 

the stop state (PA.28 = 1). 

Current running time " 
P8.53 reachad Default 0.0Min 

Setting Range | 0.0Min~6500.0Min 

If the current running time reaches the value set in this parameter, 
the corresponding YO becomes ON, indicating that the current 
running time is reached. 

Group P9: Fault and Protection 

Motor overload protection 
pa.00 ‘aelection Default 1 

. 0 Disabled Disabled 

1 Enabled 

Motor overload protection 
P9.01 gain Default 1.00 

Setting Range | 0.20~10.00 

P9.00 = 0 

The motor overload protective function is disabled. The motor is 
exposed to potential damage due to overheating. A thermal relay is 
suggested to be installed between the AC drive and the motor. 
P9.00 = 1 
The AC drive judges whether the motor is overloaded according to 
the inverse time-lag curve of the motor overload protection. 
The inverse time-lag curve of the motor overload protection is: 
220% *P9.01 * rated motor current (if the load remains at this value 
for one minute, the AC drive reports motor overload fault), or 150% 

*P9.01 * rated motor current (if the load remains at this value for 60 
minutes, the AC drive reports motor overload fault). 
Set P9.01 properly based on the actual overload capacity. If the 
value of P9.01 is set too large, the damage to the motor may result 
when the motor overheats but the AC drive does not report the 
alarm. 

Motor overload warning 
P9.02 coeffcient Default 80% 

Setting Range | 50%~100% 

This function is used to give a waming signal to the control system 
via YO before motor overload protection. This parameter is used 
to determine the percentage, at which pre-warning is performed 
before motor overload. The larger the value is, the less advanced 
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the pre-warning will be. 

When the accumulative output current of the AC drive is greater 

than the value of the overload Inverse tlme-lag curve multiplled by 
P9.02, the multifunction digital YO terminal on the AC drive (Motor 
overload pre-warning) becomes ON. 

9.03 |__Overvoltage stall gain | Default | 10 
. Setting Range | 0 (no stall overvoltage)~100 

Overvoltage stall protective 
P9.04 voltage Default 130% 

Setting Range | 120%~150% (Three phase) 

When the DC bus voltage exceeds the value of P9.04 (Overvoltage 
stall protective voltage) during deceleration of the AC drive, the AC 

drive stops deceleration and keeps the present running frequency. 
After the bus voltage declines, the AC drive continues to decelerate. 
Overvoltage stall gain is used to adjust the overvoltage suppression 

capacity of the AC drive. The larger the value is, the greater the 
overvoltage suppression capacity will be.In the prerequisite of no 
overvoltage occurrence, set P9.03 to a small value. 

For small-inertia load, the value should be small. Otherwise, the 

system dynamic response will be slow. For large-inertia load, the 
value should be large. Otherwise, the suppression result will be 

poor and an overvoltage fault may occur. 
If the overvoltage stall gain is set to 0, the overvoltage stall function 
is disabled. 

P9.05 Over current stall gain | Default | 20 

“~'| Setting Range | 0~100 
Over current stall protective 3 

P9.06 currant Default 150% 

Setting Range | 100%~200% 

When the output current exceeds the over current stall protective 

current during acceleration/deceleration of the AC drive, the AC 
drive stops acceleration/deceleration and keeps the present 

running frequency. After the output current declines, the AC drive 
continues to accelerate/decelerate. 
Over current stall gain is used to adjust the over current suppression 
capacity of the AC drive. The larger the value is, the greater the 
over current suppression capacity will be. In the prerequisite of no 
over current occurrence, set over current stall gain to a small value. 

For small-inertia load, the value should be small. Otherwise, the 
system dynamic response will be slow. For large-inertia load, the 
value should be large. Otherwise, the suppression result will be 
poor and over current fault may occur. If the over current stall gain 
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is set to 0, the over current stall function is disabled. 

P9.07 

Short-circuit to ground upon 
power-on 

Default 

Setting Range o 
Disabled 

1 Enabled 

It is used to determine whether to check the motor is short-circuited 
to ground at power-on of the AC drive. If this function is enabled, the 
AC drive's UVW will have voltage output a while after power-on. 

P9.09 
Fault auto reset times | Default | 0 

Setting Range | 0~20 

state. 

It is us 
After t 

ed to set the times of fault auto resets if this function is used. 
he value is exceeded, the AC drive will remain in the fault 

P9.10 

YO action during fault auto 
reset 

Default 

Setting Range |0: No action 1: Action 

It is used to decide whether the 
the fault auto reset function is selected. 

YO acts during the fault auto reset if 

P9.11 

Time interval of fault auto 
reset 

Default 1.0s 

Setting Range | 0.1s~100.0s 

It is used to set the waiting tim 
fault auto reset. 

ie from the alarm of the AC drive to 

P9.12 

Input phase loss protection 
selection Default 1 

Unit's digit: Input phase loss protection 
Setting Range 0: Prohibited 1: Permitted 

Ten's digit: reserved 

It is used to determine whether to perform input phase loss or 

contactor energizing protection. T9000 11 kw inverter type G 
machine and above power, just have the input phase protection 
function, 11 kw G type machines and under power, no matter what 

P9.12 is set to 0 or 1 ,they are all no input phase protection function. 

Output phase loss 
protection selection Default 4 

P9.13 
= 

Setting Range 0: Prohibited 

8 9 1: Permitted 

It is used to determine whether to perform output phase loss 
protection. 
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P9.14 1st fault type 

P9.15 2nd fault type 0~39 

P9.16 3rd (latest) fault type 

It is used to record the types of the recent three faults of the AC 
drive. 0 indicates no fault. Possible causes and solution of each 
fault, refer to Chapter 5. 

It displays the frequency when the latest 
P9.17 |Frequency upon 3rd fault! SBC caSeLiTRS: 

P9.18| Current upon 3rd fault It displays the current when the latest fault 
occurs. 

Bus voltage upon 3rd_|It displays the bus voltage when the latest 
P9.19 

fault fault occurs. 

It displays the status of all input terminals 
when the latest fault occurs. The sequence 
is as follows: 

Input terminal status Bir} | BITS | BIT? | BIG] BITS | BIT4 | BITS | BIT2 | BIT4 | BITO 

P9.20 upon 3rd fault xto| xa] xe | x7 | x6 { x5 | x4 | x3 | x2 | x1 

If an input terminal is ON, the setting is 1. 

the OFF is 0, the setting is 0. The value is 
the equivalent decimal number converted 
from the X status. 

It displays the status of all output terminals 
when the latest fault occurs. 
The sequence is as follows: 

BiT4 | Bits | Bit2 | BI BITO 
Output terminal status 

P9.21 upon 3rd fault Foy | Foc | REL1 | REL2| YO 

If an output terminal is ON, the setting is 

1.the OFF is 0,The value is the equivalent 
decimal number converted from the X 
statuses. 

P9272 AC drive status upon 3rd Reserved 
fault 

P9.23 Power-on time upon 3rd |It displays the present power-on time when 
. fault the latest fault occurs. 

Running time upon 3rd |It displays the present running time when 
P9.24 

fault the latest fault occurs. 
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P9.27 Frequency upon 2nd fault 

P9.28 Current upon 2nd fault 

P9.29 Bus voltage upon 2nd fault 

P9.30| input terminal status upon 2nd fault 

P9.31| Output terminal status upon 2nd fault The Same as. PE-17-Pa 24 

P9.32 AC drive status upon 2nd fault 

P9.33 power-on time upon 2nd fault 

P9.34 Running time upon 2nd fault 

P9.37 Frequency upon ‘st fault 

P9.38 Current upon 1st fault 

P9.39 Bus voltage upon 1st fault 

P9.40| input terminal status upon 1st fault 

P9.41| output terminal status upon ‘1st fault The seine as, Pei 7p924 

P9.42 AC drive status upon ‘st fault 

P9.43 power-on time upon 1st fault 

P9.44 Running time upon 1st fault 

Fault protection action Default ooooe 
selection 1 

Unit's digit Motor overload (OL1) 

0 Coast to stop 

1 Stop according to the stop mode 

2 Continue to run 

egy Ten's digit Power input einen {the same 

Setting Range | Hundred’s | Power output phase loss (LO) (the 
digit same as unit's digit) 

Thousand's| External equipment fault (EF) (the 
digit same as unit's digit) 

thounend's| Communication fault (CE) (the same 
digit as unit's digit) 
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eae aa Default ooon0 

Unit's digit Encoder fault (PG) 

0 Coast to stop 

1 Switch over to V/F control, stop 
according to the stop mode 

2 Switch over to V/F control, continue to 
run 

— Ten's digit function code el abnormal 

Setting Range 0 Coast to stop 
1 Stop according to the stop mode 

Hundreds 
digit reserved 

Thousand's 
digit reserved 

Ten Accumulative running time reached 
thousand's| (END1) (the same as unit's digit in 

digit P9.47) 
Fault protection action Default 00000 

selection 3 

x Unit's digit reserved 

Selting Range Ten's digit reserved 

+. | Accumulative er-on time reached 
Huncred's |" (END2) (the same as unit's digit in 

9 P9.47) 

9.49 eras Load becoming 0 (LOAD) 

0 Coast to stop 

1 Stop according to the stop mode 

Continue to run at 7% of rated motor 
2 frequency and resume to the set 

frequency If the load recovers 

th oe, d's PID feedback lost during running (PIDE) 
digit (the same as unit's digit in P9.47) 
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Fault protection action 
selection 4 Default 00000 

-o. 4.3% | 100 large speed deviation (ESP) (the 
Units digit same as unit's digit in P9.47) 

te ainit | Motor over-speed (OSP) (the same as 
Ten's digit unit's digit in P9.47) 

P9.50 Hundreds | Initial position fault (INI) (the same as 
Setting Range digit unit's digit in P9.47) 

Thousand's| Speed feedback fault (FSP) (the same 
digit as unit's digit in P9.47) 

Ten 
thousand's Reserved 

digit 

If "Coast to stop" is selected, the AC drive displays error code and 

directly stops. 
If "Stop according to the stop mode" is selected, the AC drive 
displays alarm code and stops according to the stop mode. After 

stopping, the AC drive displays error code. 
If "Continue to run" is selected, the AC drive continues to run and 

displays alarm code . The running frequency is set in P9.54. 

ieontnungtorun | Default y 
0 Current running frequency 

P9.54 1 Set frequency 

Setting Range 2 Frequency upper limit 

3 Frequency lower limit 

4 Backup frequency upon abnormality 

poss ee upon Default 100.0% 
Setting Range | 0%~100.0% 

If a fault occurs during the running of the AC drive and the handling 
of fault is set to "Continue to run", the AC drive displays alarm code 
and continues to run at the frequency set in P9.54. 
The setting of P9.55 is a percentage relative to the maximum 
frequency. 

P9.56 reserved 

P9.57 reserved 

P9.58 reserved 
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Chapter 4 Detailed Function Description 

Action selection at instantaneous power failure | Default | ¢] 

P9.59 0 Invalid 

Setting Range 1 Decelerate 

2 Decelerate to stop 

Action pause judging voltage at instantaneous 
P9.60 power failure 

Setting Range | 0.0%~100.0% 
Voltage rally judging time at instantaneous 

P9.61 power failure Default 0.50s 

Setting Range | 0.00s~100.00s 
Action judging voltage at instantaneous power 9 

P962 failure Default | 80.0% 

Setting Range | 60.0%~-100.0% (standard bus voltage) 

Upon instantaneous power failure or sudden voltage dip, the DC 
bus voltage of the AC drive reduces. This function enables the AC 
drive to compensate the DC bus voltage reduction with the load 
feedback energy by reducing the output frequency so as to keep the 
AC drive running continuously. 
If P9.59 = 1, upon instantaneous power failure or sudden voltage 
dip, the AC drive decelerates. Once the bus voltage resumes to 
be normal, the AC drive accelerates to the set frequency. If the 
bus voltage remains normal for the time exceeding the value set in 
P9.61, it is considered that the bus voltage resumes to be normal. 
If P9.59 = 2, upon instantaneous power failure or sudden voltage 
dip, the AC drive decelerates to stop. 

Default | 90.0% 
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Figure 4-22 AC drive action diagram upon instantaneous power 
failure 

Adtion really judging time at 
instantaneous power failure 

P9.61 

Bus vottage 

Adtion judging vottage 
at instantaneous power 

failure P9.62 

Running frequency A 

Adtionpause Liti.__l >> 

judging vottage at 

instantaneous power 

i 1 P9,59=1 :Decelerate 
i i 

1 
failure P9.60 \ 

fl 

Running frequency 

Adtion pause judging 
vottage at instantaneous 

power failure P9.60 

Deceleration Deceleration 
time 3 time 4 

Protection upon load 
poas becoming 0 Default 0 

. 0 Disabled 

Setting Range | Enabled 
Detection level of load " 

P9.64 becoming 0 Default 10.0% 

Setting Range | 0.0%~100.0% (rated motor current) 

Detection time of load 
P9.65 becoming 0 Default 1.08 

Setting Range | 0.0s~60.0s 
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Chapter 4 Detailed Function Description 

If protection upon load becoming 0 is enabled, when the output 

current of the AC drive is lower than the detection level (P8.64)} and 

the continuous time exceeds the detection time (P9.65), the output 
frequency of the AC drive automatically declines to 7% of the 
rated frequency. During the protection, the AC drive automatically 

accelerates to the set frequency if the load resumes to be normal. 

9 67 |Over-speed detection value] Default | 20.0% 
° Setting Range | 0.0%~50.0% (maximum frequency) 

P9.68 Over-speed detection time | Default | 1.08 

“~ | Setting Range | 0.0s~60.0s 

This function is valid only when the AC drive runs in the vector 

control mode.If the actual motor rotational speed detected by the 

AC drive exceeds the maximum frequency and the excessive value 
is greater than the value of P9.67 and the continuous time exceeds 

the value of P9.68, the AC drive reports OSP and acts according to 
the selected fault protection action. If the over-speed detection time 
is 0.0s, the over-speed detection function is cancelled. 

Detection value of too large 6 

P9.69| _ speed deviation Default 20.0% 
Setting Range | 0.0%~50.0% (maximum frequency) 

Detection time of too large 

P9.70 speed deviation Default 5:08 

Setting Range | 0.0s~60.0s 

This function is valid only when the AC drive runs in the vector 
control mode. 
If the AC drive detects the deviation between the actual motor 

rotational speed detected by the AC drive and the set frequency is 
greater than the value of P9.69 and the continuous time exceeds 
the value of P9.70, the AC drive reports ESP and according to the 
selected fault protection action. If P9.70 (Detection time of too large 
speed deviation) is 0.0s, this function is cancelled. 

Group PA: Process Control PID Function 

PID control is a general process control method. By performing 
proportional, integral and differential operations on the difference 
between the feedback signal and the target signal,it adjusts the 

output frequency and constitutes a feedback system to stabilize the 

controlled counter around the target value. 
Itis applied to process control such as flow control, pressure control 
and temperature control. The following figure shows the principle 
block diagram of PID control. 
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Figure 4-23Principle block diagram of PID control 

Te | PID output 

q 

Feedback 

PID setting source Default | () 

0 PA.01 
1 FIV 
2 FIC 

FAGO Setting Range 3 reserved 

4 PULSE setting ($3) 

5 Communication setting 

6 Multi-reference 

PAO! PID digital setting Default | 50.0% 

“| Setting Range | 0.0%~100.0% 

PA.00 is used to select the channel of target process PID setting. 
The PID setting is a relative value and ranges from 0.0% to 
100.0%. The PID feedback is also a relative value. The purpose of 
PID control is to make the PID setting and PID feedback the same. 

PID feedback source Default | 0 
ie] FIV 

1 Fic 

2 teserved 

3 FIVOFIC 

BAZ Setting Range 4 PULSE setting (X5) 

5 Communication setting 

6 FIV+FIC 

7 MAX (|FIV], |FIC)) 
8 MIN (|FIV|,|FIC|) 

This parameter is used to select the feedback signal channel of 
process PID. 
The PID feedback is a relative valu 
100.0%. 

e and ranges from 0.0% to 

PID action direction Default 0 
PA.O3 0 Forward action 

Setting Range 7 
Reverse action 

Forward action 
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When the feedback value is smaller than the PID setting, the AC 
drive's output frequency rises. For example, the winding tension 

control requires forward PID action. 
Reverse action 
When the feedback value is smaller than the PID setting, the AC 

drive's output frequency reduces. For example, the unwinding 
tension control requires reverse PID action. Note that this function 

is influenced by reversing the multifunction terminal PID action.Pay 

attention in the application 

PID setting feedback range | Default | 1000 
Setting Range | 0~65535 

This parameter is a non-dimensional unit. It is used for PID setting 

display (D0.15) and PID feedback display (D0.16). 
Relative value 100% of PID setting feedback corresponds to the 
value of PA.04. If PA.04 is set to 2000 and PID setting is 100.0%, 
the PID setting display (D0.15) is 2000. 

PA.04 

pa.os |_Proportional gain Kp | Default | 20.0 
“| Setting Range | 0.0~100.0 

pa.og -—tntegral time TH1 | Default | 2.00s 
Setting Range | 0.01s~10.00s 

PA.07 |_Diferential time Td | Default | 0.000s 
“| Setting Range | 0.00~10.000 

Proportional gain Kp1 

It decides the regulating intensity of the PID regulator. The higher 
the Kp1 is, the larger the regulating intensity is. The value 100.0 
indicates when the deviation between PID feedback and PID setting 
is 100.0%, the adjustment amplitude of the PID regulator on the 
output frequency reference is the maximum frequency. 
Integral time Ti1 
It decides the integral regulating intensity. The shorter the integral 
time is, the larger the regulating intensity is. When the deviation 
between PID feedback and PID setting is 100.0%, the integral 
regulator performs continuous adjustment for the time set in PA.06. 
Then the adjustment amplitude reaches the maximum frequency. 
Differential time Td1 
It decides the regulating intensity of the PID regulator on the 
deviation change. The longer the differential time is, the larger the 
regulating intensity is. Differential time is the time within which the 

feedback value change reaches 100.0%, and then the adjustment 
amplitude reaches the maximum frequency. 
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Cut-off frequency of PID 
PAO8 reverse rotation Default 2.00Hz 

Setting Range l 0.00~maximum frequency 

In some situations, only when the PID output frequency is a negative 

value (AC drive reverse rotation), PID setting and PID feedback can 
be equal. However, too high reverse rotation frequency is prohibited 

in some applications, and PA.08 is used to determine the reverse 

rotation frequency upper limit. 

PID deviation limit | Default l 
Setting Range | 0. 0%~100.0% 

If the deviation between PID feedback and PID setting is smaller 
than the value of PA.09,PID control stops. The small deviation 
between PID feedback and PID setting will make the output 
frequency stable and unchanging, especially effective for some 
closed-loop control applications. 

PID differential limit | Default | 
Setting Range l 0.00%~100.00% 

It is used to set the PID differential output range. In PID control, the 
differential operation may easily cause system oscillation. Thus, the 

PID differential regulation is restricted to a small range.PA.10 is 
used to set the range of PID differential output. 

19, 

PA.Og 0.00% 

9, 

PA.10 pv 

PID setting changing 
PA time Default 0.00s 

Setting Range | 0.00s~650.00s 

The PID setting changing time indicates the time required for PID 

setting changing from 0.0% to 100.0%. The PID setting changes 
linearly according to the changing time, reducing the impact 
caused by sudden setting change on the system. 

PA, 12 [PID feedback filter time | Default | 0.00s 
"'* | Setting Range | 0.00s~60.00s 

PA.13 |_PID output filter time | Default | 0.00s 
"™ [ Setting Range | 0.00s~60.00s 

PA.12 is used to filter the PID feedback, helping to reduce 

interference on the feedback but slowing down the response of the 
process closed-loop system. 

PA.13 is used to filter the PID output frequency, helping to weaken 

sudden change of the AC drive output frequency but slowing down 

the response of the process closed-loop system. 

20.0 pA.15 Proportional gain Kp2 | Default | 
Setting Range | 0.0-100.0 
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Chapter 4 Detailed Function Description 

pA.1¢ ___Integral time Tiz | Default | 2.00s 
"| Setting Range | 0.01s~10.00s 

Pa. 17|_Differential time Td2 l Default l 0.000s 
““" | Setting Range | 0.00~10.000 

PID parameter 
switchover condition Default 0 

PA.18 0 No switchover 

Setting Range 41 Switchover via X 

2 Automatic switchover based on deviation 

PID parameter 
PA.19| switchover deviation 4 Petautt 00% 

Setting Range | 0.0%~PA.20 
PID parameter 

PA.20 |_ switchover deviation 2 Petautt 500% 

Setting Range | PA.19~100.0% 

In some applications, PID parameters switchover is required when 

one group of PID parameters cannot satisfy the requirement of the 
whole running process. These parameters are used for switchover 

between two groups of PID parameters. 

Regulator parameters PA.15 to PA.17 are set in the similar way as 
PA.05 to PA.07. 
The switchover can be implemented either via a X terminal or 

automatically implemented based on the deviation. 
If you select switchover via a X terminal, the X must be allocated 
with function 43 "PID parameter switchover". If the X is OFF, group 
1 (PA.05 to PA.O7) is selected. If the X is ON, group 2 (PA.15 to 
PA.17) is selected. 
If you select automatic switchover, when the absolute value of the 
deviation between PID feedback and PID setting is smaller than 
the value of PA.19, PID parameter selects group 1. When the 

absolute value of the deviation between PID feedback and PID 
setting is higher than the value of PA.20, PID parameter selects 
group 2. When the deviation is between PA.19 and PA.20, the PID 

parameters are the linear interpolated value of the two groups of 

parameter values. 
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Figure 4-24 PID parameters switchover 

PID parameters ff 

Group 1 of PID 

PA.05,PA.06,PA.07 

Group 1 of PID 
parameters 

PA.15,PA.16,PA.17 

PA19 = =PA.20 PID parameters 

FAA PID initial value | Defaul | 0.0% 
“*’ | Setting Range | 0.0%~100.0% 

PA22 PID initial value holding time | Defaul | 0.00s 
““* | Setting Range | 0.00s~650.00s 

When the AC drive starts up, the PID starts closed-loop algorithm 
only after the PID output is fixed to the PID initial value (PA.21) and 
lasts the time set in PA.22. 

Figure 4-25 PID initial value function 

PID initial value 
holding time PA.22 

Maximum deviation between two PID outputs in 
PA23 forward direction Default | 1.00% 

Setting Range | 0.00%~100.00% 
Maximum deviation between two PID outputs in Ci 

PA.24 reverse direction Detault | 1:00% 

Setting Range | 0.00%~100.00% 

This function is used to limit the deviation between two PID outputs (2 

ms per PID output) to suppress the rapid change of PID output and 
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stabilize the running of the AC drive. 
PA.23 and PA.24 respectively correspond to the maximum absolute 

value of the output deviation in forward direction and in reverse 
direction. 

PID integral property Defaunt | 00 
Unit's digit Integral separated 

0 Invalid 

1 Valid 
PA.25 

Setting Range ‘Whether to stop integral operation when 

Ten's digit the output reaches the limit 

0 Continue integral operation 

1 Stop integral operation 

Integral separated: 
If set the integral separated valid , the PID integral operation stops 
when the X allocated with function 38 "PID integral pause" is 

effective .In this case, only proportional and differential operations 
take effect. 
If itis set invalid, the integral separated remains invalid no matter 

whether the X allocated with function "PID integral pause” is ON or 
not. 

Whether to stop integral operation when the output reaches the 

limit. 

If "Stop integral operation” is selected, the PID integral operation 
stops, which may help to reduce the PID overshoot. 

Detection value of PID 6 
PAD6 feedback loss Default 0.0% 

" 0.0%: Not judging feedback loss 
Setting Range 0.1%~100.0% 

Detection time of PID 

PA27 feedback loss Default 10s 
Setting Range | 0.0s~20.0s 

These parameters are used to judge whether PID feedback is lost. 

If the PID feedback Is smaller than the value of PA.26 and the 
continuous time exceeds the value of PA.27, the AC drive 
reportsPIDE and acts according to the selected fault protection 

action. 

PID operation at stop Default lo 

PA.28 Setting Range o No operation at stop 

1 operation at stop 

It is used to select whether to continue PID operation in the state of 
stop. Generally, the PID operation stops when the AC drive stops. 
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Group PC: Multi-Reference and Simple PLC Function 

The T9000 multi-reference has more rich functions than multi- 
speed.Besides multi-speed, it can also be used as the setting 
source of the V/F separated voltage source and setting source of 
process PID. In addition, the multi-reference is relative value. 

The simple PLC function is different from the T9000 user 
programmable function. Simple PLC can only complete simple 
combination of multi-reference, while the user programmable 
function is richer and more practical. For details, see the 

descriptions of group PC. 

PC.00 multi-reference 0 Default [0.0% 

Setting Range -100.0%~100.0% 

P¢.04 [Multireference 1 Default [0.0% 
Setting Range -100.0%~100.0% 

PC 02 {Mulli-reference 2 Default [0.0% 
Setting Range -100.0%~100.0% 

PC. 93 [Mulli-raference 3 Default [0.0% 
Setting Range -100.0%~100.0% 

Pc. o4 [Multi-reference 4 Default [0.0% 
Setting Range -100.0%~100.0% 

PC.05 multi-reference 5 Default [0.0% 

Setting Range -100.0%~100.0% 

PC. 06 |Multi-reference 6 Default [0.0% 
Setting Range -100.0%~100.0% 

PC.g7 [Multi-reference 7 Default 0.0% 
“~ |Setting Range -100.0%~100.0% 

BC op |Multi-reference 8 Default [0.0% 
Setting Range -100.0%~100.0% 

Bo 99 [Multi-reference 9 Default [0.0% 
~~ |Setting Range -100.0%~100.0% 

PC.10 multi-reference 10 Default |0.0Hz 

Setting Range -100.0%~100.0% 

PC.11 multi-reference 11 Default 0.0% 

"~ |Setting Range -100.0%~100.0% 

B42 |Multi-reference 12 Default [0.0% 
Setting Range -100.0%~100.0% 

PC. 13 [Multhreference 13 Default [0.0% 
Setting Range -100.0%~100.0% 

Po. 14 [Multlreference 14 Default [0.0% 
Setting Range -100.0%~100.0% 

PC.15 multi-reference 15 Default [0.0% 

Setting Range -100.0%~100.0% 
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Multi-reference can be used in three occasions : as the source of 
frequency, V/F separated voltage source and the setting source of 

process PID. The multl-reference Is relatlve value and ranges from 
-100.0% to 100.0%. 
As frequency source, it is a percentage relative to the maximum 

frequency. As V/F separated voltage source, it is a percentage 
relative to the rated motor voltage. 

As process PID setting source, it does not require conversion. 

Multi-reference can be switched over based on different states of 
multifunction digital S terminals. For details,see the descriptions of 
group P4. 

Simple PLC running mode Default l 0 

0 Stop after the AC drive runs one cycle 

Keep final values after the AC drive runs PC.16 . 4 
Setting Range one cycle 

2 Repeat after the AC drive runs one 
cycle 

Simple PLC function has two effects: the frequency source or V/F 

separated voltage source. 
When simple PLC is used as the frequency source, whether 

parameter values of PC. 00 to PC. 15 are positive or negative 
determines the running direction. If the parameter values are 

negative, it indicates that the AC drive runs in reverse direction. 
Figure 4-26 Simple PLC when used as frequency source 
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As the frequency source,PLC has three running modes,as V/F 
separated voltage source,it doesn’t have the three modes.Among 

them, 

0: Stop after the AC drive runs one cycle 

The AC drive stops after running one cycle, and will not start up until 
receiving another command. 

1: Keep final values after the AC drive runs one cycle. The AC drive 

keeps the final running frequency and direction after running one 
cycle. 

2: Repeat after the AC drive runs one cycle 

The AC drive automatically starts another cycle after running one 
cycle, and will not stop until receiving the stopping command. 

Simple PLC retentive Default 00 

selection 

Unit's digit Retentive upon power failure 

PC.17 o No 
, Setting Range es 

Ten's digit Retentive upon stop 

0 No 

1 Yes 

PLC retentive upon power failure indicates that the AC drive 
memorizes the PLC running moment and running frequency before 
power failure and will continue to run from the memorized moment 

after it is powered on again. If the unit's digit is set to 0, the AC 

drive restarts the PLC process after it is powered on again. 

PLC retentive upon stopping indicates that the AC drive records the 
PLC running moment and running frequency upon stop and will 
continue to run from the recorded moment after it starts up again. If 
the ten's digit is set to 0, the AC drive restarts the PLC process after 

it starts up again. 

Running time of simple PLC 
PC.18 reference 0 Default 0.0s (h) 

Setting Range l 0.0s (h)~6500.0s (h) 

Acceleration/deceleration 
time of simple PLC. Default 0 

PC.19 reference 0 

Setting Range l 0-3 

Running time of simple PLC 

PC.20 reference 1 Default 0.0s (h) 

Setting Range | 0.0s (h}~6500.0s (h) 
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Acceleration/deceleration 
time of simple PLC Default 0 

PG2A reference 1 

Setting Range | 0-3 
Running time of simple PLC 

PC.22 reference 2 Default 0.08 (h) 
Setting Range | 0.0s (h)~6500.0s (h) 
Acceleration/deceleration 

time of simple PLC Default 0 
PC.28 reference 2 

Setting Range | 0-3 
Running time of simple PLC 

PC.24 reference 3 Default 0.08 (h) 

Setting Range | 0.0s (h)~6500.0s (h) 
Acceleration/deceleration 

time of simple PLC. Default 0 
PC.25 reference 3 

Setting Range | 0~3 
Running time of simple PLC Beam rafarenca'd Default 0.0s (h) 

Setting Range l 0.0s (h)~6500.0s (h) 

Acceleration/deceleration 
time of simple PLC. Default 0 

PC.27 reference 4 

Setting Range | 0~3 

Running time of simple PLC Deron ratarenca’s Default 0.0s (h) 

Setting Range l 0.0s (h)~6500.0s (h) 

Acceleration/deceleration 
time of simple PLC Default 0 

PC.29 reference 5 

Setting Range | 0~3 

Running time of simple PLC 
PC.30 raferanca’6 Default 0.0s (h) 

Setting Range | 0.0s (h)~6500.0s (h) 

Acceleration/deceleration 
time of simple PLC Default 0 

PC.31 reference 6 

Setting Range l 0-3 

Running time of simple PLC 
PC.32 paterance7 Default 0.0s (h) 

Setting Range | 0.0s (h)}~6500.0s (h) 
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Acceleration/deceleration 
time of simple PLC Default 0 

Poss reference 7 

Setting Range | 0-3 
Running time of simple PLC 

PC.34 reference’d Default 0.0s (h) 

Setting Range | 0.0s (h)~6500.0s (h) 
Acceleration/deceleration 

time of simple PLC Default 0 
PC.35 reference 8 

Setting Range | 0-3 
Running time of simple PLC PO referanes a Default 0.0s (h) 

Setting Range | 0.0s (h)~6500.0s (h) 
Acceleration/deceleration 

time of simple PLC. Default 0 
PC.37 reference 9 

Setting Range | 0~3 
Running time of simple PLC 

PC.38 reference 10 Default 0.0s (h) 

Setting Range l 0.0 s (h)~6500.0s (h) 

Acceleration/deceleration 
time of simple PLC. Default 0 

PC.39 reference 10 

Setting Range | 0~3 

Running time of simple PLC bead "eferance 11 Default 0.0s (h) 

Setting Range l 0.0s (h)~6500.0s (h) 

Acceleration/deceleration 
time of simple PLC Default 0 

PCA1 reference 11 

Setting Range | 0~3 

Running time of simple PLC 
PC.42 referance 12 Default 0.0s (h) 

Setting Range | 0.0s (h)~6500.0s (h) 

Acceleration/deceleration 
time of simple PLC Default 0 

PC.AS reference 12 

Setting Range l 0-3 

Running time of simple PLC 
PC.44 references 13 Default 0.0s (h) 

Setting Range | 0.0s (h)}~6500.0s (h) 
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Acceleration/deceleration 
time of simple PLC Default 0 

PGS reference 13 

Setting Range | 0-3 
Running time of simple PLC 

PC46 “elerence 14 Default 0.0s (h) 

Setting Range | 0.0s (h)~6500.0s (h) 
Acceleration/deceleration 

time of simple PLC Default 0 
POAT reference 14 

Setting Range | 0-3 
Running time of simple PLC 

PC.48 reference 15 Default 0.0s (h) 

Setting Range | 0.0s (h)~6500.0s (h) 
Acceleration/deceleration 

time of simple PLC. Default 0 
PC.A9 reference 15 

Setting Range | 0~3 
Time unit of simple PLC Default 0 

pase runnin: 
° . Q S (second) 

Setting Range 7 h (hour) 

Reference 0 source Default l 0 

Q function code is set by PC.00 

1 FIV 

2 FIC 

ian Setting Range 3 reserved, 
4 PULSE setting 

5 PID 

6 Set by preset frequency (P010), 
modified via terminal UP/DOWN 

It determines the setting channel of reference 0.You can perform 

convenient switchover between the setting channels. When 
multi-reference or simple PLC is used as frequency source, the 
switchover between two frequency sources can be realized easily. 

Group PD: Communication Parameters 

Please refer to the "T9000 communication protocol" 

Group PP: User-Defined Function Codes 
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User password | _Defaut | 0 
Setting Range | 0~65535 

If it is set to any non-zero number, the password protection function 
is enabled. After a password has been set and taken effect, you 
must input the correct password in order to enter the menu. If the 
password is incorrect ,you cannot view or modify parameters. 
If PP.00 is set to 00000, the previously set user password is cleared, 
and the password protection function is disabled. 

PP.cO 

Restore default settings Default | ) 

0 No operation 

PP.01 Setting Range 1 Restore factory settings except motor 

parameters 

2 Clear records 

1: Restore default settings except motor parameters 

If PP.01 is set to 1, most function codes are restored to the default 
settings except 
motor parameters, frequency reference decimal point(P022, fault 
records, accumulative running time (P7.09), accumulative power-on 
time (P7.13) and accumulative power consumption (P7.14). 
2: Clear records 
If PP.01 is set to 2, the fault records, accumulative running time 

(P7.09), accumulative power-on time (P7.13) and accumulative 
power consumption (P7.14) are cleared. 

Group CO: Torque Control and Restricting Parameters 

Speed/Torque control Default 0 eon selection 
r ; 0 Speed control 

Setting Range 1 Torque control 

It is used to select the AC drive's control mode: speed control or 
torque control. 
The T9000 provides S terminals with two torque related 
functions, Torque control prohibited (function 29 )and Speed control/ 
Torque control switchover(function 46 ). The two S terminals need 
to be used together with C0.00 to implement speed control/torque 
control switchover. 
If the S terminal allocated with speed control/torque control 
switchover is OFF, the contro! mode is determined by C0.00. If the 

X terminal allocated with function 46 is ON, the control mode is to 

reverse the value of C0.00. 
However, if the Torque control prohibited terminal is ON, the AC 
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drive is fixed to run in the speed of control mode. 

Torque setting source in 
‘ torque Sonne Default 0 

9 Digital setting (C0.03) 

1 Fiv 

2 FIC 

0.01 Setting R 3 reserved 

eting ange | 4 PULSE setting 
5 Communication setting 

6 MIN (FIV,FIC) 

7 MAX (FIV,FIC) 

Torque digital setting in _ rq ren “ontol Default 150% 

Setting Range | -200.0%~200.0% 

C0.01 is used to selected the torque setting source. There are a 

total of eight torque setting sources. The torque setting is a relative 
value. 100.0% corresponds to the AC drive's rated torque. The 
setting range is -200.0% to 200.0%, indicating the AC drive's 
maximum torque is twice of the AC drive's rated torque. 
When the torque setting using 1 ~ 7, communication, analog input 
and pulse input. 100% corresponds to the value of C0.03. 

Forward maximum 

C0.05 | frequency in torque control Default 50.00Hz 

Setting Range | 0.00Hz~ maximum frequency (P012) 
Reverse maximum 

C0.06| frequency in torque control Default 50.00Hz 

Setting Range | 0.00Hz~ maximum frequency (P012)0 

This two parameters are used to set the maximum frequency in 
forward or reverse rotation in torque control mode. 

In torque control, if the load torque is smaller than the motor output 

torque, the motor's rotational speed will rise continuously. To avoid 

runaway of the mechanical system, the motor maximum rotating 
speed must be limited in torque control. 

Acceleration time in torque 
0.07 control Default 0.00s 

Setting Range | 0.00s~650.00s 
Deceleration time in torque 

0.08 control Default 0.00s 

Setting Range | 0.00s~650.00s01 

In torque control, the difference between the motor output torque 

and the load torque determines the speed change rate of the motor 

and load. The motor rotational speed may change quickly and 
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this will result in noise or too large mechanical stress. The setting 

of acceleration/deceleration time in torque control makes the motor 

rotational speed change smoothly. 
However, in applications requiring rapid torque response, set 

the acceleration/deceleration time in torque control to 0.00s. For 

example, two AC drives are connected to drive the same load. To 
balance the load allocation, set one AC drive as master in speed 

control and the other as slave in torque control. The slave receives 

the master's output torque as the torque command and must follow 
the master rapidly. In this case, the acceleration/deceleration time of 

the slave in torque control is set to 0.00s. 

Group C5: Control Optimization Parameters 

PWM switchover frequency 
c5.00 upper limit Default B00 

Setting Range | 5.00Hz~MAX frequency 

This parameter is valid only for V/F control. 
It is used to determine the wave modulation mode in V/F control of 
asynchronous motor. 
If the frequency is lower than the value of this parameter, the 
waveform is 7-segment continuous modulation. If the frequency is 
higher than the value of this parameter, the waveform is 5-segment 
intermittent modulation. 
The 7-segment continuous modulation causes more loss _ to 
switches of the AC drive but smaller current ripple. The 5-segment 
intermittent modulation causes less loss to switches of the AC drive 
but larger current ripple. This may lead to motor running instability at 
high frequency. Do not modify this parameter generally. 
For instability of V/F control, refer to parameter P4.11. For loss to 
AC drive and temperature rise, refer to parameter P0.17. 

PWM modulation Default | 0 
C5.01 Setting Range 0 asynchronous modulation 

1 synchronous modulation 

Only V/F control is effective.asynchronous modulation is used when 
the output frequency is high( over 100HZ),conducive to the quality 

of the output voltage 

Dead compensation way Default | 1 

05.02 0 No compensation 

° Setting Range 1 compensation mode ‘1 

2 compensation mode 2 
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It doesn’t have to modify it generally. 

C5.03 

Random PWM depth Default | 0 
0 Random PWM Invalid 

Setting Range 
1 1~10 

Random PWM depth is set to 

electromagnetic interference 

improve the motor’s noise,reduce 

C5.04 

Fast current limiting open Default | 1 
0 No 

Setting Range 
1 Yes 

Opening fast current limiting can reduce overcurrent fault,make the 
inverter work normally. Opening fast current limiting for a long time 

,can make the inverter overheat,Report a fault CBC.CBC represents 
fast current limiting fault and need to stop. 

Current detection 
C5.05 compensation Defautt 5 

Setting Range | 0~100 

Used to set current detection compensation, Not recommended 

modification. 

506 Lack voltage setting —_| Default | 100% 
“| Setting Range | 60.0~140.0% 

Used to set the voltage of inverter’s lack voltage fault LU,Different 
voltage levels of inverter’s 100%, corresponding to different voltages, 
Respectively single-phase 220V or three-phase 220V: three-phase 

380V:350;three-phase 690V:650V 

C5.07 

SFVG optimization mode Default 1 
selection 

0 No optimization 

Setting Range 1 Optimization mode 1 

2 Optimization mode 2 

1: Optimization mode 1 
It is used when the requirement on torque control linearity is high. 
2: Optimization mode 2 
It is used for the requirement on speed stability is high. 

Group C6: FI Curve Setting(FI is FIV or FIC) 

C6.00 
Fl curve 4 minimum input l Default l 0.00V 
Setting Range | 0.00 V~C6.02 
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Corresponding setting of Fl 

C6.01 cure 4 mninimum input Pefautt 0,0% 

Setting Range | -100.0%~100.0% 
6.02 | Ficurve 4 inflexion 1 input l Default l 3.00V 

“*| Setting Range | C6.00~C6.04 
Corresponding setting of FI 

enna | curve 4 lnfioniri {Input Default 30.0% 
Setting Range | -100.0%~100.0% 

06.04 LE curve 4 inflexion 2 input | Defautt | 6.00V 
“| Setting Range | C6.02~C6.06 

ndins ing of Fl 
06.05 Soreste hediets init Default 80.0% 

Setting Range | -100.0%~100.0% 

c6.06 Fl curve 4 maximum input l Default l 10,00V 

“| Setting Range | C6.06~10.00V 
Corresponding setting of Fl 

C6.07 aairve: 4 maximum int Pefautt 100.0% 

Setting Range | -100.0%~100.0% 

6.08 _ Fl curve 5 minimum input l Default l 0.00V 
° Setting Range | -10,00V~C6.10 

Corresponding setting of Fl 
C6.09 aunts 5 nina trplit Default 0.0% 

Setting Range | -100.0%~100.0% 

6.19 -Fl curve 5 inflexion 1 input | Default | 3.00V 
“'" | Setting Range | C6.08~C6.12 

Corresponding setting of Fl 
C6.11 curve 5 inflexion 4 put Default 30.0% 

Setting Range l -100.0%~100.0% 

06.12 | Fl curve 5 inflexion 2 input | Defaut | 6.00V 
“* | Setting Range | C6.10~C6.14 

6.13 SEI BIRLOTZOk Defaiilt SO:0% 
Setting Range | -100.0%~100.0% 

06.14 _FLeurve 5 maximum input | Default l 10.00 
“""| Setting Range | C6.14~10.00V 

Corresponding setting of Fl 

C6.15 ania 5 maximum input Default 100.0% 

Setting Range | -100.0%~100.0% 

The function of curve 4 and curve 6 is similar to that curve 1 to 
curve 3, but curve 1 to curve 3 are lines, and curve 4 and curve 

5 are 4-point curves, implementing more flexible corresponding 
relationship. The schematic diagram of curve 4 and curve 5 is 

shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 4-27 Schematic diagram curve 4 and curve 5 

F] corresponding setting 4 

Corresponding setting of F1 
max. input 

Corresponding setting of Fl 
inflexion 1 input 

Fl input 
Pa 

OV(OmA) 

Corresponding setting of F1 
inflexion 2 input 

Corresponding setting of F1 
main. input 

When setting curve 4 and curve 5, note that the curve's minimum 
input voltage, inflexion 1 voltage, inflexion 2 voltage and maximum 
voltage must be in increment order. 
P4.33 (FI curve selection) is used to determine how to select curves 
FIV to FIC from the five curves 

Jump point of FIV input 

C6.16 corresponding setting Default 0.0% 

Setting Range | -100.0%~100.0% 
Jump amplitude of FIV input 

C6.17 corresponding setting Default 0.5% 

Setting Range | 0.0%~100.0% 
Jump point of FIC input 

€6.18| _ corresponding setting Default 0.0% 
Setting Range l -100.0%~100.0% 

Jump amplitude of FIC input 
C6.19 corresponding setting Default 0.5% 

Setting Range | 0.0%~100.0% 

The analog input terminals (FIV to FIC) of the T9000 all support 
the corresponding setting jump function, which fixes the analog 
input corresponding setting at the jump point when analog input 
corresponding setting jumps around the jump range. 

For example, FIV input voltage jumps around 5.00 V and the jump 

range is 4.90-5.10V.FIV minimum input 0.00 V corresponds to 0.0% 
and maximum input 10.00 V corresponds to 100.0%. The detected 
FIV input corresponding setting varies between 49.0% and 51.0%. 
If you set C6.16 to 50.0% and C6.17 to 1.0%, then the obtained 
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stable input FIV corresponding setting is fixed to 50.0% after the 
Jump function, eliminating the fluctuation effect. 

Group CC: FI/FO Correction 

cc.00 FIV measured voltage 1 | Default l Factory-corrected 

. Setting Range | 0,500V~4.000V 

cc.01 FIV displayed voltage ‘1 | Default | Factory-corrected 

“| Setting Range | 0.500V~4.000V 
oc.02 FIV measured voltage 2 l Default | Factory-corrected 

“| Setting Range | 6.000V~9.999V 
cc.03|_FIV displayed voltage 2 l Default | Factory-corrected 

. Setting Range | 6.000V~9.999V 

cc.o4| FIC measured voltage 1 | Default | Factory-corrected 
. Setting Range | 0.500V~4.000V 

cc.05|_FIC displayed voltage 1 l Default |_Factory-corracted 
. Setting Range l 0,.500V~4.000V 

6C.06 FIC measured voltage 2 | Default | Factory-corrected 

. Setting Range | 6.000V~9.999V 

0¢.07|_FiC displayed voltage 2 [| _Defautt _|_Factory-corrected 
“| Setting Range | -9.999V-~10.000V 

CC.08 reserved 

Cc.09 reserved 

CC.10 reserved 

cc.11 reserved 

These parameters are used to correct the Fl to eliminate the impact 

of Fl zero offset and gain.They have been corrected upon delivery. 
When you resume the factory values, these parameters will be 
restored to the factory-corrected values. Generally, you need not 
perform correction in the applications. 
Measured voltage indicates the actual output voltage value 
measured by instruments such as the multimeter. Displayed voltage 
indicates the voltage display value sampled by the AC drive. For 

details, refer to DO.21, DO.22 .During correction, send two voltage 

values to each FI terminal, and save the measured values and 

displayed values to the function codes CC.00 to GC.11. Then 

the AC drive will automatically perform Fl zero offset and gain 
correction. 

FOV target voltage 1 | Default | Factory-corrected 
Setting Range | 0.500V~4.000V 

Cc.12 
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oc.13 FOV measured voltage 1 [| _Defautt __| Factory-corrected 
“'*| Setting Range | 0.500V~4.000V 

cc. 14|__FOV target voltage 2 l Default | Factory-corrected 
; Setting Range | 6,000V~9.999V 

ccs FOV measured voltage 2 | Default | Factory-corrected 

. Setting Range l 6.000V~9.999V 

cc.16 FOV target voltage 1 l Default l Factory-corrected 

. Setting Range | 0.500V~4.000V 

cC.17 FOV measured voltage 1 | Default | Factory-corrected 

“\"| Setting Range | 0.500V~4.000V 
cc.19 FOV target voltage 2 l Default | Factory-corrected 

‘ Setting Range | 6.000V~9.999V 

cc.19 FOV measured voltage 2 | Default | Factory-corrected 

. Setting Range | 6.000V~9.999V 

These parameters are used to correct the FOV/FOC. 
They have been corrected upon delivery.When you resume 
the factory values, these parameters will be restored to the 
factory-corrected values. You need not perform correction in the 
applications. 

Target voltage indicates the theoretical output voltage of the AC 
drive. Measured voltage indicates the actual output voltage value 
measured by instruments such as the multimeter. 

Group DO: Monitoring Parameters 

Group DO is used to monitor the AC drive's running state. You can 
view the parameter values by using operation panel, convenient 
for on-site commissioning, or from the host computer by means of 
communication . 

DO0.00 to DO.31 are the monitoring parameters in the running and 
stopping state defined by P7.03 and P7.04. 

For more details, see Table 6-1 

Parameters of Group DO: 

[gies Parameter Name Unit 
Code 

DO.00 Running frequency (Hz) 0.01Hz 

DO.01 Set frequency (Hz) 0.01Hz 

DBO.02 Bus voltage (V) 0.1V 

DO.03 Output voltage (V) 1V 

DO.04 Output current (A) O0.01A 

DO.05 Output power (kW) O.1kW 

BO0.06 Output torque (%) 0.1% 
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Operation Instruction of T9000 Series Inverter 

lAsieten Parameter Name Unit 
Code 

DO.07 S$ input state 1 

DO.08 YO output state 4 

DO.09 FIV voltage (V) 0.01V 
DO.10 FIC voltage (V) 0.01V 

BO.11 reserved 

DO.12 Count value 4 

BO0.13 Length value 4 

DO.14 Load speed display 4 

DO.15 PID setting 4 

DO.16 PID feedback 4 

DO.17 PLC stage 4 

DO.18 Input pulse frequency (HZ) 0.01kHz 

DO0.19 Feedback speed (the unit :0.1 HZ) 0.1Hz 

DO.20 Remaining running time 0.4Min 

DO.21 FIV voltage before correction 0.001V 

DO.22 FIC voltage before correction 0.001V 

DO.23 reserved 

D0.24 Linear speed 1m/Min 

DO.25 the current Power-on time {Min 

DO.26 The current running time 0.1Min 

DO0.27 Pulse input frequency 1Hz 

DO.28 Communication setting value 0.01% 

DBO.29 Encoder feedback speed 0.01Hz 

DO.30 Main frequency X 0.01Hz 

DO.31 Auxiliary frequency Y 0.01Hz 

DBO0.32 View any memory address values 4 

DO.33 Synchronous motor rotor position 0.0° 

D0.34 the motor’s temperature 

DO.35 Target torque(%) 0.1% 

DO.36 Resolver position 4 

DO.37 Power factor angle 0.1 

DO.38 ABZ position 0.0 

DO.39 Target voltage upon V/F separation 1V 

DO.40 Output voltage upon V/F separation 1V 

DO.41 S$ state visual display 1 

DO.42 YO state visual display 4 

DO.43 X function state visual display 1 4 

D0.44 X function state visual display 2 4 

DO.45 Fault information 0 
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Appdenix 1 ParameterDescription of PID Control 

Appdenix 1 

List of Function Parameters 

If PP-00 is set to a non-zero number, parameter protection is 

enabled. You must enter the correct user password to enter the 

menu. To cancel the password protection function, enter with 

password and set PP-00 to 0. 

Parameters menu the user customlzes are not protected by 

password.Group P is the basic function parameters , Group D is to 

monitor the function parameters. The symbols in the function code 

table are described as follows: 

"3x": The parameter can be modified when the AC drive is in either 

stop or running state. 

"sx": The parameter cannot be modified when the AC drive is in the 

running state. 

“e": The parameter is the actually measured value and cannot be 

modified. 

“«": The parameter is factory parameter and can be set only by the 

manufacturer. 

Standard Function Parameters: 

Function 
code 

Group PO Standard Function Parameters 

1: G type (Constant torque 
load) Model 

2: P type (variable torque | dependent 
load e.g. fan and pump) 

0: No PG (speed sensor) 
vector control 

1: With PG (speed sensor) 2 * 
vector control 

2: VIF control 

Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

P0.00 | G/P type display 

Control mode 
POOF selection 
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Ue Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

0: Operation panel control 
{LED off) 

Command 1: Terminal control (LED 
P0.02 source selection | on} o * 

2: Communication control 
{LED linking) 

0: Digital setting (P0.08 
preset frequency, can 
modify the UP/DOWN, 
power lost don’t 
memory) 

1: Digital setting (P0.08, 
preset frequency, can 
modify the UP/DOWN, 

. ower lost memory) 
Main frequency |... P 

P0.03 | source x — 2! FIX (above 7.SKW) 0 x 
Selection 4: Potentiometer on 

operation panel (below 
5.5KW) 

5: PULSE (S3, Above 
3.7KW) 

8: Multistage instruction 
7: Simple PLC 
8: PID 
§: Communication setting 

Auxiliary The same as P0.03 
P0.04 | frequency source | (frequency source X 0 * 

Y selection _|selection) 

Auxiliary 0: Relative to the 
frequency source|maximum frequency 

PO.05 superposition Y |1: Relative to the main 0 * 
range selection |frequency source X 

Auxiliary 
frequency source] .¢, _ 

P0.06 superposition Y 0%~150% 100% bd 

range 
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Ue Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

Unit's digit 
(Frequency source) 
0: Main frequency source 

x 
1: X and Y operation 

{operation relationship 
determined by ten's 
digit) 

Frequency  |2: Switchover between X 
source and Y 

Ro.o7 superposition |3: Switchover between X 00 * 
selection and "X and Y operation" 

4: Switchover between Y 
and "X and Y operation" 

Ten's digit & and Y 
operation) 

0: X+Y 
1:X-Y 
2: Both the maximum 
3: Both the minimum 

Frequency |0.00Hz~maximum 
PO.08 preset frequency (P0.10) 50,00Hz * 

Rotation 0: Same direction 
PO.08) direction 1: Reverse direction ‘ * 

PO.10 vein 50.00Hz~600.00Hz 50.00Hz | 
Tequency 

0: P0.12 setting 
1: Potentiometer on 

operate panel (below 
5.5KW) 

Upper limit | FIV (above 7.5KW) 
Root frequency source |2: FIC 8 * 

3: Reserved 
4: PULSE (S83, above 

3.7KW) 
5: Communication setting 

_ Frequency lower limit 
Po.i2 | pper limit /P0.14~Maximum 50.00Hz | 3k 

quency frequency P0.10 

Upper limit /0.00Hz~Maximum 4 
PO.13 frequency offset |frequency P0.10 0,00Hz a 

Frequency lower |0.00Hz~Upper limit 
PO.14 limit frequency P0.12 0.00Hz * 

P0.15_ | Garrier frequency |0.5kHz~16.0kHz Model x 
; . . dependent 
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Function 
code 

Parameter Name Setting range Default Property 

P0.16 

Carrier 
frequency 

adjustment with 
temperature 

0: No 
1: Yes 

we 

PO.17 
Acceleratian time 

1 
0.00s~65000s 

Model 
dependent 

PO.18 
Deceleration time 

1 
0.00s~65000s 

Model 
dependent 

P0.19 
Acceleratlon/ 

Deceleration time 
unit 

0: 1s 
1:0.1s 
2:0.01s 

4 

P0.21 

Frequency offset 
of auxiliary 

frequency source 
for X and 

Y operation 

0.00Hz~Maximum 
frequency P0.10 

0.00Hz 

P0.22 
Frequency 
instruction 
resolution 

2: 0.01Hz 

P0.23 

Retentive of 
digital setting 

frequency upon 
power 

0: Not retentive 
1: Retentive 

P0.25 
Acceleration/ 

Deceleration time 
base frequency 

0: Maximum frequency 
(PO.10) 
1: Sat frequency 
2: 100Hz 

P0.26 

Base frequency 
for UP/DOWN 
modification 

during running 

0: Running frequency 
1: Set frequency 
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Function 
pode Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

Unit's digit: Binding 
operation panel 
command to frequency 
source 
No binding 
Frequency source by 
digital setting 
Potentiometer on 
operation panel (below 
5.5KW) 

Binding ey jens 7.5KW) 

P0.27 lea 4: Reserved 0000 ve 
source 5: PULSE (83, above 

3.7KW) 
6:Multi-Reference 
7:Simple PLC 
8:PID 
§:Communication setting 
Ten's digit: Binding 
terminal command to 
frequency source 
Hundred's digit: Binding 
communication command 
to frequency source 

=
O
 

S 

Group P1 Motor parameter 

0: Common asynchronous 
motor 

Motor type 1: Variable frequency 
P1.00 selection asynchronous motor 6 * 

2: Permanent magnetic 
synchronous motor 

p1.o1 | Rated motor io siwy1000.0KW Model 
power dependent 

Rated motor Model 
P1.02 voltage 1V~2000V dependent * 

0.01A~655.35A 
P1.03 Rated motor | (AC drive power <=55kW)| Model * 

. current 0.1A~6553.5A dependent 
(AC drive power >55kW) 

Rated motor /0.01Hz~maximum Model 
P1.04 * 

fraquency ‘frequency dependent 

P1.05 Rated motor Arpm~65535rpm Model * 
rotational speed dependent 
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Ue Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

‘ 0.0010~65.5350. 
Stator resistance | (a drive power <=55kW)| Tuned 

P1.06 | {asynchronous * 
. motor) 0.00010~6.55350 parameter 

(AC drive power >55kW) 

Rotor resistance £001 As65.5550) 
(AC drive power <=55kW}| Tuned 

PLO? cone 0.00010~6.55350 parameter) ™ 
(AC drive power >55kW) 

Leakage {9 o1mH~655.35mH 
inductive . <=55kW)| Tuned 

P1.08 i@actante’ (AC drive power <=: } une de 
(asynchronous 0.001mH~65.535mH parameter 

motor) (AC drive power >55kW) 

Mutual inductive |0.1mH~6553.5mH 
P1.09 reactance (AC drive power <=55kW)| Tuned % 

. (asynchronous |0.01mH~655.35mH parameter 
motor) (AC drive power >55kWV) 

No-lgad ‘euiverit 0.01A~P1.03 (AC drive 
power <=55kW) Tuned 

Pag Gycnrorass 0.1A~P1.03 (AC drive parameter) ™ 
) _ |power >55kW) 

Shaft D 0.0010~65.5350 
P4146 inductance (AC drive power<=55kW) | Model * 

. (synchronous |0.00010~6.55350 dependent 
motor) (AC drive power>55kW) 

Shaft Q 0.01mH~655.35mH 
P1417 inductance (AC drive power<=55kW) | Model ve 

. (synchronous = |0.001mH~65.535mH dependent 
motor) (AC drive power>55kW) 

Shaft Q 0.01mH~655.35mH 
P1.18 inductance (AC drive power<=55kW) | Model * 

. (synchronous § |0.001mH~65.535mH dependent 
motor) (AC drive power>55kW) 

Back EMF 
Model 

P1.20 | (synchronous |0.1V~6553.5V x 
motor) dependent 

Pi27 | Encoder pulses jy oc5a5 1024 | * 
per revolution 

0: ABZ incremental 
P1.28 | Encoder type |encoder (0) * 

2: Resolver 
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Function 
pode Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

AB phase 
sequence of |... 

P1.30 | ABZ incremental |¢° poMward 0 x 
encoder AB ° 

phase sequence 

Encoder install P4134 angle 0.0~359.9° 0.0° 

Rotation pole 
Pa. logarithm 

1~65535 1 * 

Speed feedback 
PG card break |0.0: No action 

P1.36 | ‘line detection |0.18~10.0s a8 * 
time 

0: No operation 
1: static auto-tuning 
2: dynamic auto-tuning 
3: complete static auto- 

tuning 0 * 
11: Synchronous motor 
with-load auto-tuning 
12: Synchronous motor 
no-load auto-tuning 

Auto tuning 
PALS? selection 

P2 Motor vector control parameter 

Speed loop 
P2.00 | proportional gain |1~100 30 * 

1 

Speed loop Z 
P2.01 integral time 4 0.01s~10.00s 0.50s 

P2.02 awiichave 0.00~P2.05 5.00Hz | x 
requency 1 

Speed loop 
P2.03 | proportional gain |1~100 20 * 

2 

Speed loop _ 
P2.04 integral time 2 0.01s~10.00s 1.00s * 

Switchover |P2.02~Maximum 
P2.05 frequency 2__ frequency 10.00Hz bxa 

p2og | Vector control |eno.ooa% 100% | x 
. slip gain ° 

Time constant of 
P2.07 speed loop filter 0.000s~0.100s 0.0158 * 

Vector control 
P2.08 | over-excitation |0~200 64 x4 

gain 
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Function 
code 

Parameter Name Setting range Default Property 

P2.09 

Torque upper 
limit sourcein 
speed control 

mode 

0: P2.10 
1: Potentiometer on 

operation panel 
(below 5.5KW) 

FIV (above 7.5KW) 
2: FIC 
3: Reserved 
4: PULSE 

(S3, above 3.7KW) 
5: Communication setting 
6: MIN (Potentiometer on 

operation panel, FIC) 
(below 5.5KW) 

MIN (FIV,FIC) 
(above 7.5KVWV) 
7: MAX (Potentiometer on 

operation panel, FIC) 
(below 5.5KW) 

MAX (FIV,FIC) 
(above 7.5KW) 
The full range of 1-7 is 
correspond to P2.10 

P2.10 

Torque upper 
limit setting in 
speed control 

made (electrical) 

0.0%~200.0% 150.0% 
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Ue Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

0: P2.10 
1: Potentiometer on 

operation panel 
(below 5.5KW) 

FIV (above 7.5KW) 
2: FIC 
3: Reserved 
4: PULSE 

(S3, above 3.7KW) 
a orque UPS 5: Communication setting 
limit instruction | 7" A 

selection 6: MIN (Potentiometer on 
P2.11 In speed operation panel, FIC) 0 * 

control mode (below'5.SKW) 
(generation) MIN (FIV,FIC) 

(above7.5KW) 
7: MAX (Potentiometer on 

operation panel, FIC) 
(below 5.5KW) 

MAX (FIV,FIC) 
(above 7.5KW) 
8: P2.12 setting 
Full range of 1-7 
corresponding to P2.12 

Torque upper 
limit digital 

P2.12 | setting in speed /0.0%~200.0% 150.0% * 
control mode 
(generation) 

Excitation 
P2.13 adjustment |0~60000 2000 * 

Proportional gain 

Excitation 
P2.14 adjustment |0~60000 1300 * 

integral gain 

Torque 
P2.15 adjustment |0~60000 2000 * 

proportional gain 

Torque 

P2.16 adjustment |0~60000 1300 * 
integral gain 

Unit's digit: integral 
Speed loop [separation 

Past? integral property |0: Disabled Q * 
1: Enabled 
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Operation Instruction of T9000 Series Inverter 

excitation gain 

Ue Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

Maximum torque 
P2.21 | coefficient of field |50%~200% 100% * 

weakening 

0: Disabled 
j 1: Enabled always 

Generation i 
P2.22 power limit 4 seat when -conetant 0 bxa 

enabled 3: Enabled when 
deceleration 

Generation Model 
P2.23 power upper limit 0.0%6r200.0% dependent * 

Group P3 V/F control parameters 

0: Linear V/F 
1: Multi-point V/F 
2: Square V/F 
3: 1.2-power V/F 
4: 1.4-power V/F 

P3.00 | VF curve setting |6: 1.6-power V/F 0 * 
8: 1.8-power V/F 
9: Reserved 
10: VF complete 

separation 
11: VF half separation 

0.0%: (fixed torque boost)/ Model 
P3.01 | Torque boost |q'49,--30,0% dependent| 

Cut-off frequency |0.00Hz~Maximum 
F302 of torque boost |frequency 50.0012: * 

P3,03 | Multhpoint VF" Ip oor7-p3.05 0.00Hz | x 
frequency 1 

Multi-point ~ 
P3.04 voltage 1 0.0%~100.0% 0.0% * 

P3,05 "feces VF /P3.03-P3.07 0.00Hz | 
Tequency 2 

Multi-point ~ 
P3.06 voltage 2 0.0%~100.0% 0.0% * 

Multi-point VF |P3.05~rated motor 
Por frequency 3__ [frequency (P1.04) 0.008 * 

Multi-point 3 9 
P3.08 voltage 3 0.0%~100.0% 0.0% x 

VIF slip 
P3.09 | compensation /0.0%~200.0% 0.0% * 

gain 

p3.to | _ WFover Joong 64 x 
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Appdenix 1 ParameterDescription of PID Control 

Ue Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

VIF oscillation Model 
P31 suppression gain O~100 dependent * 

0: Digital setting (P3.14) 
1: Potentiometer on 

operation panel (below 
5.5KW) 

FIV (above 7.5KW) 
2: FIC 

votage fe roe 
P3.13 sour ‘for VIF (83, above 3.7KW) 0 * 

5: Multi-reference 
6: Simple PLC 
7: PID 
8: Communication setting 
Note: 100.0% 
corresponding to the rated 
motor voltage 

Voltage digital 
P3.14 | setting for V/F |OV~rated motor voltage OV * 

separation 

0.0s~1000.0s 
ae Note: it indicated the time 

P3.15 time for VIF for the voltage change 0.0s * 
_ from OV to rated motor 

separation 
voltage 

0.0s~1000.0s 
23.16 dentin hore: it indicated the time 00 * 

5 . for the voltage change 0S 
pinhied from the rated motor 

voltage to OV 

0: Frequency/voltage 
Stop mode een decline to 

Pale anand 1: After voltage decline 0 * 
to 0 then decline the 
frequency 

Action current of 
P3.18 | the over current |50%~200% 150% * 

lost speed 

Over current lost |0: Disabled 
P39 speed enabled |1: Enabled 1 * 

Over current 
P3.20 lostspeed /0~100 20 * 

suppression gain 
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Operation Instruction of T9000 Series Inverter 

Function 
pode Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

Triple-speed 
suppression of 

P3.21 | action current |50%~200% 50% * 
compensation 

coefficient 

Action voltage of 
P3.22 | the over voltage |650.0V~800.0V 770.0V * 

lost speed 

Over voltage lost |0: Disabled 
P3.23 speed enabled |1: Enabled 

Suppression 
frequency gain of 
over voltage lost 

speed 

P3.24 O~100 30 * 

Suppression 
voltage gain of 
over voltage lost 

speed 

P3.25 O~100 30 * 

Maximum rising 
frequency limit of 
over voltage lost 

speed 

P3.26 0~50Hz SHz * 

Group P4 Input terminal 

0: No function 
1: Forward RUN (FWD) 
2: Reverse RUN (REV) 

FWD terminal |3: Three-line control 
function selection|4: Forward JOG (JOGF) 

5: Reverse JOG (JOGR) 
6: Terminal UP 
7: Terminal DOWN 

P4.00 

8: Coast to stop 
9: Fault reset (RESET) 
10: Run pause 

11: Normally open(NQ) 

input of external fault 2 * 
12: Multl-reference 

terminal 1 
13: Multi-reference 

terminal 2 

REV terminal 
PAOF function selection 
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Appdenix 1 ParameterDescription of PID Control 

Function 
code 

Parameter Name Setting range Default Property 

P4.02 
$1 terminal 

function selection 

P4.03 
$2 terminal 

function selection 

14: Multi-reference 
terminal 3 

15: Multi-reference 
terminal 4 

16: Terminal 1 for 
acceleration/ 
deceleration time 
selection 

17: Terminal 2 for 
acceleration/ 
deceleration time 
selection 

18: Frequency source 
switchover 

19: UP/DOWN setting 
clear 

(terminal, operation 
panel} 

20: Command source 
switchover terminal 

21: Acceleration/ 
Deceleration 
prohibited 

22: PID pause 
23: PLC status reset 
24: Swing pause 
25: Counter input 
26: Counter reset 
27: Length count input 
28: Length reset 

P4.04 
$3 terminal 

function selection 

29: Torque control 
prohibited 

30: PULSE frequency 
input 

(Enabled only for $3, 
above 3.7KW) 

31: Reserved 
32: Immediate DC braking 
33: Normally closed (NC) 

input of external fault 
34: Frequency 

modification enabled 
35: Reverse PID action 

direction 
36: External stop terminal 

4 
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Operation Instruction of T9000 Series Inverter 

Ue Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

37: Command source 
switchover terminal 2 

S4 terminal |38: PID integral pause 
P4.05 function selection |32: Switchover between 0 * 

main frequency source 
X and preset frequency 
40: Switchover 
between auxiliary 
frequency source Y 
and preset frequency 

P4.06 Reserved | 41~42: Reserved 0 * 
43: PID parameter 

switchover 
44~45: Reserved 
46: Speed control /Torque 

control switchover 
47: Emergency stop 
48: External stop terminal 

2 
P4.07 Reserved —_|49: Deceleration DC 0 * 

braking 
50: Clear the current 

running time 
51-59:Reserved 

P4.10 X filter time —_|0.000s~1.000s 0.010s * 

0: Two-line mode 1 
Terminal 1: Two-line mode 2 

Pan command mode |2: Three-line mode 1 0 * 
3: Three-line mode 2 

pa.12 | Terminal UP! Io gorHz/s~65.535Hz/s | 1.00H2/s | x 
. DOWN rate . ° ; 

paig | Flouvet {0 ooynp4.i5 0.00V tr 
Minimum input 

Corresponding 

Para | Setting of FI | 109 994~+100.0% 0.0% | x 
curve 1 minimum 

input 

Fl curve 1 
P4.15 maximum input P4.13~+10.00V 10.00V * 

Corresponding 
setting of of a. 

P4.16 Fl curve 4 -100.0%~+100.0% 100.0% * 

maximum Input 

FI curve 1 filter 
P4.17 time 0.00s~10.00s 0.10s “we 
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Appdenix 1 ParameterDescription of PID Control 

Function 
code 

Parameter Name Setting range Default Property 

P4.18 Fl curve 2 
minimum input 

0.00V~P4.20 0.00V 9 

P4.19 

Corresponding 
setting of Fl 

curve 2 minimum 
input 

-100.0%~+100.0% w 

P4.20 
Fl curve 2 

maximum input 
P4.18~+10.00V 

P4,21 

Corresponding 
setting of 
Fl curve 2 

maximum input 

-100.0%~+100.0% 

P4.22 
FI curve 2 filter 

time 
0.00s~10.00s 

P4.23 
Fl curve 3 

minimum input 
-10.00V~P4.25 

P4,24 

Corresponding 
setting of Fl 

curve 3 minimum 
input 

-100.0%~+100.0% -100.0% 

P4.25 
Fl curve 3 

maximum input 
P4.23~+10.00V 10.00V 

P4.26 

Corresponding 
setting of 
Fl curve 3 

maximum input 

-100.0%~+100.0% 100.0% 

P4.27 
FI curve 3 filter 

time 
0.00s~10.00s 0.10s 

P4,28 
PULSE minimum 

input 
0.00kKHz~P4.30 0.00kHz 

P4.29 
Corresponding 

setting of PULSE 
minimum input 

-100.0%~100.0% 0.0% 

P4.30 
PULSE 

maximum input 
P4.28~100.00kHZ 50.00kHz 

P4,31 
Corresponding 

setting of PULSE 
maximum input 

-100.0%~100.0% 100.0% 

P4.32 PULSE filter time 0.00s~10.00s 0.10s 
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Operation Instruction of T9000 Series Inverter 

Function 
code 

Parameter Name Setting range Default Property 

P4,33 
Fl curve 
selection 

Unit's digit: Potentiometer 
on operation panel /FIV 
curve selection 
1: Curve 1 (2 points, See 

P4.13~P4.16) 
2: Curve 2 (2 points, See 
P4.18~P4,21) 
3: Curve 3 (2 paints, See 
P4.23~P4.26) 
4: Curve 4 (4 points, See 
C6.00~C8.07) 
5: Curve 5 (4 points, See 
C6.08~C6.15) 
Ten’s digit: FIC curve 
selection, Sam as FIV 
Hundred’s digit: Reserved 

321 

P4.34 
Setting selection 
for Fl less than 
minimum input 

Unit's digit: Potentiometer 
on operation panel/Setting 
for FIV less than minimum 
input 
0: Corresponds to the 
minimum input settings 
1:0.0% 
Ten's digit: Setting 
selection for FIC less than 
minimum input (same as 
FIV) 

000 

P4.35 FWD delay time 0.0s~3600.0s 0.0s 

P4.36 REV delay time 0.0s~3600.0s 0.0s 

P4.37 $1 delay time 0.0s~3600.0s 0.0s D
E
 >

t 

P4.38 
S terminal valid 
mode selection 1 

0: High level valid 
1: Low level valid 
Unit's digit: FWD 
Ten’s digit: REV 
Hundred’s digit: S1 
Thousand’s digit: $2 
Ten thousand's digit: S3 

ao000 
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Appdenix 1 ParameterDescription of PID Control 

Function 
Parameter Name 

code 
Setting range Default Property 

S$ terminal valid 
Page mode selection 2 

0: High level valid 
1: Low level valid 
Unit's digit: $4 
Ten’s digit: Reserved 
Hundred's digit: Reserved 
Thousand’s digit: 
Reserved 
Ten thousand's digit: 
Reserved 

00000 

Group P5 Output terminals 

M01 terminal 
output mode 
selection 

P5.00 
0: Pulse output (YOP) 
1: Switch signal output 

(YOR) 

YOR output 
PE.Ot function selection 

0: No output 
1: AC drive running 
2: Fault output (fault stop) 
3: Frequency-level 

detection FDT1 output 
4: Frequency reached 
5: Zero-speed running(no 

output at stop) 
6: Motor overload pre- 

warning 
: AC drive overload pre- 

warning 
: Setting count value 

Reached 

“I
 

ao
 

Relay function 
selection on 
control board 

(RA-RB-RC/RB- 
RC) 

P5.02 

9: Designated count value 
reached 

10: Length reached 
11: PLC cycle complete 
12: Accumulative running 

time reached 
13: Frequency limited 
14: Torque limited 
15: Ready for RUN 
16: FIV>FIC 
17: Frequency upper limit 

reached 
18: Frequency lower limit 

reached (Relate to 
running) 

19: Under voltage state 
output 
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Operation Instruction of T9000 Series Inverter 

Function 
code 

Parameter Name Setting range Default Property 

P5.03 
Relay function 
selection (TA- 

TC) 

20: Communication setting 
21: (Reserved) 
22: (Reserved) 
23: Zero-speed running 2 

(having output at stop) 
24: Accumulative power- 

on time reached 
25: Frequency level 

detection FDT2 output 
26: Frequency 1 reached 

output 

P5.04 Reserved 

27: Frequency 2 reached 
output 

28: Current 1 reached 
output 

P5.05 Reserved 

29: Current 2 reached 
output 

30: Timing reached output 
31: FIV input limit 

exceeded 
32: Load becoming 0 
33: Reverse running 
34: Zero current state 
35: Module temperature 

reached 
36: Output current limit 

exceeded 
37: Frequency lower limit 

reached (having output 
at stop) 

38: Alarm output( Keep 
running) 

40: Current running time 
reached 

41: Fault 
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Appdenix 1 ParameterDescription of PID Control 

Ue Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

0: Running frequency 
1: Setting frequency 

YOP output 2: Output current 
P58 function selection|3: Output torque 0 * 

4: Output power 
5: Output voltage 
6: PULSE input 
(100.% corresponding to 
100.0kHz) 
7: FV 
8: FIC 
9: Reserved 
10: Length 

FOV output | 44: Count value 
P5.07 |function selection) 49- Communication setting 0 ” 

(above 3.7KW) |43: Motor rotational speed 
14: Output current 
(100.0% corresponding to 
1000.0A)} 
15: Output voltage 
(100.0% corresponding to 
1000.0V) 

FOG output ek a al ae torque 

P5.08 function selection a 1 « 
{above 7.5KW) corresponding to the 

motor percentage) 

YOP output 
P5.09 maximum 0.01kHz~100.00kHz 50.00kHz * 

frequency 

FOV bias 
P5.10 coefficient -100.0%~+100.0% 0.0% * 

P5.11 FOV gain -10.00~+10.00 1.00 * 

p5.12 | FOCBIAS | 199.9% ~+100.0% 0.0% | x 
coefficient 

P5.13 FOC gain -10.00~+10.00 1.00 * 

YOR output = 
P5.17 delay time 0.0s~3600.0s 0.0s * 

RA-RB-RC/RB- 
P5.18 | RC output delay |0.0s~3600.0s 0.0s * 

time 

TA-TC output 7 
P5.19 delay time 0.0s~3600.0s 0.0s bd 

P5.20 Reserved 0.0s~3600.0s 0.0s * 

P5.21 Reserved 0.08~3600.0s 0.0s * 
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Operation Instruction of T9000 Series Inverter 

Ue Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

0: Positive logic 
1: Negative logic 
Unit's digit: YOR 

Output terminal Ls 's digit: RA-RB-RC/RB- 

Poe ee meee | Hundred's digit: TA-TC coooo 
Thousand’s digit: FOV 
(Above 3.7KW) 
Ten thousand’s digit: FOC 
(above 7.5KW) 

Group P6 Start/Stop parameter 

0: Direct start 
1: Rotational speed 
tracking restart Speed 

P6.00 Start mode __|tracking restarts 0 * 
2: Pre-excited start 
(AC asynchronous motor) 
3: SVC quick start 

0: Start from the stop 
. frequency 

pe.o1 | Rotational speed). start from 0 0 x 
9 2: Start from maximum 

frequency 

P6.02 a speed) 4199 20 * 
racking 

pe.03 | Startup o.oriz~10.00Hz 0.00Hz | x 
Tequency 

Startup 
P6.04 frequency = |0.0s~100.0s 0.0s * 

holding time 

Startup DC 
braking current/ P65 |e ocnited  [0%~100% 50% * 

current 

Startup DC 
P6.06 | braking time/Pre-|0.0s~100.0s 0.0s * 

excited time 

0: Straight-line 
acceleration/ 

. deceleration 
P6.07 Acceleration! 1: S curve acceleration/ 

. aceleration deceleration A 0 * 
mode 7 z 

2: Dynamic S curve 
acceleration/ 
deceleration 
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Appdenix 1 ParameterDescription of PID Control 

Ue Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

S curve of 
beginning bg. 7 0 

P6.08 Segmienttine 0.0%~(100.0%-P6.09) 30.0% * 

proportional 

S curve of end 
P6.09 | segmenttime |0.0%~(100,0%-P6.08) 30.0% * 

proportional 

0: Deceleration to stop 
PMG Stop mada 1: Coast to stop a * 

Initial frequency - i 
P6.11 | ofstopDc — [POOHz-maximum 0.00Hz | x 

braking quency: 
Waiting time of wc 

P6.12 stop DC braking 0.0s~100.0s 0.0s * 

Stop DC braking = 
P6.13 current 0%~100% 0% x“ 

pe.14 | Stop DE braking |o o5~100.0s 0.0s x 

P6.15 | Brake use rate |0%~100% 100% x 

Rotational speed = Model 
P6.18 tracking current SOyar 200% dependent * 

Demagnetization 
P6.21 time _|0.00-5.00s wet) OX 

(Valid for SVC) P 
0: Not effective 

P6.23 Over-excitation |1: Effective only when 0 k 
selection deceleration 

2: Effective always 

Over-excitation 
P6.24 suppression |0~150% 100% * 

current value 

P6.25 a al 4.00~2.50 4.25 * 

Group P7 Operation display and Display 
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Operation Instruction of T9000 Series Inverter 

Function 
code 

Parameter Name Setting range Default Property 

P7.01 
JOG function 
parameter 

0: No function 
1: Switchover between 

operation panel 
command and remote 
operation command. It 
indicates the switchover 
between the current 
command source and 
operation panel control 
{local operation). If 
the current command 
source is operation 
panel control, the key is 
invalid. 

: Switchover between 
forward and reverse 
through JOG, it only 
valid when command 
source is operation 
panel channel. 

3: Forward Jog 
{JOG-FWD) 

4: Reverse Jog 
{JOG-REV) 

Ny
 

P7.02 
STOP/RESET 

key function 

oO
o : STOP/RESET key 

enabled only in 
operation panel control 

1: STOP/RESET key 
enabled in any 
operation mode 
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Appdenix 1 ParameterDescription of PID Control 

Function 
pode Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

0000~FFFF 
Bit00: Running frequency 

1 (Hz) 
Bit01: Setting frequency 

(Hz) 
Bit02: Bus voltage (V) 
BitO3: Output voltage (V) 
Bit04: Output current (A) 
BitO5: Output power (kW) 

LED display |Bit06: Output torque (%) 
P7.03 running Bit07: S input status 1F * 

parameter 1 |Bit08: MO1 output status 
BitOg: FIV/Voltage of 

potentiometer on 
operation panel {V) 

Bit10: FIC Voltage (V) 
Bit11: Reserved 
Bit12: Count value 
Bit13: Length value 
Bit14: Load speed display 
Bit15: PID setting 
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Operation Instruction of T9000 Series Inverter 

Function 
code 

Parameter Name Setting range Default Property 

P7.04 
LED display 

running 
parameter 2 

0000~FFFF 
Bitoo: 
Bito1: 
Bito2: 

BitO3: 

Bito4: 

BitO5: 

Bito6: 

Bito7: 
Bitos: 

Bitog: 

Bit10: 

Bit11: 

Bit12: 

Bit13: 

Bit14: 

PID feedback 
PLC stage 
Pulse input 
frequency(kHz) 
Running frequency 
2 (Hz) 
Remaining running 
time 
FiV/Voltage of 
potentiometer on 
operation panel 
before correction 

(Vv) 
FIC voltage before 
correction (V) 
Reserved 
Motor rotational 
speed 
Current power-on 
time(Hour) 
Current running 
time (Min) 
Pulse input 
frequency(Hz) 
Communication 
setting value 
Speed feedback of 
Encoder(Hz) 
Main frequency X 
display(Hz) 

Bit15:Auxiliary frequency 
Y display (Hz) 
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Appdenix 1 ParameterDescription of PID Control 

Ue Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

0000~FFFF 
Bit00: Set frequency (Hz) 
Bit01: Bus voltage (V) 
BitO2: S input status 
Bit03: MO1 output status 
Bit04: FIV/Voltage of 

potentiometer on 
LED display stop operation panel(V) 

P7.05 “parameter — |Bit05: FIC voltage (V) 33 * 
BitO7: Count value 
Bit08: Length value 
Bit09: PLC stage 
Bit10: Load speed 
Bit11: PID setting 
Bit12: Pulse input 

frequency(kHz) 

Load speed ~ 
P7.06 display coeffcient 0.0001~6.5000 1.0000 * 

Heatsink 
P7.07 | temperature of |0.0°C ~120.0°C - @ 

inverter IGBT 

Group P8 Auxiliary Functions 

P8.00 JOG running |0.00Hz~maximum 2.00Hz ok 
frequency frequency 

JOG running 
P8.01 frequency 0.0s~6500.0s 20.0s * 

p8.o2 | “OC TIMING |0.0s~6500.0s 200s | x 
requency 

JOG running = Model 
P8.03 frequency 0.00s~65000s dependent * 

pao4 | JOC running Io o5~es000s Modal | 
frequency dependent 

JOG running Model 
P8.05 frequency 0.0s~65000s dependent * 

JOG running Model 
P8.06 frequency 0.0s~65000s dependent & 

pe.o7 | YOS running | 95~65000s Model | 
requency dependent 

deceleration time Model 
P8.08 4 0.0s~65000s dependent * 

P8.09 Jump frequency |0.00Hz~maximum 0.00Hz ok 
1 frequency 

Jump frequency |0.00Hz~maximum 
P8.10 2 frequency 0.00Hz bid 
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Operation Instruction of T9000 Series Inverter 

Function 
code 

Parameter Name Setting range Default Property 

P8.11 
Frequency jump 

amplitude 
0.00HZ2~maximum 
frequency 

0.00Hz 9 

P8.12 
Forward/Reverse 
rotation dead- 

zone time 
0.0s~3000.0s 0.0s * 

P8.13 Reverse control 0: Enabled 1: Disabled 0 

P8.14 

Running mode 
when set 

frequency lower 
than frequency 

lower limit 

0: Run at frequency lower 
limit 

1: Stop 
2: Run at zero speed 

P8.15 Droop control 0.00Hz~10.00Hz 

P8.16 
Accumulative 
power-on time 

threshold setting 
Oh~65000h 

P8.17 
Accumulative 
running time 

threshold setting 
Oh~65000h 

P8.18 
Startup 

protection 
0: No protect 
1: Protect 

P8.19 
Frequency 

detection value 
(FDT1) 

0.00Hz~maximum 
frequency 

§0.00Hz 

P8.20 

Frequency 
detection 
hysteresis 
{FDT1) 

0.0%~100.0% 
(FDT1 level) 5.0% 

P8.21 
Detection range 

of frequency 
reached 

0.0%~100.0% 
(maximum frequency) 

P8.22 

Jump frequency 
during the 
process of 

acceleration/ 
deceleration 

0: Disabled 
1: Enabled 

P8.25 

Frequency 
switchover point 

between 
acceleration 
time 1 and 

acceleration time 
2 

0.00Hz~maximum 
frequency 

0.00Hz 
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Appdenix 1 ParameterDescription of PID Control 

Ue Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

Frequency 
switchover point 

between . 
P8.26 | deceleration |? OFi=meximum o.0oHz | x 

time 1 and quency 
deceleration time 

2 

Terminal JOG |0: Disabled 
P827 preferred 1: Enabled § * 

Frequency pe 
P8.28 | detection value fonuan maximum 50.00Hz | x 

(FDT2) quency 
Frequency 
detection 0.0%~100.0% 

P8289 | hysteresis _|(FDT2 level) 5.0% * 
(FDT2) 

Any frequency ~mayi 
p8.30 | reaching Paaid mnaximun 50.00Hz | 4x 

detection value 1|"CUUeN’y 
Any frequency 

reaching 0.0%~100.0% 
P8.31 detection (maximum frequency) 0.0% * 

amplitude 1 

Any frequency 7 . 

P8.32 | reaching | 00FZ-maximum 50.00Hz | xt 
detection value 2 |"etuency 

Any frequency 
reaching 0.0%~100.0% 

P8.33 detection (maximum frequency) 0.0% * 
amplitude 2 

0.0%~300.0% 
Zero current . 

P8.34 : 100.0% corresponding to 5.0% * 
detection level rated motor current 

Zero current 
P8.35 | detection delay |0.01s~600.00s 0.10s * 

time 

0.0% (no detection) 
Output over- Ones 

P8.36 eurrant threshold 0.1%~300.0% (rated 200.0% * 
motor current) 

Output over- 
P8.37 | current detection |0.00s~600.00s 0.00s x“ 

delay time 

Any current |0.0%~300.0% 
P8.38 teaching 1 (rated motor current) 100.0% * 
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Operation Instruction of T9000 Series Inverter 

Ue Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

Any current 3 
P8390 | reaching1 —_|°-0%~300.0% 0.0% * 

. (rated motor current) 
amplitude 

Any current |0.0%~300.0% 
P8640 reaching 2 (rated motor current) 100.0% * 

Any current 
7 0.0%~300.0% 

P8.41 teaching 2 0.0% x 
amplitude (rated motor current) 

Timing function |O:Disabled 
PBa2 selection 1:Enabled 8 al 

0: P8.44 
1: FlV/potentiometer on 

operation panel 
Timing duration |2: FIC 

Peas source 3: Reserved - * 
100% of analog input 
corresponds to the value 
of P8.44 

P8.44 | Timing duration |0.0Min~6500.0Min 0.0Min 

FIV input voltage 
P8.45 lower limit 0.00V~P8.46 3.10V * 

protection value 

FIV input voltage 
P8.46 upper limit |P8.45~10.00V 6.80V * 

protection value 

Module 
P8.47 temperature /0°C ~100°C TSG * 

threshold 

0: Fan working during 
Cooling fan running 

PEAG control 1: Fan working g * 
continuously 

Dormant frequency 
Paag | aKeUP  |(P8.51)-maximum o.00Hz | xx 

quency _| frequency (P0.10) 

paso | Wake 2812 \0.05~6500.0s 0.08 xe 
Dormant 0.00Hz~wakeup frequency 

P8.51 frequency _|(P8.49) 0.00Hz * 

P8.s2 | Dorman! delay ‘0 05~6500.0s 0.0s * 
Current running Fe f ‘ 

P8.53 itis reachiad 0.0Min~6500.0Min 0.0Min * 
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Appdenix 1 ParameterDescription of PID Control 

Ue Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

Output power 
P8.54 correction |0~200% 100% * 

coefficient 

Emergency = Model 
PB.55 deceleration time 0-6553.5s dependent * 

Group P9: Fault and Protection 

Motor overload |... 

P9.00 | protection 9" D'satled 1 * 
selection . 

Motor overload 
P9.01 protection gain 0.20~10.00 1.00 * 

Motor overload 
P9.02 waming 50%~100% 80% * 

coefficient 

P9.03 Over voltage stall 0~100 30 tk 
gain 

Protection 
P9.04 | voltage of over |120%~150% 130% *x 

voltage stall 

Short-circuit to 4 
0: Disabled 

P9.07 ground upon 1: Enabled 1 * 
power on 

P9.09 Fault auto reset 0~20 0 ok 
times 

YO action 7 

P9.10 | selection during |°: No act 0 * 
1: Act 

fault auto reset 

Time interval of 
P9.11 aul BULA ESB 0.1s~100.0s 1.0s * 

Unit's digit: Input phase 
Input phase lost/ |lost protection 
contactor suction | Ten’s digit: contactor 

P9.12 protection suction protection 00 * 
selection 0: disabled 

1: enabled 

0: Disabled 
1: Enabled 

Output phase [Unit's digit: output phase 
P9.13 | loss protectlon |loss protection 1 * 

selection Ten’s digit: output phase 
loss protection before 
running 
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Operation Instruction of T9000 Series Inverter 

Function 
code 

Parameter Name Setting range Default Property 

P9.14 1st fault type 

5: 

6 

7 

& 

9 
1 
1 

: No fault 
: Reserved 
: Over-current during 

acceleration 
: Over-current during 

deceleration 
: Over-current at constant 

speed 
: Over-voltage during 

acceleration 
: Over-voltage during 

deceleration 
: Over-voltage at 

constant speed 
: Over-load of butter 

resistance 
: Under voltage 
0:AC drive overload 
1: Motor overload 

12: Input Phase lost 

P9.15 2nd fault type 

1 3: Power output phase 
loss 

14: Module overheat 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 

5: External equipment 
fault 

6: Communication fault 
7: Contactor fault 
8: Current detection fault 
9: Motor auto-tuning fault 
‘0: Encoder/PG card fault 
1: Parameters read-write 

fault 
22: AC drive hardware 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

3 
3 

4 

fault 
3: Short circuit to ground 
4: Reserved 
‘5: Reserved 
'6:Running time reached 
7: User-defined fault 1 
8: User-defined fault 2 
9: Power-on time 

reached 
0: Load becoming 0 
1: PID feedback lost 

during running 
0: Fast limit overtime 
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Appdenix 1 ParameterDescription of PID Control 

Function 
pode Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

41: Switchover motor 
when running 

42: Speed deviation too 
3rd (latest) fault large 

P9.16 type 43: Motor over speed . bad 
45: Motor over 

temperature 
51: Initial position fault 

Group PA PID function 

PA.01 
FiV/petentiometer on 
operation panel 

2: FIC 
3: Reserved 0 * 
4: PULSE (S3, above 

3.7KW) 
5: Communication setting 
6: Multi-reference 

=
O
 

PID setting 
source 

PA.0O 

PA.01 | PID digit setting |0.0%~100.0% 50.0% b4 

0: FlV/potentiometer on 
operation panel 

1: FIC 
2: Reserved 
3: FIV-FIC/ potentiometer 

on operation panel-FIC 
4: PULSE (S83, above 

3.7KW) 
PID feedback |5: Communication setting 

PA.02 source 6: FIV+FIG/ potentiometer 0 * 
on operation panel 
+FIC 

7: MAX (FIV, [FIC] 
MAX (| potentiometer on 
operation panel |, |FIC|) 

8: MIN (|FIV|, [FIC] 
MIN (| potentiometer on 
operation panel |, |FIC|) 

PID action 0: Forward action 
PA.03 direction 1: Reverse action Q * 

PID setting 7 
PA.04 feedback range 0~65535 1000 * 

PA.O5 a 9aIN/o 9--100.0 20.0 tk 
PA.06 | Integral time Ti1 |0.01s~10.00s 2.00s * 
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Operation Instruction of T9000 Series Inverter 

Ue Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

Pao7 | Diferential me '9 op0s~10.000s 0.0008 | 
Cut-off frequency 

PA.08 | of PID reverse |0.00~maximum frequency | 2.00Hz «" 
rotatian 

Paog | PID deviation Iq 0%-100.0% 0.0% | x 

Pato | PID alfefential 'o 00% ~100.00% 0.10% | x 
PID setting 

PA.11 change time 0.00~650.00s 0.00s x 

PID feedback 
PA.12 filter time 0.00~60.00s 0.00s * 

patg | PID output Tiler lo 9960.08 000s | x 
PA.14 Reserved - - * 

PA15 a 92/5 9~100.0 20.0 9 

PA.16 | Integral time Ti2 |0.01s~10.00s 2.00s * 

pa17 | Diferentil time 'o op0s~10.000s 0.0008 | x 
0: No switchover 
1: Switchover via S 

PID parameter terminal 
PA48 | switchover |2* Automatic switchover 0 x 

condition based on deviation 
3: Automatic switchover 

based on running 
frequency 

PID parameter 

PA.19 switchover |0.0%~PA.20 20.0% * 
deviation 1 

PID parameter 
PA.20 switchover PA.19~100.0% 80.0% 

deviation 2 

PA.21 | PID initial value |0.0%~100.0% 0.0% we 

PID initial value 
PA.22 holding time 0.00~650.00s 0.00s * 
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Appdenix 1 ParameterDescription of PID Control 

Ue Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

Unit's digit: Integral 
separated 
0: Invalid 
1: Valid 

PID integral | Ten’s digit: Whether to 
PA25 property stop integral operation 00 * 

‘when the output reaches 
0: Continue integral 
operation 
1: Stop integral operation 

Detection value |0.0%: Not judging 
PA.26 | of PID feedback |feedback loss 0.0% * 

loss 0.1%~100.0% 

Detection time 
PA.27 | of PID feedback |0.05~20.0s 0.0s * 

loss 

PA28 PID operation at sion, PID operation at } * 

stop 1: PID operation at stop 

Group Pb: Swing Frequency, Fixed Length and Count 

0: Relative to the central 
Swing frequency |frequency 

Pb.00 setting mode 1: Relative to the A * 
maximum frequency 

Swing frequency _ 
Pb.01 amplitude 0.0%~100.0% 0.0% * 

Jump frequency - 
Pb.02 amplitude 0.0%~50.0% 0.0% a 

Swing frequency = 
Pb.03 cycle 0.1s~3000.0s 10.0s * 

Triangular wave 
Pb.04 rising time —|0.1%~100.0% 50.0% * 

coefficient 

Pb.05 Set length Om~65535m 1000m * 

Pb.06 Actuallength |Om~65535m Om * 

Number of pulses], 4 _ 
Pb.07 Se ee 0.1~6553.5 100.0 Ng 

Pb.08 | Set count value |1~65535 1000 * 

Designated count), _ 
Pb.09 value 1~65535 1000 * 

Group PC Multi-Reference and Simple PLC Function 

PC.00 Mult Reference -100.0%~100.0% 0.0% oa 
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Operation Instruction of T9000 Series Inverter 

Ue Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

pc.ot | Mut-Reference | 199. 0%~100.0% 00% | x 

Pc.og | Multi-Reference | 499 99,~100.0% 00% | x 

Po.o3 | MultReterence |_409,0%~100.0% 0.0% x 

Po.o4 | MultReference | 199.0% ~100.0% 00% | x 

po.os | MullReference |_199.0%4~100.0% 00% | x 

Pc.cg | Mut Reference | 199.0%~100.0% 00% | x 

Po.o7 | MutReference | 199.0%-100.0% 0.0% | x 

Po.os | MutReference |. 199 0%~100.0% 0.0% | x* 

PC.09 a alia -100.0%~100.0% 0.0% xe 

pc.i9 | MultrReference | 109 99,~100.0% 0.0% oe 

pci | MultiReference | 199 9%,~100.0% 0.0% * 

PC.12 Mult Reference -100.0%~100.0% 0.0% a 

Po.13 | MURGference | 100. 0%~100.0% 00% | 

PC.14 Mubt-Reference -100.0%~100.0% 0.0% 4 

PC.15 Mult Reference -100.0%~100.0% 0.0% x 

0: Stop after the AC drive 
runs one cycle 

PC.16 rani rod when ae Nuns one 0 x 
cycle 

2: Repeat after the AC 
drive runs one cycle 
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Appdenix 1 ParameterDescription of PID Control 

Function 
code 

Parameter Name Setting range Default Property 

PC.17 
Simple PLC 
retentive 
selection 

Unit's digit: Retentive upon 
power failure 
0: No 
1: Yes 
Ten’s digit: Retentive upon 
stop 

0: No 
1: Yes 

00 

PC.18 
Running time 
of simple PLC 
reference 0 

0.08(h)~6500.0s(h) 0.0s(h) 

PC.19 

Acceleration/ 
deceleration time 

of simple PLC 
reference 0 

Oo
 L w
 

PC.20 
Running time 
of simple PLC 
reference 1 

0.0s(h)-6500.0s(h) 0.0s(h) 

PC.21 

Acceleration/ 
deceleration time 

of simple PLC 
reference 4 

oO
 ~3 

PC.22 
Running time 
of simple PLC 
reference 2 

0.0s(h)~6500.0s(h) 0.0s(h) 

PC.23 

Acceleration/ 
deceleration time 

of simple PLC 
reference 2 

0-3 

PC.24 
Running time 
of simple PLG 
reference 3 

0.08(h)~6500.0s(h) 0.0s(h) 

PC.25 

Acceleratlor/ 
deceleration time 

of simple PLC 
reference 3 

fan
g 2 wo
 

PC.26 
Running time 
of simple PLC 
reference 4 

0.0s(h}~6500.0s(h) 0.0s(h) 

PC.27 

Acceleration/ 
deceleration time 

of simple PLC 
reference 4 

0-3 
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Operation Instruction of T9000 Series Inverter 

Function 
code 

Parameter Name Setting range Default Property 

PC.28 
Running time 
of simple PLC 
reference 5 

0.0s(h)~6500.0s(h) 0,0s(h) 

PC.29 

Acceleration/ 
deceleration time 

of simple PLC 
reference 5 

oO
 ~3 

PC.30 
Running time 
of simple PLC 
reference 6 

0.0s(h)~6500.0s(h) 0.0s(h) 

PC.31 

Acceleration/ 
deceleration time 0 

of simple PLC 
reference 6 

PC.32 
Running time 
of simple PLC 
reference 7 

0.0s(h)~6500.0s(h) 0.0s(h) 

PC.33 

Acceleration/ 
deceleration time 

of simple PLC 
reference 7 

to
) ~3 

PC.34 
Running time 
of simple PLC 
reference 8 

0.0s(h)~6500.0s(h) 0.0s(h) 

PC.35 

Acceleration/ 
deceleration time 

of simple PLC 
reference 8 

0-3 

PC.36 
Running time 
of simple PLG 
reference 9 

0.0s(h)~6500.0s(h) 0.0s(h) 

PC.37 

Acceleration/ 
deceleration time 

of simple PLC 
reference 9 

o
 i oo
) 

PC.38 
Running time 
of simple PLC 
reference 10 

0.0s(h)~6500,0s(h) 0.0s(h) 

PC.39 

Acceleration/ 
deceleration time 

of simple PLC 
reference 10 

Oo
 

3 
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Appdenix 1 ParameterDescription of PID Control 

Function 
pode Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

Running time 
PC.40 | of simple PLC |0.0s(h)~6500.0s(h) 0.0s(h) * 

reference 11 

Acceleration/ 
deceleration time 

of simple PLC es a * 
reference 11 

PC.41 oO
 

Running time 
PC.42 | of simple PLC |0.0s(h)~6500.0s(h) 0.0s(h) * 

teference 12 

Acceleration/ 
deceleration time 

PC.43 | of simple PLC |°~> p * 
teference 12 

Running time 
PC.44 | ofsimple PLC |0.0s(h)~6500.0s(h) 0.0s(h) w 

reference 13 

Acceleration/ 
deceleration time 

of simple PLC |°~3 9 * 
reference 13 

PC.45 to
) 

Running time 
PC.46 | of simple PLC |0.0s(h)~6500.0s(h) 0.0s(h) * 

reference 14 

Acceleration/ 
deceleration time 

of simple PLC _ 0 * 
reference 14 

PC.47 

Running time 
PC.48 | ofsimple PLC |0.0s(h)~6500.0s(h) 0.0s(h) * 

teference 15 

Acceleration/ 
deceleration time 

of simple PLC 
reference 15 

PC.49 o
 ~3 0 * 

Time unit of 
PC.50 simple PLC 

running 

0: s (second) 
1: h (hour) 
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Operation Instruction of T9000 Series Inverter 

Function 
Parameter Name 

code 
Setting range Default Property 

Reference 0 
PC.51 Sauce 

Set by PC.00 
FlV/Potentiometer on 
operation panel 
Fic 
Reserved 
PULSE 
PID 
Set by preset frequency 
(P0.08), UP/DOWN can 
be modified 

=
O
 

P
o
P
 

O
w
 

Group PD: Communication Parameters 

PD.00 Baud rate 

Unit's digit: MODBUS 
0: 300BPS 
1: 600BPS 
2: 1200BPS 
3: 2400BPS 
4: 4800BPS 
5: 9600BPS 
6: 19200BPS 
7: 38400BPS 
8: 57600BPS 
9: 115200BPS 

Ten's digit: Reserved 
Hundred's digit: Reserved 
Thousand’s digit: 
Reserved 

0005 

PD.01 Data format 

0: No check, <8-N-2> 
1: Even parity check, <8- 
E-1> 

2: Odd Parity check, <8- 
0-1> 
3: 8-N-1 

PD.02 | Local address 1~247 

PD.03 | Response delay Oms~20ms 

Communication 
PD.04 i 

timeout 
0.0 (Invalld), 0.1s~60.0s 0.0 

Data transfer 
PD.O5 format selection 

Unit's digit: MODBUS 
0: Non-standard MODBUS 
protocol 
1: Standard MODBUS 
protocol 
Ten’s digit: Reserved 

Communication 
reading current 

resolution 
PD.06 

0: 0.01A 
1:0.1A 
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Appdenix 1 ParameterDescription of PID Control 

Ue Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

Group PP: User-Defined Function Codes 

PP.CO | User password |0~65535 0 * 

0: No operation 
Parameter 01: Restore factory 

PP.O1 Initialization | settings except motor 0 * 
parameters 

Group CO Torque control parameter 

Speed/Torque |... 
0.00 | control mode |°: Speed control 0 * 

. 1: Torque control 
selection 

0: Digital setting 1 (C0.03) 
1: FIV/ Potentiometer on 

operation panel 
2: FIC 
3: Reserved 
4: PULSE 

Torque setting |5: Communication setting 
source selection |6: MIN (FIV,FIC)/ 

co. in torque control |MIN (Potentiometer on 6 * 
mode operation panel,FIC) 

7: MAX (FIV,FICY 
MAX (Potentiometer on 

operation panel,FIC) 
(The full range of 1-7 
corresponding to the digit 
setting of C0.03) 

Torque digit 
0.03 | setting in torque |-200.0%~200.0% 150.0% «w 

control 

Forward 
maximum 0.00Hz~maximum 

C0.05 frequency In _|frequancy 50.00Hz * 

torque control 

Reverse 
maximum 0.00Hz~maximum 

C0,06 frequency in |frequency 50.00Hz xg 

torque control 

Acceleration time 
C0.07 in torque control 0,00s~65000s 0.00s “ 

c0.08 |Deceleration time}, o9. gs000s 0.008 
in torque control 

Group C5 Control optimization parameters 
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Operation Instruction of T9000 Series Inverter 

Ue Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

DPWM 
5.00 switchover [5.00Hz~maximum 8.00Hz ok 

frequency upper |frequency 
limit 

0: Asynchronous 
PWM modulation | modulation 

5.01 mode 1: Synchronous 9 * 
modulation 

Dead zone 0: No compensation 
C5.02 | compensation |" pens 1 * 

- 1: Compensation mode 1 
made selection 

0: Random PWM invalid 

cs.03 | Rancom PWM I4-10: PWM carrier 0 x 
P frequency random depth 

Rapid current |0: Disabled 
5.04 limit 4: Enabled 1 * 

Voltage over 
C5.05 modulation |100~110 105 w 

coefficient 

Under voltage 7 
C5.06 threshold setting 210~420 350 * 

5,08 | Dead zone time |1999,-o00% 150% 
adjustment 

Over voltage ra Model 
C509 threshold setting 200-0V=2500.0¥ dependent 

Group C6: FI Curve Setting(FI is FIV or FIC) 

Fl curve 4 
C6.00 minimum input 0.00V~C6.02 0.00V * 

Corresponding 
setting of Fl 7 

6.01 carve 4 miniraum -100.0%~+100.0% 0.0% * 

input 

Fl curve 4 
6.02 inflexion 1 input ©6.00~C6.04 3.00V a 

Corresponding 
setting of Fl ~ 

06.03 | oo rve 4 inflexion |-100-0%~+100.0% 30.0% we 

1 input 

Fl curve 4 
C6.04 inflexion 2 input C6.02~C6.06 6.00V * 

Corresponding 
setting of Fl ~ 

C6.05 curve 4 inflexion -100.0%~+100.0% 60.0% * 

2 input 
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Appdenix 1 ParameterDescription of PID Control 

Ue Parameter Name Setting range Default | Property 

Fl curve 4 
C6.06 maximum input C6.06~+10.00V 10.00V * 

Corresponding 
setting of 7 

C6.07 Fl curve 4 -100.0%~+100.0% 100.0% * 

maximum input 

Fl curve 5 7 
C6.08 minimum input 0.00V~C6.10 0.00V *k 

Corresponding 
setting of Fl 7 

C6.09 curve 5 minimum -100.0%~+100.0% 0.0% * 

input 

Fl curve 5 
C6.10 inflexion 1 input C6.08~C6.12 3.00V * 

Corresponding 
setting of FI ~ 

cé6.11 curve 5 inflexion -100.0%~+100.0% 30.0% * 

1 input 

Fl curve 5 
C6.12 inflexion 2 input C6.10~C6.14 6.00V * 

Corresponding 
setting of FI . 

C6.13 curves Infiaxlon -100.0%~+100.0% 60.0% * 

2 input 

Fl curve 5 
6.14 imaoamior input C6.12-+10.00V 10.00V * 

Corresponding 
C6.15 setting of Fl |-100.0%~+100.0% 100.0% * 

curve 

cate | YUmepointof | 100.0%~100.0% 0.0% | * 
Jump amplitude 3 n 

C6.17 of FIV input 0.0%~100.0% 0.5% Xe 

Jump point of 7 n 
C6.18 FIG input -100.0%~100.0% 0.0% Xe 

Jump amplitude _ 7 
C6.19 of FIC input 0.0%~100.0% 0.5% xd 

Monitoring parameters: 

chien Parameter Name Unit 
Code 

Group DO Basic monitoring parameters 

DBo.00 Running frequency (Hz) 0.01Hz 
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Operation Instruction of T9000 Series Inverter 

REE Parameter Name Unit 
Code 

DO0.01 Set frequency (Hz) 0.01Hz 

DO.02 Bus voltage (V) O.1V 

DBO0.03 Output voltage (V) 1V 

D0.04 Output current (A) 0.01A 

DBo0.05 Output power (kV) 0.1kW 

D0.06 Output torque (%) 0.1% 

DO0.07 $ input status 4 

DO.08 MO‘ output status 4 

Do.09 Potentiometer on operation panel/FIV Voltage (V) 0.01V 

DO.10 FIC Voltage (V) 0.01V 

DO.11 Reserved 

DO.12 Count value 1 

DO.13 Length value 4 

DO.14 Load speed display 4 

DO.15 PID setting 4 

DO.16 PID feedback 4 

Do.17 PLC stage 4 

DO.18 PULSE input pulse frequency (kHz) 0.01kHz 

DO.19 Reserved 

DO.20 Remaining running time 0.1Min 

D0.21 Potentiometer on operation panel /FIV voltage before 0.001V 

correction 

D0.22 FIC voltage before correction 0.001V 

D0.23 Reserved 

D0.24 Linear speed 1m/Min 

D0.25 On the current power-on time 1Min 

D0.26 The current running time 0.1Min 

DO0.27 Input pulse frequency 1Hz 

D0.28 Communication setting value 0.01% 

D0.29 Reserved 

DO.30 Reserved 
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Appdenix 1 ParameterDescription of PID Control 

aateiety Parameter Name Unit 
Code 

DO.31 Auxiliary frequency Y display 0.01Hz 

DO.32 View any memory address values 4 

D0.33 Reserved 

DO.34 Motor temperature value 41°C 

DO0.35 Target torque (%) 01% 

DO0.36 Reserved 4 

BO0.37 Power factor angle 0.1° 

D0.38 Reserved 4 

Bo.39 Target voltage upon V/F separation 1Vv 

DO0.40 Output voltage upon V/F separation 1v 

DO.41 Reserved 

DO.42 Reserved 

D0.43 Reserved 

D0.44 Reserved 

D0.45 Fault info 0 

DO.58 Z signal counter 4 

D0.59 Set frequency (%) 0.01% 

DO.60 Running frequency (%) 0.01% 

DO.61 AC drive status 4 

DO.74 AC drive output torque 0.1 

DO.76 Accumulative power consumption low level 0.1°C 

DO.77 Accumulative power consumption high level 1°C 

DO0.78 Linear speed 1m/min 

Fault code list: 

Fault code Name Fault code Name 
Over current 

OC1 during 
acceleration 

oc2 ie IE Soren eck 

deceleration 
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Operation Instruction of T9000 Series Inverter 

Fault code Name Fault code Name 

Over current 
oc3 during constant TE Motor rota 

speed 

Over voltage 
ou1 during 

acceleration 

Over voltage 
ou2 during EEP earl 

deceleration 

Over voltage a 
Short circuit to 

OU3 during constant GND ground fault 
speed 

Control power Accumulative 
POF tout END1 running time 

reached fault 

Accumulative 
LU i Ne END2 power on time 

reached fault 

O12 AC drive over load LOAD ao 

PID feedback lost 
OLi Motor over load PIOE during running 

fault 

Ll Input phase loss CBC Rapid current |imit 
fault 

Speed deviation 
Lo Output phase loss ESP too large fault 

OH Module over heat OsP Motor.over speed 
fault 

External 

EF equipment fault 

Communication 
CE fault 
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Appdennix 2 Troubleshooting 

Appdennix 2 Troubleshooting 

1 Fault alarm and countermeasures 

The drive has a number of warning messages and protection 

functions. Once the fault occurs, the protection function operates, 

the drive stops outpuiting, the drive fault relay contacts act, and the 
fault code is displayed on the drive display panel. Before seeking 
service, users can perform self-checking according to the tips in this 
section, analyze the cause of the fault, and find a solution. If it is 

the reason listed in the dotted box, please seek service, contact the 

agent of the drive you purchased or contact us directly. 
The QUOC in the warning message is a hardware overcurrent or 
avervoltage signal. In most cases, the hardware overvoltage fault 
causes the OUOC alarm. 

Fault Name _ | Display Possible Causes Solutions 

41: The output circuit 
is grounded or short 
circuited. 
2: The connecting cable 
of the motor is too long. 
3: The module overheats. 

1: Eliminate external 
faults. 
2: Install a reactor or an 
output filter. 

servo drive unit 
protection oC 

4: The intemal connections 
become loose. 
5:The main control board 
is faulty. 
6: The drive baard is 
faulty. 
7: The servo drive 
module is faulty 

3: Check the air filter and 
the cooling fan. 
4: Connect all cables 
Properly. 
5, 6, 7: Looking for 

technical support 
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Operation Instruction of T9000 Series Inverter 

Fault Name_| Display Possible Causes Solutions 

4: The output clreutt 1: Eliminate extemal 
. faults. 
bet ea lial 2: Perform the motor 

. : as auto-tuning. 
toi 'S_ |3: Increase the 

. vg acceleration time. 
pe lerattion’ tine 4: Adjust the manual 

Overcurrent 4: Manual torque boost or —_ boost or VIF 
during OC1 /|V/F curveis not appropriate.|- 

acceleration 5: The voltage is too low. nono otha 6 
6: The startup operation 6: Select - ti | d 
is performed on the Bg be Loreto epoe 
rotating motor. tracking restart or start 
7:A sudden ipa dis added the motor after it stops. 
during Acceleration 7: Remove the added 

_ “ay ig |load. 
8: The AC drive model is |. 3 
of too small power class. 8: Select an AC drive of 

higher power class. 

1: The output circuit chet 

is grounded or short 7, Elie odtemal 
circuited. ene 

2: Motor auto-tuning is an itl the:motor 
not performed. 3:1 <_ 

Overcurrent 3: The deceleration time “iecalorailon tm e 

during | OG2 |Is too Short, 4: Adjust the voltage to 
acceleration 4: The voltage is too low. normal I range 9 

5: A sudden load is added|-° Tamovethe aided 

St cara fone 
apie : 6: Install the braking unit 

hoare reeisior are not and braking resistor. 

1: The output clrcult 1: Ellminate extemal 
is grounded or short faults. 
circuited. 2: Perform the motor 
2: Motor auto-tuning is —_jauto- tuning. 

rename at oc3 not performed. 3: Adjust the voltage to 
speed 3: The voltage is too low. |normal range. 

P 4: A sudden load Is added|4: Remove the added 
during operation. load. 
5: The AC drive model is |5: Select an AC drive of 
of too small power class. |higher power class. 
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Fault Name_| Display Possible Causes Solutions 

a ‘i voltage Is 1: Adjust the voltage to 

2: An Dara foros normal range. 
dives tha riotorduri 2: Cancel the external 

Overvoltage acseleraton ing force or install a braking 

during ous 3: The acceleration time resletar. 
acceleration is too Short 3: Increase the 

4: The braking unit and 4: Install he braking unit 

ee | restate are not and braking resistor. 

1: The input voltage is 

Fre samal force 1: Adjust the voltage to 

Overvoliage drives the motor during pagent etarival 

during ou2 |deceleration. force or install the braking 
deceleration 3: The deceleration time Fealstor 

beeen unit and {4 !nstall the braking unit 

braking resistor are not and braking resistor. 
installed. 

1: The input voltage is 1: Adjust the voltage to 
Overvoltage at ‘too high. normal range. 

constant QU3 |2: An external force 2: Cancel the external 
speed drives the motor during force or install the braking 

deceleration. resistor. 

1: The input voltage is —_/ 1: Adjust the voltage to 
‘too high. normal range. 

eee al POF |2: An external force 2: Cancel the external 
pPly drives the motor during __|force or install the braking 

deceleration. resistor. 

1: Instantaneous power 
failure occurs on the 
input power supply. 
2: The AC drive's input 

bioerne rene the |1: Reset the fault. 
: _ 2: Adjust the voltage to 

Undervoltage LU 8: The bus wojtage Is normal range. 
abnormal. 
4: The rectifier bridge and 
buffer resistor are faulty. 
5: The drive board is 
faulty. 
6: The main control board 
is faulty. 

3, 4, 5, 6: Looking for 

technical support 
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Fault Name _| Display Possible Causes Solutions 

1: The load is too heavy |1: Reduce the load and 
AC drive or locked-rotor occurs on |check the motor and 
overoad OL2_ |the motor. mechanical condition. 

2: The AC drive model is |2: Select an AC drive of 
of too small power class. |higher power class 

1: P9.01 is set impraperly.|1: Set P9.01 correctly. 
2: The load is too heavy |2: Reduce the load and 

Motor overload! oL1 |° locked- rotor occurs on|check the motor and the 
the motor. mechanical condition. 
3: The AC drive model is |3: Select an AC drive of 
of too small power class. |higher power class. 

1: The three-phase power 
input is abnormal. 

Power input rat drive board is punts extemal 

phaseloss | LI 5. ‘The lightening board is|2, 3, 4: Looking for 
faulty. technical support 
4: The main control board 
is faulty. 

1: The cable connecting 

a <— ile 1: Eliminate extemal 

2: The AC drive's tree OE ae th 
Power output Lo phase outputs are Tico RES praNe e 
phase loss. unbalanced when the motor) 

Fi A winding is normal. 
2 anne: . 3:Looking for technical 
3: The drive board is " 

support . 
faulty. 
4: The module is faulty. 

1: The ambient 1: Lower the ambient 
temperature is too High. 
temperature. 2: Clean the air filter. 
2: The air filter is blocked. |3: Replace the damaged 

Module OH 3: The fan is damaged. |fan 
overheat 4: The thermally sensitive |4: Replace the damaged 

resistor of the module is thermally sensitive resistor. 
damaged. 5: Replace the servo 
5: The servo drive drive 
module is damaged. module. 

External 1: External fault signal is 

equipment EF input via X. Reset the operation 
fault 2: External fault signal is . 

input via virtual I/O. 
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Fault Name_| Display Possible Causes Solutions 

1: The host computer is . 
in abnormal state. helio Hn of 
2: The communication . puter. 

Communication CE cable is faulty. 2 eck then cablin 
fault 3: PO28 is set improperly. |&° 9. 

4: The communication 3 Set PUZB sorrectly, 
parameters in group PD Set the communication 
are set improperly. a propery. 

1: Replace the faulty 
1: The drive board and drive board or power 

Contactor fault} rAy |power supply are faulty. |supply board. 
2: The contactor is faulty. |2: Replace the faulty 

Contactor. 

1: The HALL device is 1: Replace the faulty 
Pade ie faulty HALL device. 

fault 2: The drive board is 2: Replace the faulty 
faulty. drive board. 

7 1: Set the motor 
1: The motor parameters rameters according to 

Motor auto- are not set according to pa 9 
. the nameplate properly. 

tuning TE |the nameplate. 2: Check the cable 
fault 2: The motor auto-tuning connecting the AC drive 

times out. 
and the motor. 

7 F 1: Set the encoder type 
1: The encoder type is correctly based on the 

Pec able connection actual situation. 
of the encoder is 2:Eliminate external 

Encoder fault | PG incorrect faults. 
4 i 3: Replace the damaged 

3: The encoder is 

damaged. 4: Roplace the faulty PG 4: The PG card is faulty, |4* Replace the faulty 
card. 

ee EEP The EEPROM chip is Replace the main control 
write fault damaged. board. 

1: Handle based on 
AC drive ouvoc 1: Overvoltage exists. Overvoltage. 

hardware fault 2: Overcurrent exists. 2: Handle based on 
overcurrent. 

Short circuit to The motor is short Replace the cable or 
GND |. 

ground circuited to the ground. _|motor. 

Accumulative The accumulative running |Clear the record through 
running time | END1 |time reaches the setting |The parameter 
reached value. initialization function. 
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actual situation. 

Fault Name_| Display Possible Causes Solutions 

Accumulative The accumulative power- |Clear the record through 
power-on time | END2 |on timereaches the The parameter 

reached setting value. initialization function. 

. ; Check that the load is 
The AC drive running : 

Load F disconnected or the 
becoming 0 LOAD Ea ea. t is lower than setting of P9.64 and 

“ P9.65 is correct. 

PID feedback The PID feedback is Check the PID feedback 
lost PIDE lower than the setting of |signal or set PA.26 toa 

during running PA.26. proper value. 

1: The load is too heavy |1: Reduce the load and 
Pulse-by-pulse or locked-rotor occurs on |check the motor and 
current limit | CBC |the motor. mechanical condition. 

fault 2: The AC drive model is |2: Select an AC drive of 
of toosmall power class. |higher power class. 

1: The encoder 1: Set the encoder 
parameters are set parameters properly. 

Too large Incorrectly. 2: Perform the motor 
speed ESP |2: The motor auto-tuning |auto- tuning. 

deviation is not Performed. 3: Set P9.69 and P9.70 
3: P9.69 and P98.70 are [correctly based on the 
set incorrectly. actual situation. 

1: The encoder 1: Set the encoder 
parameters are set parameters properly. 
Incorrectly. 2: Perform the motor 

eae) oSP |2: The motor auto-tuning /auto- tuning. 
is not Performed. 3: Set P9.69 and P9.70 
3: P9.69 and P9.70 are [correctly based on the 
set incorrectly. actual situation. 

Check that the motor 
Initial position _ The motor parameters parameters are set 

fault ini |are not set based on the |correctly and whether the 
setting of rated current is 
too small. 
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2 Common Faults and Solutions 

You may come across the following faults during the use of the AC 
drive. Refer to the following table for simple fault analysis. 

Table 6-1 Troubleshooting to common faults of the AC drive 

SN Fault Possible Causes Solutions 

There is no 
1 display 

at power-on. 

1: There is no power supply 
to the AC drive or the power 
input to the AC drive is too 
low. 
2: The power supply of the 
switch on the drive board of 
the AC drive is Faulty. 
3: The rectifier bridge is 
damaged. 
4: The control board or the 
operation panel is faulty. 
5: The cable connecting the 
control board and the drive 
board and the operation 
panel breaks. 

1: Check the power 
supply. 
2: Check the bus voltage. 
3:Looking for technical 
support 

“9000” is 
2 displayed 

at power-on. 

1: The cable between the 
drive board and the control 
board is in poor contact. 
2: Related components 
on the control board are 
damaged. 
3: The motor or the motor 
cable is short circuited to the 
ground. 
4: The HALL device Is faulty. 
5: The power input to the AC 
drive is too low. 

Looking for technical 
support 

"GND" is 
3 | displayed at 

power-on. 

4: The motor or the motor 
output cable is short- 
circuited to the ground. 
2: The AC drive is damaged. 

1: Measure the insulation 
of the motor and the 
output cable with a 
megger. 
2: Looking for technical 
support 
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SN Fault Possible Causes Solutions 

The AC drive 
display is 

normal 1:The cooling fan is 
upon poWer- | damaged or locked-rotor 

on. But 1: Replace the damaged 
a ni, [occurs. 

4 9000" Is 2: The external control fan. 
displayed terminal cable is short 2: Eliminate external fault. 

afer circuited 
running and ‘ 

stops 
immediately. 

1: The setting of carrier 
frequency is too high. 1: Reduce the carrier 

patty 2: The cooling fan is frequency (P017). 
5 fault damaged, or the air filteris |2: Replace the fan and 

is reported blocked. clean the air filter. 
fre ale 3: Components inside the = |3: Looking for technical 

q ¥ JAC drive are damaged support 
(thermal coupler or others). 

1: Check the motor and the 
motor Cables. 1: Ensure the cable 

Ti et 2: The AC drive parameters |between the AC drive and 
are set improperly (motor —_|the motor is normal. 

not rotate 
6 after the parameters). 2: Replace the motor or 

AC drive 3: The cable between the —_ [clear mechanical faults. 
runs drive board and the control |3: Check and re-set motor 

. board is in poor contact. parameters. 
4: The drive board is faulty. 

. 1: Check and reset the 
1: The parameters are set parameters in group P5. 
Incorrectly. . 

3 ‘ 2: Re-connect the external 
The S 2: The external signal is ei 

; signal cables. 
7 terminals —|incorrect 3: R firm the j 

are disabled. |3: The jumper bar across OP}, * een OB eS aaa 
and +24 V becomes loose. ber across and A . 
4: The control board is faulty. 4:Looking for technical 

. “|support 

1: The encoder is faulty. 1: Replace the encoder 
dled 2: The encoder cable is and ensure the cabling is 

7 connected incorrectly or in | proper. 
8 lis —_ ow poor contact. 2: Replace the PG card. 

3: The PG card is faulty. 3: Looking for technical 
CLG made. 4: The drive board is faulty. |support 
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SN Fault Possible Causes Solutions 

The AC drive |1: The motor parameters are voeneinnrepe rform 

reports sei improperly. . the motor auto-tuning. 
9 ‘overcurrent |2)'The acce leration 4 2: Set proper acceleration/ 

overvoliage improper. time Is deceleration time. 
. : 3: Looking for technical 

frequently. |3: The load fluctuates. support 

41: Check whether the 
contactor cable is loose. 

rAy is 2: Check whether the 
reported .. }contactor is faulty. 

10 | upon power- The soft startup contactor is 3: Check whether 24 
not picked up. 

on or V power supply of the 
running. contactor is faulty. 

4: Looking for technical 
support 
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Appendix 3 

Communication Protocol 

T9000 series inverter provides RS232 / RS485 communication 

interface, and support the Modbus communication protocol. Users 
can be achieved by computing machine or PLC central control, 
through the communication protocol set inverter running commands, 

modify or read function code parameters, read the inverter working 
condition and fault information, etc. 

1, The agreement content 

The serial communication protocol defines the serial communication 

transmission of information content and format.Including: host 
polling or wide planting format;Host encoding method, the content 

includes: the function of the required action code, data transmission 

and error checking, etc.From the ring of machine should be used 

is the same structure, content including: action confirmation, return 

the data and error checking, etc.If there was an error in receiving 

information from a machine, or cannot achieve the requirements of 

the host, it will organize a fault feedback information in response to 

the host. 

2, Application methods 

Application mode inverter with RS232 / RS485 bus access to the 
"from" single main PC/PLC control network. 

3, Bus structure 

(1) The interface way RS232 / RS485 interface hardware 

(2) Asynchronous serial transmission mode, half-duplex 

transmission mode.At the same time the host and the only one to 
send data from the machine and the other can only receive data. 

Data in the process of serial asynchronous communication, the form 

of a message, a frame of a frame to send 

(3)Topological structure from single host machine system.From 
the machine address set In the range of 1 ~ 247, 0 for broadcast 

communication address.In the network from the machine address 

must be unique. 
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4, Protocol Description 

T9000 series inverter is a kind of asynchronous serial port 

communication protocol of master-slave Modbus communication 

protocol, the network has only one equipment (host) to establish 

agreement (called "query/command").Other equipment (machine) 

can only by providing data response of the main machine "query/ 

command", or "query/command" according to the host to make the 

corresponding action.Host in this refers to the personal computer 

(PC), industrial control equipment or programmable logic controller 

(PLC), etc., from machine refers to T9000 inverter.The host can 

communicate to a separate from the machine, also can to all under 

a broadcast information from machine release.For access to the 
host alone "query/command”, from the machine to return to a 
information (called response), for radio host information, from the 

machine without feedback response to the host. 

5, Communications data structure 

Communication data structure T9000 series inverter of the Modbus 

protocol communication data format is as follows: using the RTU 

mode, messages are sent at least begin with 3.5 characters pause 

time interval. 

In network wave rate under varied characters of the time, this is 

the most easy to implement (below T1, T2, T3, 14). Transmission 

equipment is the first domain address. 

The transmission character of you can use is the hex 0...9, 
A...F.Continuously detect network bus network facilities, including 

pause interval of time.When the first domain (domain) to receive, 

every equipment decoding to determine whether to own.After the 

last transmission character, a pause at least 3.5 characters time 

calibration for the end of the message.A new message can be 

started after the pause. 

The entire message frame must be as a continuous flow of 

transmission. |f the time frame to complete more than 1.5 characters 
before pause time, receiving equipment will refresh incomplete 

message and assume that the next byte is a new message the 
address of the domain.Likewise, if a new message in less than 3.5 

characters of time and then a message before, receiving equipment 
will think it is a continuation of the previous message. This will result 

in an error, because in the final CRC field value can't be right. 

RTU frame format: 
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The frame header START 3.5 characters 

Slave address ADR Communication address: 1~247 

command code CMD 
03: Read the machine parameters; 06: write 

the machine parameters 

Date content DATA (N-1 ) 

Data content DATA (N-2 ) 

Data contentDATAO 

Information content: Function code parameter 
address, function code number of parameters, 

function code parameter values, etc 

high-order position of CRC 
CHK 

low-order position of CRC 
CHK 

estimated value: CRC value 

END 3.5 characters'time 

CMD(Command instruction)and DATA(the description of data word) 

command code:03H,read N word(Word)(Gan read the most words 

of 12)For example,From the machine address of 01 inverter startup 

F105 continuous read for two consecutive values 
The host command information 

ADR 01H 

CMD 03H 

high-order position of the starting address FiH 

low-order position of the starting address 05H 

high-order position of register 00H 

low-order position of register 02H 

low-order position of CRC CHK Wait to calculate the CRC CHK 

high-order position of CRC CHK values 

In response to information from the slave machine 

Set PD.05 to 0: 

ADR 01H 

CMD 03H 

high-order position of bytes 00H 

low-order position of bytes 04H 

Data high-order position of FO02H 00H 

Data low-order position of F002H 00H 

Data high-order position of FOO3H 00H 

Data low-order position of FO03H 01H 

low-order position of CRC CHK Wait to calculate the CRC CHK 

high-order position of CRC CHK values 

Set PD.05 to 1: 
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ADR 01H 

CMD 03H 

The number of bytes 04H 

Data high-order position of FOO02H 00H 

Data low-order position of FO02H 00H 

Data high-order position of FO03H 00H 

Data low-order position of FO03H 01H 

low-order position of CRC CHK Wait to calculate the CRC CHK 

high-order position of CRC CHK values 

The command code:06H write a word(Word)For example,write 

000(BB8H)to slave machine. 

Address 05H inverter’s FOOAH address. 

The host command information 

ADR 05H 

CMD 06H 

high-order position of data address FOH 

low-order position of data address OAH 

high-order position of _ information content OBH 

low-order position of information content B8H 

low-order position of CRC CHK Wait to calculate the CRC 

high-order position of CRC CHK CHK values 

In response to information from the slave machine 

ADR 02H 

CMD 06H 

high-order position of data address FOH 

low-order position of data address OAH 

high-order position of information content 13H 

low-order position of information content 88H 

low-order position of CRC CHK Wait to calculate the CRC 

high-order position of CRC CHK CHK values 

Check way——CRC Check way:CRC(Cyclical Redundancy Check) 

use RTU frame format, The message includes error detection field 

based on the method of CRC .CRC domain test the whole content 

of a message. CRC domain is two bytes,contains a 16-bit binary 

values.it is calculated by the transmission equipment, added to the 

message.receive messages the device recalculate.And compared 
with receives the CRC in the domain of value, if the two CRC value 

is not equal, then there is an error in transmission. 

CRC is saved in OxFFFF,Then call a process to continuous 8-bit 

bytes of the message and the values in the current register 
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for processing.Only 8 bit data in each character of CRC is 

effective,Starting bit and stopping bit and parity bits are invalid. 
In the process of CRC,Each of the eight characters are separate 

and dissimilar or register contents(XOR),The results move to the 
least significant bit direction, set the most significant bit to 0. LSB is 

extracted to test,if set LSB to 1,Register and preset value dissimilarity 
or alone,if set LSB to 0, is not to.The whole process will repeat 8 

times.when the last time ( the eighth time) is completed,next 8-bit 
bytes and separate and register under the current value of the alien 

or.The values in the final register,Is all bytes in the message is 

executed after the CRC value. 

When CRC added to the messages .The low byte to join first and 

then high byte.CRC Simple function is as follows: 

unsigned int cre_cal_value(unsigned char *data_value,unsigned 

char data_length) 

{ 
int i; 

unsigned int crc_value=Oxfiff, 

while(data_length--) 

{ 
crc_value*=*data_value++; 
for(i=0;i<8;i++) 

{ 
If(cre_value&0x0001) 

crc_value=(crc_value>>1)*0xa001; 

else 
crc_value=crc_value>>1; 

} 
} 
Return(crce_value); 

} 
Address definition of communication parameters 

This part is the content of the communication, used to control the 

operation of the inverter, inverter status and related parameters 
setting.Read and write functional code parameter (some function 

code which can not be changed, only for the use of manufacturers 

or monitoring) : function code parameter address label rules: 

By function block number and the label for the parameter address 

representation rules .High byte: FO~FF(P group),AOQ~AF(C 

group),70~7F(D group)low byte:00~FF 
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Such as:P3.12,The address is expressed as F30C; attention: 

PF group:Neither read the parameters, and do not change 
parameters;Group D group: only can read, do not change the 

parameters. 
When some parameters in inverter is in operation, do not 

change;Some parameters of the inverter in any state, cannot be 
changed;Change function code parameters, but also pay attention 

to the range of parameters, units, and related instructions. 

In addition, because the EEPROM is stored frequently, the service 

life of the black can reduce the the life of the block EPROM, so 

some function code under the mode of communication, do not 

need to be stored, just change the value of RAM.If it is P group of 

parameters, in order to realize the function, as long as putting this 

function code address high F into 0 can be achieved. If it is C group 

of parameters, in order to realize the function, as long as putting 

the function code the address of high A into 4 can be achieved. 

Corresponding function codes are shown as the following address: 
the high byte: 00 ~ OF (P group), 40 ~ 4F(group B) low byte: 00 to 

FF 

Such as: 

Function code P3.12 is not stored in the EEPROM,The address 
is expressed as 030C;Function code CO-05 is not stored in the 

EEPROM,The address is expressed as 4005; The address 

representation can only do writing RAM,can’t do reading 
action,when reading, it is invalid address. For all the parameters, can 

also use the command code 7H to implement this function. 

Stopping/starting parameters: 

Parameter address Parameter description 

1000 Communication Setting value (-10000~10000 ) (decimal 
system ) 

1001 Operating frequency 

1002 Bus voltage 

1003 output voltage 

1004 current output 

1005 output power 
1006 output torque 

1007 running velocity 

1008 S Input Flag 

1009 M01 output Flag 

100A FIV voltage 

100B FIC voltage 
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100C Reserved 

100D count value input 

100E The length of the input 

100F The load speed 

1010 PID setting 

1011 PID feedback 

1012 PLC steps 

1013 PULSE the input pulse frequency, unit 0.01kKHz 

1014 Reserved 

1015 The remaining running time 

1016 FIV before correction voltage 
1017 FIC before correction voltage 

1018 Reserved 

1019 Linear velocity 

101A the current access to electricity time 

101B the current running time 

101C PULSE input pulse frequency,unit 1Hz 

101D Communication Setting value 

101E Reserved 

101F The main frequency X show 

1020 Auxiliary frequency Y show 

attention: 
Communication setting value is relative percentage, 10000 

corresponds to 100.00% and - 10000-100.00%.The frequency of 
dimensional data, the percentage is relative to the percentage of 
maximum frequency (P0.12);Counter rotating torque dimensional 

data, the percentage is P2.10. 
Contral command input to the inverter:(write-only) 

The command word 
Command function 

address 

0001 Running forward 

0002:Reverse running 

0003:normal inching tuming 

2000 0004:Reversal point move 

0005:Free downtime 

0006:Slowing down 

0007:Failure reset 

Read the inverter state: (read-only) 

[Status word address _ | Status word function 
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0001:Running forward 

3000 0002:Reverse running 

0003:closing down 

Parameters lock password check: (if return for 8888H,/it indicates that the 

password check through) 

Password address The content of the input password 

1FO0 perry 

Command address Command content 

2001 

BITO:(reserved) 
BIT1:(reserved) 

BIT2:RA-RB-RC output control 
BIT3:reserved 

BIT4:M01 output control 

Analog output FOV control: (write-only) 

Command address Command content 

2002 0~7FFF represent 0%~100% 

Analog output control:( Reserved) 

Command address Command content 

2003 0~7FFFrepresent 0%~100% 

PULSE (PULSE) output control: (write -only) 

Command address Command content 

2004 O~7FFFrepresent 0%~100% 

Inverter fault descriptio! in: 

Inverter fault address Inverter fault information 

8000 

0000:failure-free 
0001:reserve 
Q002:Accelerate over current 
0003:Slow down over current 
0004:Constant speed over current 
0005:Accelerate over the voltage 
0006:Slow down over voltage 
0007:Constant speed over voltage 
0008:Buffer resistance overload fault 
0Q009:Under-voltage fault 
QOOA:The inverter overload 
O00B:Motor overload 
000C:reserved 
QOOD:The output phase 
QO0E:Module is overheating 
OOOF:External fault 
0010:Abnormal communication 
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0011:Abnormal contactor 
0012:Current detection fault 
0013:Motor tuning fault 
0014:reserved 
0015:Abnormal parameters, reading and writing 
0016:Inverter hardware failure 
0017:Motor for short circuit fault 
0018:reserved 
0019:reserved 
0Q01A:Running time reached 
001B: reserved 
001C: reserved 
01D: Accumulative power-on time reached 
001E:Load becoming 0 
001F:PID feedback lost during running 
0028:With-wave current limit fault 
0Q029:Motor switchover fault during running 
002A: Too large speed deviation 
002B: Motor over-speed 
002D:Motor overheat 
QO5A:Encoder line number setting error 
005B:Don't connect the encoder 
005C: Initial position fault 
QO5E:Speed feedback error 

8000 

Communication failures Fault feature description 
address 

0000:failure-free 
0001:Password mistake 
0002:The command code error 
0003:CRC Checking error 

8001 0004:Invalid address 
0005:Invalid parameter 
0006:correcting parameter is invalid 
0007:System is locked 
0008:Block is EEPROM operation 

PD group Communication parameters show 

Baud rate The factory value | o005 

units’ digit: MODUBS Baud rate 
0:300BPS 
1:600BPS 
2:(200BPS 
3:2400BPS 

PD.00 setting range |4:4800BPS 
5:9600BPS 
6:19200BPS 
7:38400BPS 
8:57600BPS 
9:115200BPS 

This parameter is used to set data transfer rate between the PG 
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and inverter.Notice that setting the baud rate of upper machine 

and inverter must agree, otherwise, the communication can't carry 

on.The faster the baud rate, the greater the communication. 

The data format | The factory value | 3 

0:No check:The data format<8,N,2> 
PD.04 1:Even-parity:The data format<8,E,1> 

. setting range |2:Odd parity check:The data 
format<8,0,1> 
3:No check:The data format<8-N-1> 

PC and data format set by the inverter must agree, otherwise, the 

communication can’t carry on. 

The machine 

PD.02 address 

setting range 1~247, 0 is the broadcast address 

When the machine address set to 0, namely for the broadcast 

address, realize PC broadcasting functions. 

The machine address has uniqueness (except the broadcast 

address), which is to achieve the basis of upper machine and 

inverter peer-to-peer communications. 

Response latency | The factory value | 2ms 

setting range 0~20ms 

Response latency: refers to the inverter data to accept the end up 

to a upper machine to send data in the middle of the interval of time. 

If the response time delay is less than the system processing time, 

the response time delay will be subject to system processing time, 

processing time, such as response time delay is longer than system 

after processing the data, the system will delay waiting, until the 

response delay time to up to a upper machine to send data. 

The factory value 1 

PD.03 

Communication 
timeout The factory value 0 

PD.04 = 
setting range 0° 5 ies ) 

When the function code is set to 0.0 s, communication timeout 

parameter is invalid. 

When the function code set to valid values, if a communication 

and the interval time of the next communication beyond 

the communication timeout, system will be submitted to the 

communication failure error (CE).Usually, it is set into is invalid.If, in 

the continuous communication system parameter set the time, you 

can monitor the communication status. 
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PD.05 

Communication 
protocol selection 

The factory value 1 

sotting range 
0: Non standard Modbus protocol 
1: The standard Modbus protocol 

PD.05=1:choose the standard Modbus protocol 

PD.05=0: when reading command ,Returns number of bytes from 

the machine is a byte more than the standard Modbus protocol, 

detailed in this agreement 

5 Communication data structures. 

PD.06 

Read the current 
resolution The factory value 1 

setting range hoes 

Used to determine the communication while reading the output 

current, current value of the output units. 
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